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~ Culbertson Winery Battles Fiscal Woes 
by Patt Grantham O'Neill 
In/Mid Empire Business Joum•l 
lfPjour miles east of Temecula, 
l!Uwarmed by the sun and cooled 
by the ocean breezes that drift inland 
through the Rainbow Gap, the French 
Mediterranean-style buildings of the 
John Culbertson Winery decorate the 
hillside and belie the bitter fight for 
control of the business that is occur-
ring there. 
Once friends, now opposmg parlles 
in lawsuit and counter-suit, winery 
founders John C. and Martha Culbert-
son and financial partners John and 
Sally Thornton are locked in an acn-
monious battle royal. Repercussions 
have spread through San Diego high 
society, where both couples are promi-
nent figures. 
Culbertson filed suit in July alleging 
that Thornton, a venture capitalist, 
Chino Valley Bank President and 
CEO John Cavalucci has 
announced the appointment of his 
successor, D. Linn Wiley to chief 
executive officer. Wiley was previ-
ously the execwive vice president 
of Wells Fargo Bank's Inland 
Valley Division. 
see complde profile In October 
Once they were frlends ... now they're locked in a battle royale 
manipulated events that have ruined the 
business so he could take it away. Fur-
ther alleging slander, that usurious and 
illegal interest rates were charged on 
loans, that Thornton may have evaded 
by Phillip L. Dlment 
lnl•nd Emplrw Buslneu Joum•l 
Money is like manure. If you spread il 
around il docs a lot of good. But if you pile 
il up in one place il slinks like hell. 
-Clim Murchison, Jr. 
Time, June 16, 1961 
Under a new tide of uncertainty, 
Inland banks, thrifts and credit unions 
the tax laws and backdated important 
documents. Culbertson IS asking for S2 
million m damages. Recently another 
cause of action was added to the suit 
alleging conflict of interest when 
Is name changing the new game 
tor those who want to float In a 
"survival of the biggest" 
financial market. 
are peepmg with caution at a new land-
scape. One that's battered with regula-
tion, slammed wJth mergers and 
greased with provocation from "has 
been" lenders. It's all happened in a 
$1.50 
Thornton involved a lawyer from a pre-
vious Thornton enterprise in the winery 
business. 
Saying that he feels "very, very hurt 
that what I'm saying occurred," Thorn-
ton filed a countersuit alleging fraud, 
deceit and betrayal, that Culbertson 
faked expense accounts and mJsappro-
'
7t _ 1 nr is that no 
one is going to win... I 
·John Culbertson 
[___ 1 
priated $40 thousand from the corpora-
tion when his personal home mortgage 
went into default. 
Only the bitter dregs of a promising 
relationship are left. Each party claims 
the othe r made the initial move for 
Thornton to invest in the winery. 
In 1986, Culbertson was becoming 
well known in wine making circles . 
He had expanded a hobby into a small 
business making sparkling wines at 
Rancho Regalo del Mar in Fallbrook, 
vintages which were winning major 
PINU SH P•ge 35 
few short months and the worst of the 
reform is still to come. 
Murchison's 1961 money-pile com-
ment is no more true than today, and 
who smells it worse than small Inland 
Empire banks struggling to defend 
their turf in a market where the spreads 
between borrowing and lendmg arc 
razor thin. 
P/Nse sH P•ge 12 
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: Health care Choices to be Limited: Hospitals to Close by the Hundreds =: 
The 1990s offer no immediate relief from the health 
~ care crisis for Inland Empire employers and individual 
.' consumers. 
medical technology. The tragedy of the situation is 
that more than 400 hospitals may close between 1991 
and 1996. 
Health care Percent or GNP to Keep Rising 
~ Health care's share of U.S. gross national product is 
expected to rise to at least 13 percent by 1996. More 
than $1 trillion-- $3,900 per person--will be spent by 
our nation for health care in 1996. Also, more con-
sumers will enroll in managed-care plans that place 
tighter controls on costs and utilization but afford more 
freedom of provider selection. 
According to Arthur Anderson & Co., consumers 
will be willing to accept some cutbacks and modifica-
tions in the delivery of health care services; however, 
they will not tolerate restrictions on access to advanced 
According to a recent Arthur Anderson Delphi 
study, payors will attempt to control their cost of pro-
viding health care by requiring home care services to 
replace inpatient services, shorter hospital stays, 
greater use of non-physician health care professionals, 
and patients travel to "centers of excellence" for com-
plex procedures. In addition, payors will attempt to 
limit access to advanced medical technology-a strate-
gy few consumers are willing to accept. 
As health care costs continue to cut into corporate 
profitability, employers may resort to significantly 
trimming health benefits. Financial pressures on 
American businesses are expected to increase as the 
federal government shifts a large portion of health care 
costs to the private sector. t:.. 
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This Month in the Inland Empire Business Journal--~,,.---~• 
Cover design provided by Christopher Polantz, Polantz Studios in Pasadena. 
Photography by Bud Coiner of Coiner Photography in Riverside. Type 
composition by Terryll Smith. The setting for this review took place 
Spencer's restaurant at the Maruko Hotel in San Bernardino. 
3 
Who's money is at stake? WJ.il 
' .. n .... rt·•n~• '• famous champagne trickle 
the drain? 
Grief! What Happened to My 
3 
a feature editorial report, Phillip 
uncovers tough realities facing 
Empire financial services execu-
Why will service be the key to 
swvival in the Inland Empire? 
End or the Commute--Employees Have 
Offices Brought to Them 7 
You've heard about "telecommuting," 
now find out if it's really going to work 
as the Inland Empire Business Journal 
takes an in depth look at a new trans-
portation alternative. 
Regional Government: 
A Recipe for Disaster? 8, 9 
Here both sides of what will soon be a 
heated debate. Shall we remove control 
from local governments? 
Drugger on Banking 11 
ln an exclusive interview with the Inland 
Empire Business Journal, Robert 
Drugger, chief economist for the 
American Banking Assoc. offers insights 
on the complexities of financial reform. 
Can Inland Empire banks face giants 
frool Japan? 
Saturday, October 26, 1991 
8:30 a.m. - 4:15 p.m. 
SBl\. 
A "nuts and 
bolts" conference to 
provide training 
and information to 
help your business 
g r o w 
Cost $45 
Workshops: 
CENTER FOR 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Business Plan • Olstomer Service • Effective Advertising • Marketing 
Govenment Contracts • Effective Interviews • Import/Export 
Tax Planning • Total Quality Management • Time Management 
Dealing Wilh Difficult People • Obtaining Financing • Public Relations 
Sponsored by: Chaffey College Center for Economic Development 
and the U.S. Small Business Administration• 
Local Chambers of Commerce lending support: 
Chino, Montclair, Fontana, Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga, and Upland 
For more information call (714) 460-1511/1512 
on 
High-tech Off"Jce 16, 17 
Discover what the newest trends are in 
office telecommunications. Why are lap-
tops hot? Can voice-message technology 
take your company off hold? 
Attention I.E. Hote~: 
Travel Tops Baseball 33 
Can Outside CPAs be a Part of Your 
Business? 34 
Not just score keepers, a CPA can pro-
vide you with the knowledge. 
The Missing Link 36 
The initiative to act! Find out about a 
new decision-making theory. 
Technology no Longer a Luxury: 
It's a Requirement! 38 
What design considerations are today's 
Inland Empire businesses looking at to 
improve efficiency and effectiveness? 
Also 
Newamakera .........•••..•.........•.•.•.•.•........•..••. B 
An.wen for the Inland Emplre .....•.•.....•... 7 
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IEBJ Close-up: Sheila Brown 
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• San Bernardino Rent Control 23 
• Water Tycoons Plan for Drought 24 
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For The Record 
To amend our e"or in the August issue of the Inland empire Business 
Jour1Ull, the new address of Dames & Moore is as follows: 
621 E. Carnegie Drive, Suite 260 • San Bernardino, CA 92408 
Phone: (714) 381-2004 • Fax (714) 381-6234 
• 
.. 50YEARs 
Q£_\MES & MOORE 
ENGINEERING Exc::EllEI'JCE 
--------- - - --
-- -
ENviRONMENTAL REsror-.ISIBIUTY 
6 Hutlon Cenue Drive, Suice 700 
Santa Ana, California 9'1:707 
(714) 433-2000 
Telecopier: (714) 433-2364 
911 Wilshire Boulevud, Suice 700 
Los Anseles, California 90017 
(213) 683-1560 
Telec:opier: (213) 628-0015 
• Engineering 
• Design and Construction 
• Regulatory Compliance 
• Geosciences 
• Waste Management 
621 E. Carnegie Drive, Suice 260 
San Bernardino, California 92A08 
(714) 381-2004 
Telecopier. (714) 381-6234 
9665 Chesapeake Drive, Suite 360 
San Diego, California 92123 
(619) 541-0833 
Telecopier: (619) 541-0890 
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Health Insurance for Min-
imum Wage Employees 
arge 
our workers cannot 
the luxury of be 
insurance, so they 
mainly on the inadequ 
forms of public '""'"""'",...,. 
care provided largely 
counties. In recent 
OUr national IJn'•PrnmPntl 
has 
responsibility 
"social se:vices" to states 
order to reduce "bi 
government" and · 
local control over 
everyday life. This haslulianN(lYQ,P/I.D. isiMF<NTMT 
overlooked tax bases, and U.S. AmbassodiJr tc Maico. 
we all see the decline of urban centers into which so 
many minimum wage workers have moved in recent 
years. Even comparatively wealthy states like California 
are close to insolvency, so they are cutting baclc on all 
social programs in order to relieve pressure for new 
taxes which the public resists. 
Where does the solution lie to the sad state of affairs 
in which many millions of adults, and children, find 
themselves without preventative as well as remedial 
medical auention? Of course, we can make a solid 
argument that this situation is not really a social concern, 
and that each must look out for himself- even the 
children, preswnably. 
This writer believes California must re-think the issue 
or public health in "a no-holes barred" manner. Such an 
approach would avoid the two extremes of the political 
right (to each his own) or the left (!he state owes each 
full protection). 
Let's remind ourselves of that minimum wage 
workers are a very large number in our population, 
who's dependents are innocent of the families plight. 
Employers of minimum wage workers resist footing the 
bill foc fmancial reasoos and because these workers are 
more transient, health insurance issues have been 
addressed largely on the basis or vested interests, like 
labor, management. !he medical profession and political 
theory. 
The will to devise a workable and adequate health 
~ policy will stem frml the cooviction that basic 
health care is a vital part of our national interest. 
Productivity and creativity will be found at random 
IJ1l(llg our people, and it is in !he interest of everyone 
that the rest live in good health (to the extent .•. that 
poverty in itself does not detennine the state or personal 
beallh). Ultimately, it can be argued that everyone pays 
more for bad public health than they would for good 
health. Conversely, p-evention costs less than a cure, be 
it personal health or maintenance of our car or plant 
equipment. 
Minimum wage workers are growing in numbers as 
Why is it? ... 
... a man wakes up in the morning after sleep-
ing under an advertised blanket on an adver-
tised mattress and pulls off advertised paf• 
mas. Takes a bath in an advertised tub, 
shaves with an advertised razor, washes 
with an advertised soap, puts on advertised 
clothes, sits down to a breakfast of adver· 
tlsMI coff•e. puts on an advertised hat, rides 
to his omc• In an adv•rtls•d car, writ•s with 
an adv•rtlsed p•ncil ... then, he r•fuses to 
adv•rtls•. says advertising doesn't pay, and 
then, N a buslne11lsn'r good enough to adver-
tise ... he advertises It for sale. 
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ocTOBER .•. 
small Business Guide 
World Trade 
Mortgage Banking 
Hotels and Lodging 
NOVEMBER .•• 
Office products 
OCTOBER... . 
Inland Empire Office ProJects 
suite Hotels 
Interconnect Vendors 
NOVEMBER ..• 
Retail Malls 
Auto Luxury Dealers 
Health Care rts 
ts & Reso Executive Retrea 
CPA Firms 
AD DEADLINE 
For October Issue Is 
September 21st 
For Information Call 
391-1015 
Is your company on OUR list? It 
should bell If you think your 
company qualifies to be Included on 
any of the above lists and you have 
not received a simple questionaire 
from the Inland Emp/rtl Business 
Journal, please contact Jo Ann 
Hensley at 
Coachella Valley Firm Nets State 
Workers Comp. Contract 
T he California Department of Health Services 
has awarded a three year contract for the recov-
ery of all new claims of reimbursement of Medi-Cal 
expenditures from workers' compensation cases in 
Southern California to a team of Coachella Valley 
residents. 
A contract approved by the Department of Health 
Services was executed last week by Tom Suitt, 
Chairman of Hospital Billing Analysis of Palm 
Springs and attorney Robeno De Aztlan of Indio, as 
joint contractors. 
Under the terms of the contract, Hospital Billing 
Analysis and De Aztlan will seek recoveries in work-
ers' compensation cases where Medi-Cal has provid-
ed medical expenditures to an injured worker. 
Hospital Billing Analysis and De Aztlan will be 
authorized to settle disputed claims on behalf of the 
Department of Health Services and to appeal adverse 
rulings of the Workers' Compensation Appeals 
Board. 
Bruce Burton of Indian Wells will serve as the 
Project Director for the HBNDe Aztlan team. Bur-
too commented that the state of CalifOOlia provides 
significantly more workers' compensatim benefits 
than any Olher state, paying out more than $5 billioo. 
n All CalifOOlia taxpayers sbould be aw.-e tbat we 
are out in the trenches trying to recover taxpayer 
funds to ease our current budget defiCit," said Bur· 
too. 
Burton said that workers' compensation is big 
business in California. 
"There are roughly eleven millioo workers in Cal-
B111Cil D. Sltort(lll/t) u praidltrl t:t/HtMpikll BillitwAM~pU. 
/1tt:. 111111 Brill¥ F. BllriDII (rlfllt) u proj«:: tlint:IDr for 
_.,.,.,c_,.SIIIiortRecowria forlleli.c.l. 
SD.IIwm Cflli/DntiiL 
ifomia, and each year tbele 1re about u 1111111 • 
one-and-a-balf millioa industrial injuries, •IIOililo....,""'; 
marely 500.000 of wbicb Ire 'lost time' iqjariea.. 
Burton pointed out that HBA/De Azda lor 
Soulhern California will be leDdinl ........., 
Stalulelry notice obli&llioDs 10 all ....... ccdM 
tion attorneys and inaurmce cmtap~~Dieltt lllod 
such coverqa A 
aenicu 
... ideata 
'Newport Be-
ach-baaed SDC 
Development. 
James Watson 
- Jaleilb Seitz. huepudwed 
... -oftbe 
ltDdeal CIIDe in fourth. 
Moss besan winning gold medals 
when be wu a 16-yeu-old student at 
PaltiDa Hip School under Clute's 
tutellp. His tbree-weet-long trip to 
tbe Nelbedands wulpOIIIIOied by Oen-
Dynmdc:s Air DefeDie Division in 
RIIIICIIo Cucamqa. whete he is a 
other 
members of 
tbe National 
Organization 
of Social Secu-
rity Adminis-
tration, be is 
now fu better 
informed and 
equipped to 
help local fllll-
ilies wbo may need •saistmce in secur-
ing their Social Security beDefila. 
1be first 1ft& c:i CCIIJSidentioo dur-
ing tbe conference waa this develop-
ment in lbc area of c:hildren's benefila 
under tbe supplemental security 
inccme provisioos of lbc Social Securi-
ty Act. 
A 1990 United States Supreme 
Coan ruling may poteatial1y give 
lfJIRIICiife ....... ,.. blct • 1980 
10 disabled cbildren wilDie -parenaa 
bave limiled iDcome llld RIOUICel. •• 
eYeD da&b lbat cbild"s claim waa pe-
viouly deDied." said Pfaff. Tbere -
approximalely 4SO.OOO cbildren wbo 
may DOW qulify for beDefits wbicb 
were previoally deniecllbem UDder tbe old.,... be also stated. 
Tbt second agenda during tbe 
Washin&toa oonterence invol:ved 
~ill procedlna ..SID evUIMe 
... cilia "i of clilablecl widOwl wllo 
apply for beaefill aDder tbe declllled 
........ -. 
A 1111tt • ., ... miN dillbility in 
Reb c-. ... beeD mandtled by tbe 
CCIIIII. '1'1111--...., ...... 
........... of ..... 
Socill ~ At' Mllicia wiD lie 
SEPTEMBER 1991 
required to re-examine some prior 
decisions as a result of tbis change. 
As witb the changes in the disabled 
cbildren's SSI benefiiS' procedures, this 
could also result in a previoosly denied 
applicant being entitled to substantial 
sums in past due benefiiS. A 
Del Webb Pledges $100,000 Sup-
:port to College oftbe Desert -
A pledJc tl($100JXJO ltJ 1M ENJowmml for 
~~CampaignofCol­
• tl(tlw o..n _, rw:mlly tllfiiOfiiiCed by 
Dd WM. IHrtilrt 1M occa.rima 111 lite COD 
CIIIIJ'U 1ft,_ "'t 1tJ riglll): COD presi-
._ Dr. DtmtlA. G.rJc, Fl'llllk Pattkrm tl( 
DdWM, ClllllpGl,. ..,_ W"!llUJm Bolte 
tl(s..n.~ tllftl Terry L. Green. 
CdlllpCIIp dlrwt:lor llltll COD._ tl( c-. 
llily etk«ioft. 
Del Webb baa pledged $100.000 to 
College of the Desert as put of tbe 
CCliDpiDy"s c:orporare CODiributioos pro-
pam. The pled&e wu lnnounced by 
Del Webb California Corp. c:bairman 
and preeidea Plaut Pankralz. 
The six-fipre pled&e wu made in 
respoaee to tbe college's Eodowmeat 
for Eclacaliclllll Excellence CMDplip. 
a .... iDilillive C8mlldy 11Dderway 10 
.... tbe academic eataprise of tbe 
CCJIIela.A 
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more cars merge onto freeways, 
commuters see no end to conges-
tion in sight But, some key play-
ers in the state are banking on a 
fairly new system that many 
believe can significantly reduce 
freeway traffic. That system is 
called "teleconunuting." 
According to Senator Bill 
Leonard (R-Upland), telecom-
muting would keep an average 
cent," says Leonard. "It is very 
likely that telecommuting will 
considerably reduce traffic 
congestion. If telecommuting 
helps to achieve that 17 per-
cent goal, then we will make 
JXOiresS." 
Accordina to The San 
Bernardino Associaled Gov· 
emments Board. telecommut-
ing pilot puject c:eaters Ire tbe 
Every morning at 7:30 a.m., history 
repeats itself. Brake, stop. Brake, stop. 
Knuckles are white, fists clenched and 
wrapped tightly around the steering wheel. 
Brake, stop. Brake, stop ... Brake ... Go! 
Taillights ahead flicker off, and you begin 
to roll. 10 mph. .. 20 mph. Ahead on the 
shoulder, you see the cause of this 15 
minute delay-a police officer giving a 
ticket Not bodies being pulled from wreck-
age, not a "sig alert," just some guy doing 
something wrmg. The anger in you swells 
as you envisioo. a screaming boss waiting at 
the office. Just another rush hour in South-
C!JI California. 
of .85 cars per 
worker off free-
ways. 
"We need to 
improve traffic effi-
ciency by 17 per-
Ttkcommutillg is not ttlecompuJing. 
Telecommuting doesn't ntctSituilJ 
me1111 you have to lunt a compliUr. 
result of a swe bill 
co-eutbored by 
Senator Leonard, 
Assemblyman 
Steve Clute (D-
Riverside), and As California's population increases and 
John Ktrlhaw 
Riverside Collllly Dtpwy Adminislralivt Offictr. 
With adequate affordable technology and a growing need to 
reduce automotive commuting, telecommuting has become practi-
cal. The remaining question deals with persollllel issues of span of 
control, employee motivation, and employee interaction. I believe 
telecmunuting can "fit" many pecsonnel units. It is also possible 
that a supervised telecommuter site can introduce a greater range of 
work situations. 
Ksy C#lniOBIOB Interest in telecommuting has lagged because of reluctance to 
SUprdsor 3rd try new approaches and because of gaps in technology. The 
District, Rlwrslde Cou ty increased interest is stimulated by new congestion management 11 
laws, reduced mobility, and improved technology. Teleconferenc-
ing, fax machines, and computers lhallalk to each odler over long distances make telecoo-
ferencing far more attraclive today than in 19851 
No single COOlpooenl of our program to reduce 111110J and congesdoo is a silver bullet. 
Telecommuting will supply a part of the IOiutim Ws dliDt there is DQW a fertile field to 
explore te.Jemmmnbng. A 
If private companies and government agencies were to adopt 
telecommuting programs at the SliDe rate that DOODIIly occurs f«<' 
IOCiological changes, the United Slates would save about SO billioo 
pwqer-miles ti.2 billiCJl gaiJoDs of gasoline) by die eod of the 
century. However, if telecmmwting were to be ldop&ed at an acx:el-
ented rate, the amual savings would be about ISO bi1lioo paaeo-
ger-miles (more than 4 billioo gallons of guoline by die yeu 
D)()). 
'Meoonm•tina 1111 pined~ lllallioD for a Yllief;y ~ 
.-m_,'s moc1rm WCI'Id people~ flexibility. *'"'""OW o«ca fll!li= 
blllly. especillly to a r.aily in wbicb bofh pm:1111 wen. 
Wilh ~ J11ttiD1 wlllli'1JJ * JDiDu1e, Califcmia waring IQOie IbiD $1.100 per 
,_by llfb!4 P.!,qJk~ lbt cry for aherDIIiw modes ~ 1ranSpOrWion logically leldi 
to ClCIJCIPia idt • ~""""ling. 'Ielec:ommudng is an optioo. that can generally Jedul:e 
every COlt usocisled with lraVe1iDa to wen. As sucb, it is an op~ lbat c:anoot be ~ 
and de8ervel a &real deal of llttOtion. A 
Assemblyman Jerry Eaves (D-Jtialto), 
intended to relieve lllffic IIIII allow IniiDII 
Empire residenls to wcxt oae «<' 111n days 
a werk away from their ~. "wldch ue 
often located in Orange or Lot Anplel 
COUIIIiel 
C1mudy in tbe Inland Empire. ..... 
feler>mmci., c:eu11n iD 1111 a-to CciiD-
IIICI'Ce Ceuf«, lbe Inllllll 'JNelwjnw c. 
ter in Ontario, and tbe Comlll CCIIIIIIr in 
Richmond. Addiliollllly. a Cflllr wll epea 
in Ocloberilltbe~--
Costs to buiDeaes will vary ilt eiCb 
center, and eecb will bPe eftiJibiala 
office needs. sudl• pbmellllll~ 
Wbat is teJecommn!in&? "'Ddecommnt· 
PIMI#S.P.,e«J 
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---·•-'*"" tillli1ily alhet.c waiat*elarede¥.....-~ TheiDIIDd VII1IJ ~ Apcy (IVDA) COJDpoaecl of clcctcd penc8 of the county of San IR :*· ., or s. BaudiDo. eo11on llld 1.oma LiDda UDder dle lllllll&emcml of ill ti•:ililllillld .... IIJII I) 'Dnclar, w.t R. Mitdlell Jllllll, in our opiDioll. dewelop a llll*:r pllllllld 11m 
M 8 ra. Ai*ierod llld liDIIIcially Clplblc detelopcn lbr lhe pia's lmplemcntatiwL 
... ~.. IVDAp.-d aCI!Cbhedet..._..,.... .. 11m m e:~taaliall eo 
........ - ...... ., perbm. The CDIIIICl Wll Clllldled 
A Sa~ I a c-y ....... llid, '"it ila Willed ,.: ill relrOipCCL" Aid Dml 
Adll, PI ..._al .. CJMnia eoa.-ce C.., iaqaoeed • _,.... •JVDA loll a 
JiUI,..Iilla. 'l1leJ IDit.alatal pdP ll. ..s e.e, p a lot of ca •llleir flee._" 
................... CMr ..... ,., k ·-belief dill NodoD Air Faa 
.._ callea2.0Qk:a '"Pot al..._. lhe Clld aldiB nilbow-" 1bat il. if IVDA detelopl 
.... ,.. .... ,..,.af*Wpme widaJapCIIIIibJe pnma cktelupa. A 
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Realonal Government: 
Recipe For Disaster 
Local goHJ'IIIrNnt is 1M most cost effective and 
responsiH level of goHJ'IIIrNnt 
T and utilize existing resources. AB 3 here is currently a proposal will not solve this problem-it will 
before die Legislature which would only reduce the authority of local 
add another layer of governments while 
bureaucracy to Califor- increasing regula-
nil's already bulging tions, paperwork, 
pemma1la1 waistline. and confusion. 
AB 3 (W. Brown), If regional gov-
would create seven ennnent were to be 
regional development implemented, it is 
llld infrastructure agen- likely that the coun-
cies (RDIAs) to prepare ties of San Bemardi-
plans for air quality, no, Orange. and Los 
water quality, trans- Angeles would be. in 
portation, housing, and il;;;;iiOiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiiiill the same region. 
open space issues. In This would prove 
addidoo, it would create subregional disastrous for San Bernardino Coun-
authorities on a county or multi- ty, vinually guaranteeing that it 
county level and a state Growth would bear an increased burden of 
Management Commission which unwanted facilities such as waste 
would prepare conservation and disposal sites and prisons. For exam-
development plans ple, San Bernardino 
every 1m ,an. County currently 
While Califomia's houses more than 
tremendous growth 12,000 prison in-
requires effective mates while Los 
short and long-term Angeles County 
planning, this will does not have a sin-
not be ICCCIIDplilbed gle state prison. 
by CIMting another Under Speaker 
Ja}erof~. Brown's proposal, 
No one is men aen- this trend would 
lbive 10 1be needs of most likely contin-
a local community ue. 
dian the community One must also 
itself. For this rea- question the logic 
1011, 1be llltbority for local plnring of any system which would place 
clecilloeiiDIIIl .,. with local com- cities like Los Angeles in the same 
region as Barstow or Needles. As die 
concerns of these areas-traffic, po&. 
lution, water, etc.- are different. it 
is illogical to have tHe same set of 
regulations for both. Instead, COlD'" 
munities must have the autb9ritY 18 
address specific, and often uni.._ 
local needs. Cities in San Bei'DIRIIDO 
County have fought bud for local 
control and cannot afford to ban 
-~ this autboliJr •• cur. 
""" Prudent •d em.c• 
...... 
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I . /~"' . B . 1 . C I o s e - U JJ : .. S h e i I a JJ r o H' 11 
"The Luck of the Irish" 
IEBJ: How long have you been in the 
radio business? What events led to your 
current success? 
Brown: September will be the swt of my 
32nd year in broadcasting, staning as a 
receptionist in 1959, then spending 12 
years as a traffiC manager ... the an of bal-
ancing commercial schedules along with all 
other programming elements .• .a job where 
you must lilerally please everyone from the 
client to the on-air. personnel 
I bad always thought of work as just a job 
until the 70.. Our general manager at the 
time asked me when I was going to stan 
thinking about a "career." Once I set goals 
for myself, my career took off. I went 
into radio sales ... after three years, an 
opportunity arose to become a local sales 
manager. From that"I progressed to natiooal 
sales manager then general sales manager. I 
became an assistant general manager for 
one year and have been the general manag-
er of KCKC-.AM and KBON-FM for the 
past six years. Any success I have 
achieved is due in large pan to belief of 
Olhers, in my abilities, my slrong belief in 
the power of radio, a slrong work ethic and 
"the luck of the Irish." 
IEBJ: What's unique about KCKC/ 
KBON'l 
Brown: The penooalities are what have 
made the statioos unique. We're not just a 
dial position that plays music. We have 
become an integral part of peoplis every-
day lMa. Lislalers. wbo have moved out 
of the area have described it best. Tbey 
write llldlor c:a1l and tell us what they miss 
DIOil about &be 1R1 is their "Radio Family." 
IEBJ: How do you deckle what coun1ry 
hill or what oJdies to play? Do you adbere 
to a strict schedule, or play wlaatever the 
Hateoen request? 
Brown: KCKC bues illlldectioos • the 
success from our "rate a recml." Coolin-
I••• ' h!l'~&vwlriliiU ,,.. • .,. ...,., 1..,., Jlr. !WI«.,..,.,,_,.,,.,.,., 
10 liN S.. A....., 0/lfu of 
ReMII'tll upl/lllu ri1 regloiUII 
,..,,.., , .., .,.  
... ,.,. tiJIM. 
Up Close ... 
Ottupatioo: General ManagC'J' of 
KCKC·arn and KBON·fm. 
Family: My husband , Jolin 
(November will mark our 38th 
wedding anniversary). Two grown 
childrm, son John, daughter Laura, 
and two grandchildren, Mariana 
and Drew. 
Alliliatiolls: President, RivC'J' 
side/San Bernadino Radio Broad-
culm Assoc.; Boud of Directors 
of Southern California Broadcast· 
C'J'S Assoc.; American Women in 
Radio and Television; Pacific Pio-
neer Broadcasters; Soroptimist 
Inaemational; American Business 
Womm's Assoc.; Advisory Board -
Senior Companion Program; San 
Bernardino Executive Assoc. -
Publishers Advisory Board, Inland 
Empire Business Journal. 
ued play and advancement are based on 
phone requests from lisreners and the "feel" 
we get about a song's porential for growth, 
we also have selections on staff music 
meetings, plus keeping an eye on the trade 
magazine Radio and Records as to natiooal 
play trellds. 
KBON's music selectim is baed on the 
billboard list of hits from pest cbarts from 
the .50s to early 70s. Stic:king to S011iJ that 
were in the top fwe. Our 1X0P1JD director 
has worked with statioos that were syndi-
cated oldies formalS. He raearched thele 
fOilDIII to appeal to our target clemograpb-
ic of 2S-S4. This iqlut gives him Ill ed&e in 
selecting music for KBON in the ~ 
EmJire. 
IBEJ: Wbal advaDces bave rldio llllions 
seen u a means of ilnproviDa eff'JCieDcy? 
Brown: Advances in tec:lmoqy are hap-
peoiD& so quickly that what wu awe-of. 
the an a year qo, can often be oblolete. 
The winner is &be listener, u the ldvaDces 
eDbaDce the quality of what is beard. Satel-
lite-delivered formats have helped JIDIIl 
stllioos to operate without expensive over-
head. Higher efficiency .AM transmitters 
can significantly reduce energy CODSWDp-
tion. 
IEBJ: What technological advancea do 
you expect to see in the future? 
Brown: There is aurently a lot of buJla-
baloo about diaital audio broldcutiq in 
our induslry. Rcaean:h is beiDa unlucted 
for both satellite and tenatrial triDIIDis-
siCil systems and a CCXDbiDatim of die two. 
WbiJe there is DO question to the benefill m 
digital radio signals, there are aiJo many 
many problema yet to be JaOlved. 
I alao expect more radio statioos to pro-
JIIID different Vlriedll of ·an 111t. • For 
epq~~e, all cn&erllinmelll, an newa and an 
IPCliiL AliO, I WOIII*l'l be Rlpiled 10 lee 
more than one lllalioo in a IDIItetofblriaa 
sales ataffs or pl'Oil'IIDIIlin to stay cost 
effective. 
IEBJ: How-&be~ clla&-
in& in IIIia area? 
Brown: With the major growth of the 
pest five years, the area has become mucb 
more ethically, diverse and radio stations 
will coostandy re-evaluate wbal is oft"ered 
and bow to serve the niche mmets. With 
so many media cboica available, the en m 
mass-media marlcetiDg is disappeariDa aDd 
effective martetiDg and ldverlisiDg ~ 
gies will need to be designed to read! the 
coosumer of the 90s '"the individual • 
IEBJ: Thll us aliUie about yow penonal 
life. How do JOU liB to lpelld your time 
away from wort? 
Brown: I love to travel and meet new 
people. When at home, I am CCDSIIIIlly re-
decorating or changing something in or 
around the house we lived in for 2S years. I 
tell my husband it's cheaper than owning 
fwe or six differertt bomes. I aiJo love ro 
putter around the yard. I do 1101ne of my 
best tbinking then. 
IEBJ: Wbat do you fmsee u your arat· 
est chaiJeo&e? 
Brown: As the number of media c:boices 
COIIIinues to poliferare, &be pea1e11 dJal-
Jeaae will be to ay u c:cmpetitm u pos-
sible in an ever-c:baugin& aDd po;riDa ..,. 
kelpllce, yet lliU CCJIIIillle 10 leM our core 
audience. 
IEBJ: If you could D11De three people 
wbo law llllde a sipificmv iaJI*l Cll tbe 
grOwth of basillea in lbe IDIInd Empire. 
wbo would lbeJ be? 
Brown: Jact Brown m Siller Bnldlen i1 
the ooly DIIDe that comes immediiJiely 10 
mind . But lila are odlenl A CCIIIDiium 
« locaiiMi e•e• and 10"1-lelderl 
fiam &be YIIDa tdand QMIM!Mrj!ieJ Jlnl 
WOibd _.., -=bu dlallllad!!!e! 
CollidCil wllic:b is • c:oapendwe ..... fJI 
Rivertide Cotanty ud Su ......_ 
Couty; the IJalanct BDIM J!coaoatlC 
CcMd; ··--~- J*t-nenbip and t8 State- Deplrtmellt of 
c...ce ---sipifbal illll*t. tbelllll8iileiJIRI. A 
Dtlrwila 
Oil JuDe 22, 1989, Praidalt Bush aMsiooed diOie thou-
... poiDis rlligbt- a "vaal plaxy of people and institutions 
workiDg IOgelber 10 aolve problems in their own backyard." 
1be iole of individual volumeen, foundatioN and public 
dlaritable llfllcles is pn:a.y obvious in Ibis plln, but wbat 
about tboae pure-beutrld c:apilalisls IIDOII8 us? After all, the 
primll)' role of business is 10 mate the bopom line shine and 
dial's no small !Ilk - especially now. Adam Smith essential-
ly said "Ac:t in your own self-interest." What then is the 
advantage to capitalists to expend resources in suppon of 
community aeMc:es IJid volunteerism? Upon euminalion, 
quite a lot 
It's not banl10 decide 10 do business in tbe lnliJid F.lnpR 
We have a !datively low c:oa of living and corresponding 
ovallead and a peat deal rl people out hae. And for now, 
we've aot space. Thole people will work and prodace llld 
lbcy will c:oasume goods IJid aeMc:es. 1'bae are more peo-
ple c:omiD8 from all dim:tioDs. We like !hat. We'd like thole 
people 10 do business for us and with us in all lhat space at 
low ovahead. We get alllhat and rows of pabn tRa lined 
up apinst tbe momuains 10 loot at tool 
Then an ""'"people 
comhag from all dirrctiou 
'"'- is a cu:h, of coune. The dynamic: growth of tbe 
region combined with monumental government spenclina 
c:a11 and c:umat economic COJidilioas R layiDa siep upon 
0111' IICildt and human services. In tbe lllOit crilical c:aes, 
people who pmously 1ftR "makiDa il" in tbe llllllin Clll't 
bep ....... home llld family IIIJielber. New .... -
ill tile .... waaderin& what --.ly event will hunle 
.... - tbe llleadL 
Wllll'a all dlis aot to do wilh .,.._., Connaality • 
......... iDto -- problema: Lost prodDctivity, 
........ CDIIIJ --..... Why? Bmployee inaaat---.~I I '•, IIIIIIOW.r, accidiiiJa, iDcRaed beallb 
a.. Cifiie, pilfentae. C. yoallillt rl111018? If yoa n a 
a1 C1f11J111t • MM. yoa bow dill CWiftDa ill your eem-
llllllllty 11M a lot ID do willa die bollalllliae. 
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Rolling Out the Wel-
come Mat: Moreno 
VaHey Strengthens 
Relations With 
Developers 
JIUlilll A. NiebiU'fu 
MorUtO Valley Mayor 
11rls edilllrial bas been written in response to mispercep-
tions by a m:c:m columnist regarding the financial health of 
Moreno Valley IJid its relations with the development com-
munity. 
Our city bas attained national recognition over the past 
year as tbe fastest growing city in both the state and nation. 
Much publicity has been generated about Moreno Valley's 
phenomenal 318f6 population growth in the past decade, 
largely spwred by the availability of high-quality affordable 
houses and the city's suburban, family-oriented appeal. 
There has also been considerable media attention devoted 
10 lhe fact that Moreno Valley is primarily a commuting com-
munity, because residential growth has outdistanced the rate 
of business and economic development finally, this city,like 
many others across the nation, has faced very serious eoo-
IIOIIIic cballaJges over the past year, largely due to impacts 
from the dramatic downturn of the national economy-par-
licularly on the housing construction industry. 
In ldcbessins these challenp. the Moreno Valley City 
Council has mlde some very difficult and unpopular deci-
sions in recent months-the most conb'oversial of which 
dealt with tbe general fund budget. To avoid a $10.6 million 
budget deficit this year, the Council took a number of bold 
actions: We reduced the operating budget by $3.5 million 
(which included staff layoffs); began resb'Ucturing the organi-
zation to muimiu operational efficiency; IJid enacted rev-
ame-alhancemenl measures to put the City on a sound fman-
cial footing. Tbele measurea included a temporary utility 
UICI' tax and a businea licalse lax, which quite predictably 
drew c:riticism fnlm many sectan of the communit.y. 
No oae lika taxes, and no one oo the Council took 
deliabt in VOlin& for tbe new taxa. Bued on the low lax sta-
118 rldle City (die lowea per-capita lax bue in Riverside 
ec.:,) 1114 die limUd ways rl nisiDa ftMIWe, our options 
1ftR 'elY limited. 
I can say unequivocally lballbe City is on the road to 
economic recovery. To CIIIUie lhiSt tbe Couacil _. sWf n 
lllOViDa forward wilb c:ost-cuuin& and efticiau ways to main-
tlin a bllanced budpt. 
Faremost on tbe Council ageada at Ibis point is to 
pnllc:tively illd agreaively attain our economic: develop-
meat JOI)a. Most specifically, we want to bring jobs to 
Moqao'Valleyl 
Tlie potallial far p1 acbievemellt is very great, as 1~-~===~::::~::-::=tll===;· llllllllllliJ.f I leCIM Yl'l' wllich .. dliecf die parer --,·--···~---in-CMiioa: 
Nat..., ... - .......... ~ ,....., 1lft)Vide 
dill J11118 _. dlpdl rl..W:. reqded ID -.m a liable 
pb8l of~ llld «»••••. .... 
.... ,_ .w:a ini:ID lielllllediCilli"' DIIIJCir · .. 
=!• 
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l)ugger on Banking: Survival in the "Ne\v World ()r(Jer" 
by Phillip L. Dlment lt*nd,.... .....,_ .ltNtMI 
In an exclusive interview with the 
1111alld Elllpin Blllllltss JoU17UJl, Robert 
Duger, chief economist of the American 
Banks Association, offers bis insights on 
tbe ''new banking order." 
banks throughout the United States are 
competing against foreign fmancial com-
panies of all kinds. When all of these 
financial competitors are considered 
together, U.S. banks, even the largest of 
them, are relatively small. 
IEBJ: How will these large institutions 
insure their deposits? Do you foresee a 
----=~--., cooperative insurance mecha-IEBJ: Will small banks nism amongst them? 
survive in this new world of 
mega-mergers? 
Duaer: There's no doubt 
about the future of commu-
nity banks - small "mom 
and pop" banks across the 
country. Community banks 
appear to have a competi-
tive advantage in the per-
sonal service that they are 
able to provide through their 
local contacts in a commu-
nity. Whelber tbe example is upstate New 
York, when the big money center banks 
tried to move into that region in the 1970s, 
or in California, where in-state branching 
hu been permitted for many years, the 
story is the same - community banks are 
alive and doing well, and in many 
inltiDCeS, flourishing and expanding. 
Dugger: The largest institu-
tions will continue to insure 
their smaller domestic deposits 
the way they are insured now 
through FDIC. As for foreign 
branch deposits, the new legis-
lation is likely to provide that 
those deposits are not insured 
by any agency of the United 
States government; however, 
if the government is required 
to protect those deposits for 
any reaon, the banks, which have foreign 
branch deposits, will reimburse the govern-
ment for }X'Oviding that procection. What 
this means is that for foreign branch 
deposits, the large banks will be protecting 
themselves. For all other deposits, the cur-
rent system is likely to be the system that 
prevails in the future. 
IEBJ: With today's mergers, are we IEBJ: How will Congress act to bring 
putting too much power in a few hands? banking up to speed? How will Congress 
Duger: his very unlikely with the U.S. 
anti-trust laws and concentration limits 
COOJained in intmtale branching laws, that 
any banking company become unduly 
large. What is ~Y important to keep 
in mind is the fact that wbell we look ll 
baiD& competilioo, we have to flU inlo 
CCIIISideiDJn all tbe c:ompelitors rl banks . 
1bear include: everytbing from the 1111811-
eat credit unioaa IDd savings and loans, 
finance companies both consumer and 
commercial finance companies, to the 
11rpat ClOIJICII'* lendcra such as Westin&· 
house, General Electric, Merrill Lynch, 
Americ:an Express IDd the like. Addition-
ally, we have to keep in mind that U.S. 
deal with issues like interstate banking? 
Duger: Congress is actively coosiderin& 
narrow legislation to modernize U.S. bank-
ing laws. h is expected that, in Ibis phase, 
some modernization will take place partic-
W.ly in the key are&'! of deposit insurlnce 
reform and inrerstale braDcbing. Imerswe 
bnmching is likely to be permiued, thereby 
enabling companies to branch interswe 
IJid reduce COlts and enhance services. 
IEBJ: How do we ltaclt up apinst Japm? 
Duaer: We are probably aheld rl JlpiD 
but behind Europe. Tbe key - to keep 
in mind is that the Japanese banking sys-
tem was modeled afU'Z World War II on the 
U.S. banking system that existed at that 
time. The most appropriate comparison is 
not with Japan but with Europe, and there 
we see clear recognition of the advanrages 
of permitting insurance, securities, invest-
ment and banking activities to be integrat-
ed within a fmancially-sound corporate 
structure. 
IEBJ: What, in your opinion, will be the 
key to survival in the "new banking 
order?" 
Duger: The keys to survival in tbe bank-
ing order are three. First, financial sound-
ness. In the future, there will be Jess 
reliance on the government's guarantee and 
greater reliance oo a company's own fman-
cial sb'ength. Second, service - here suc-
cess will depend on providing customen 
what they want and when they want it. 
Third, pricing. The key here will be 10 
JXOvide products and services thll tbe cua-
tomer wants at the lowest COIL 
IEBJ: Is California immune to blot fail-
ures like those on tbe East Coat? 
Duacer: I may be located on the Eat 
Coast, but over the put decide and a bllt 
I have wiiDCSSed banking poblema in tbe 
Southwest, the Midwest and now die Bill 
Coast AJ for the future of California's 
blnks, an important soun:e of their llrqtb 
lies in their relationsbip 10 the Pacific 
buin, an economically potent and vital 
region of tbe world. California benlcinl 
hu also benefited from a relatively pro-
gressive banking eoviioomeot - remem-
ber California itself is larger than most 
counlries in the worid, and with iJs in-lllfe 
branching opportunities, banks have been 
able to develop in California in a way lbal 
enbaDces fuul1c:ial Sllbilily. ~ 
BIIIW tluouglwut tilt UlliUIJ SIIIU1, co.,.., ,../ol'rip 
/f1uuu:illl ~~of 1111 kbub, IJtl1lb lllld11011-bak ~1, ...,_ 
MCt c0lllptlllie1, ucuritJ jina, ad wiMI] dirmlfk4 "lllliNnlll 
btuW." Wlunllll of tllt~t jiuJu:illl COiqttllorJ , coU.rr4 ,_., 
U.S. btulb, ,,,. tlu fllrrllt of tilt• ., rrlllliNI] 1..0. 
SURVIVAL OF THE BIGGEST 
Will the Nation's Top Survive ••• 
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Inland Empire Savings & Loan Scoreboard :] 
l'[s.nk 'N;i;e'' ""''"'~ · .. ' ·· '"'{"City . :. ' '-'··· N · . ..; scti'rs .. ::.:.~. ..... .f:""-;-;,,,_, Tangible " Risk-based -~ . First Qtr. ,, ~.: Tangible Tangible · · l. Assets Net Wortb Cap. Ratio Cap. Ratio 1991 Income 
l 
$1"· ,,. tK Panana FS. u Pom<>na .... 1432.291 89.880 6.25 9.390 2.294 
'\; F ·.: • Rodlmda Fedonl Bank, F.S.B. Recii&Dda ... 839.023 47.763 5.693 7.632 1.701 ~t~Han«FS&U Hemet ..... 586.221 32.187 5.491 12.574 0.600 
\ ,;,,;; l'lovidalt Savinp Bank. FSB Rivcnide ••• t 518.119 29.749 5.742 9.319 0.671 
!m1:\Palm $p<iDp s.,;, Bank Pa!mSprinp ... 143.836 5.333 3.708 7.904 0.183 j ;; p 
·. PiDt FS A U of San Beman1ino San Bemanlino .. 119.72 2.559 2.147 4.519 0.161 .. 
' 
.. :,: lnWidS AU Hemet .. 108.130 3.608 3.337 5.674 0.135 )i 
••• t I ~:';:; Life SIVinp Baak San Bematdino 75.733 3.706 4.894 8.658 0.099 
' 
-:· : •. Secuno Savinp Bank. FSB Fonuna ..... 52.212 4.109 7.870 11.301 0.037 ~~. 
Miuiou S&U A FA Riverojde .... 39.274 2.227 5.670 10.754 0.098 ~::;;;;:;; ··""""'~. . . . .. . .. - ·- ... · ·. . 
DIIUJ Coruksy of Bautr FUttuu:ial Reports, Inc., Coral Gabks, Florida, for ptriod tnding March 31, 1991 Researched by PhiUip Dimtnt, e 1991 Inland Empire Business Journal 
,:,..,. .~~""~•: ·v "" o ' ..... , .. , .•. •· """'" "."·• .... ~ :";. """"wwv· .. ,., ~:. ... :~ .. '":~· '"""" 
About the 
List ... 
Defipjtjons: 
Stars: 
Bauer Inc. proprietary rating 
Tangible Assets: 
Total Assets measured by Tangible 
Accounting Principles (TAP). 
(iood Grief ... 
Collliloutdfro• Page 3 
Mtuty lliUUISWered questions for 
regio1111ltllld Mlio1111ljinllncial 
institutions. 
Tangible Net Worth: 
Net Worth measured by TAP 
Tangible Cap. Ratio: 
TAP NW {fAP ASSETS. (Thrifts are 
required to maintain a tangible capital 
ratio of 1.5% ). 
Risk-based Cap. Ratio: 
Total Cap./Risk-adjusted assets (Thrifts 
are required to a minimum ratio of 7.2% ). 
First Qtr. 1991 Income: 
Profit or loss for the frrst quarter 1991). 
The Star Rating: 
The star ratings classify each thrift 
based upon a fonnula which factors in 
relevant data including, but not limited 
to: historical trends, loan delinquencies, 
repossessed assets, reserves and asset 
quality. Negative trends are projected 
forward one quarter to compensate for 
data lag time. BFR employs conserva-
tive measures when assigning these rat-
ings and consequently these ratings may 
be lower than that supplied by the institu-
tions themselves. As a general guide-
line, the following groups were used: 
••••• 
Thrifts with an adjusted tang. cap. ratio 
(TAP CR) exceeding 6%. These institu-
tions are on Bauer's Safest Thrift List 
••• 
Thrifts with an adj. TAP CR between 
4.5% and6%. 
••• t 
TAP CR between 3% and 4.5% 
** 
Thrifts or banks that do not or would not 
meet regulatory capital requirements. 
,___ Pll(le 1S 
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I I nland E mpire I ndependen t Bank Scoreboard 
Bank Name City Assets Loans Non Performing Loans Income Capital 
Tout %Change Toul 'li> O.ange TotalN.P %Change A11% AH% Incane Bdore Ann. Rewm PnmuyC.p. 
Asseu Since Loans Since Loans Since of Groos of Total Extra Items onAvg. A...,.. --------
$(000) Dec. '89 $(000) Dec. '89 $(000) Dec. '89 Loans A<seu $(000) (R.O.A.) Asseu 
""" 
. Chino Valley Bank Ouno 520302 1.6 357009 ·2.9 8508 ·7.4 2.38 1.64 2039 1.58 7.39 
FiDt Trust Bank Ontario 409363 · 1.4 269719 1.0 7447 5.4 2.76 1.82 241 0.23 6.45 
Rivcmde NB Riverojde 238050 2.8 161451 -4.1 1614 33.9 1.00 0.68 485 0.83 7.78 < VUICyudNB Rancho Cucammg• 128704 0.1 107826 · 1.2 658 -49.1 0.60 O..SI 119 0.37 6.32 
'. Bank of Hemet Hemet 103697 ·0.6 86547 ·3.5 61 .... 0.(]7 0.06 340 1.31 8.71 r 
~ Palm De.en NB PalmDe.en 84188 12.5 58890 -1.0 690 29.2 1.17 0.82 206 1.04 6.33 
< Wcotem Community Bk Corona Corona 76063 9.9 54622 4.9 372 .... 0.66 0.49 221 1.22 9.21 
1 Inland Em~ NB Riverside 74819 11.4 54268 2.9 1703 -43.7 3.13 2.28 117 0.66 9.19 
Overland Bank Tane<:Ulo 69012 9.1 50980 -1.9 1441 240.7 2.82 2.09 22 0.13 5.87 
Bank of San Bcrnodino San Bernadino 68784 -4.1 41866 2.0 lSI 504.0 0.36 0.22 2SO 1.42 10.93 
" Desert Community Bank VlCiorville 62583 6.9 39813 13.3 350 84.2 0.87 0.56 140 0.92 8.22 
Valley Bank MO<CnoValley 62409 .o.s 35128 1.8 139 .... 0.39 0.22 242 I.S5 10.58 
Upland Bank Uphnd 60888 7.3 47010 1.1 1355 51.1 2.86 2.23 84 0.57 8.58 
Dc AnuNb Riverside 57174 5.2 44972 -0.5 65 .... 0.14 0.11 160 1.15 7.1 2 
,, Fmt Community Bank Yucea Valley 55522 2.0 32622 4.5 1 ·96.9 0.00 0.00 -40 ·0.29 8.65 
·i High De.en Bank Hers peri• 49501 4.7 33360 ·0.6 0 .... 0.00 0.00 124 1.02 7.96 
Golden Pacific Bank Ontario 38738 1.8 28236 ·1.4 298 21.1 1.05 0.77 33 0.34 8.52 
Gatewoy Weatcm Bank Bcawnoot 36205 ·3.0 23523 -12.8 519 -65.7 2.21 1.43 ~24 -6.79 3.04 
Temecula Valley NB Tcmucula 35128 03 24562 4.5 0 .... 0.00 0.00 -39 ·0.44 9.64 
FiDt Bonk of Palm Deacrt Palm Deacrt 34040 4.6 22855 -4.1 277 174.3 1.21 0.81 53 0.64 6.19 
Bank of De.en NA l...oQuinta 291 75 9.6 19813 ·8.7 90 18.4 045 0.31 55 0.79 7.81 l 
Fmtana Fint NB Fontana 29155 0.2 20830 ·5.2 0 .... 0.00 0.00 124 1.02 7.96 
Fust Mountain Bank Big Bear Lake 28366 -4.3 19215 1.5 245 -43.3 1.27 0.86 100 1.38 9.14 } Col·WeatNB Moreno Valley 26725 ·2.1 14979 4 .3 246 27.5 1.63 0.92 77 1.14 15.13 
' Redlanda Centennial BK Redlands 12931 27.9 5040 156.5 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 · 119 -4.13 29.94 
Valley Men:lunts BK NA Hemet 12269 9.6 6335 78.5 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 ·91 -3.10 24.73 
Sun Country BK Apple Valley 8708 28.1 2239 84.6 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 · 174 ·8.98 37.66 
Inland Commuruty BK NA RallO 8642 53.8 4062 26.4 0 0.0 0.00 0.00 · 156 ·8.75 28.77 
"'""'" 
DDIIJ Courtesy Sheshunoff DDIIJ Services for period ending March 31, 1991 Researched by Pili/lip Diment, e199J lnland Empire Business JourniJl 
Good Grief ... 
Grant Thorton, an accounting 
firm, expects one in every six 
banks will be bought out in the 
next two years. 
Continued from Pagt 12 
rates, or they can look to strengthen 
their market position by teaming up 
with other fmancial institutions. 
Can I Trust M y Local Bank? 
With newly merged national giants, 
the ability of Inland Empire indepen-
dent banks to play the rate game with 
national banks and or large corpora-
tions with crisp balance sheets will be 
tough. Small bank success w ill be 
determined by the ties they have within 
the communities they serve. 
Most Inland Empire banks who 
have established strong rapport with 
individuals and small businesses will 
no doubt make it through the major 
fmancial services overhaul. 
Shrewd Inland Empire bankers will 
avoid testing new geographic markets. 
They will look to survive by competing 
where national giants often cannot. .. 
personalized service and community 
support will spell success. 
A lean, well-trained staff will also 
be a marked characteristic at Inl and 
banks for the duration of the 90s. This 
comes at a time where (aside from 
interest) wages and benefits c an 
account for as much as 70% of a bank's 
expenses. Yes, costs will be cut. 
What about mergers? Already the 
Inland Empire's largest independent 
bank, Chino Valley Financial Corp. has 
announced plan s to consolidate with 
Foothill Independent in an effort to bol-
ster market strength. Mergers will hap-
p:!n. 
Grant Thorton, an accounting fum, 
expects one in every six banks will be 
bought out in the next two years. 
Employment in the industry will drop 
drastically. 
But we must Jearn to live with it. 
Some banks will win, others will loose 
many will change names. But the bot-
tom line for established Inland Empire 
banks will be service, more service, 
determination, a firm handshake ... and a 
smile. 
The views expressed in this story are 
based on current actual market 
trends besieging the banking indus-
try. Inland Empire Banks have 
consistently out-performed similar 
institUiions across the nation. With-
out the support of our banks, thrifts, 
credit unions and insurance compa-
n ies, many of the area's fastest 
growing companies would not exist 
today. To tfwse bankers who have 
worked to see the Inland economy 
out perform the nation I say "well 
done" and best wishes. May your 
integrity, service and determinaJion 
see you through. 
L--------------..1 
First National 's LaHay sums his 
Inland Empire outlook nicely ... 
"The extended recession and 
decreasing spreads within the banking 
industry made it necessary to cut short 
our Riverside 'exp:!rirnent' ... We still 
believe the Inland Empire is a strong 
candidate for continued growth, and 
we hop:! to return ... at some time in the 
future." 
Tom, the storm's not over yet..!> 
Earning Money is 
HaidWorK 
Banking Shouldn't Be! 
Do you think you're getting the same treatment from 
your bank that big companies get? 
Community Bank is aggressively seeking cash cycle, 
capital expenditure credit relationships in the lower-
middle market: 
• Inventory/ Accounts Receivable Financing 
• Production Equipment Loans 
• Physical Plant Expansion Loans 
• Product Development Loans 
• Professional Service Corp. Capitalization 
• Cash Management Services 
We offer the best of both worlds; we're small enough to give you access to 
decision makers and big enough to meet significant needs. 
Courier Service Available 
Call for appointment or plant utsitatlon 
BUSINESS BANKERS 
Todd Bell 350-0519 
Beth Carlson 881-2323 
Hector Gutierrez 793-7575 
Diane Huppman 881-2323 
George McFedries 793-9511 
Russ Moore 350-0519 
Steve von Rajcs 793-7575 
COMMUNITY. BANK 
l 11la11d Divisio11 
Member FDIC 
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Inland Empue Financial N-~~.Jts! ~ 
ffi 
The 
Health of 
Inland pany in Temecula. the commercialleOOing and real estate con-
struction fields. 
BMAWC executive 
committee for two 
years and has served 
th1s year as program 
chatrman for the organi-
zauon's Fall and Spring 
conferences in San 
Empire Financial 
Institutions 
Henrich is also past president of the 
Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce, 
and the past president and founder of the 
Raocho California Toastmasters. tJ. 
Campbell lives in Riverside with her 
husband and three children. She is a mem-
ber of the board of directors for Coocilio for 
the Spanish-Speaking of Riverside County, 
a non-profit, social-services-type group that 
serves the underprivileged Spanish comrnu-
nity. ll 
I lr.tll:!t' '\ational B:mk :\ames 
I .1rhart \in· l'n·,idt·nt 
H:mk of ( ·:tlifornia l·.lrl'" 
C:unphcll \ kc Prcsidrnt Francisco and San Diego. 
0 range National 
Bank has named 
Joan K. Earhart as 
vice president and 
manager of its 
newly-formed SBA 
Loan Department. 
The appointment 
was announced by 
Wayne F. Miller, president and chief ex.ec-
ulive officer. 
Earhart comes to Orange National 
Bank with 16 years of SBA experience, 
most m:enlly wilh Eldorado Bank, serving 
there u vice presidert and manager of the 
Small Business Administration Loan 
DepartmeDL Sbe will be responsible for 
business development and department 
management. 
Earbart is on the board of directors for 
the Santa Ana Economic Development 
Corp. IDd the Riverside County Certified 
Development Corp. Sbe is a member of 
Women in Commercial Real Estate and 
wu awarded the 1990 Lender of the Year 
by lbe RMrside County Certified Devel-
opmemCcxp. 
Elrtllrt resides in Orange wilh her hus-
biDd Don. IDd two children, Micbael and 
Jmy. 
Onn&e National Bank, an independent, 
fuO-rervice commercial bank, is entering 
iD twelfth yell of service. The bank bas 
foar ofticellocaled lbrougbout the Orange 
ara wilh its corpora1e offtceS located at 
1201 E. Kalella Avenue. 6 
II • . " ' ! '• >tllllh , I I •. ( I ( l • >I 
', ! ..... ,. ,,, Jl!t .... 
J IICly Henrich 
... beeD promot-
ed 10 dief execu-
&IYe officer of 
.... Sec:ailiel 
Ctrporatioa, 
- ed Dllliel L StepiiiUOD, 
...... aDd 
..... .., ...... OlOip of Campa-
-
_..._ ....S albe firm's euca-
... - ............ 1918 .... also 
I «rMdllillac:lillapalliDaolicer. 
,.em. .............. far CMIIIIiD& 
II fl .... Secviliel CGrporalioD'I 
, __ .,._....,-ariD& .m. 
The board of directors of The Bank of 
California elected Joyce M. Campbell vice 
president in its business banking unit in 
Riverside. 
Campbell will manage a portfolio of 
existing middle-market business clients, as 
well as help develop new clientele. 
Campbell, who joined the bank in March 
of 1990, has seven years of experience in 
Inland Ollkcr to llead \\estrrn 
Bank \1arketin~ Assoc. 
Community Bank's Jack Cummings was 
recently elected president of the Bank Mar-
keting Association, Western Chapter, at 
their Spring Conference in San Diego. 
Cummings has been a member of the 
He has been a marketing officer for 37 
years, the last 10 with Bank of Redlands 
and Community Bank. He is a former 
mayor of Redlands, past president of the 
Redlands Chamber of Commerce, and is 
active in community affairs that include the 
Redlands Area Unned Way, The San 
Bernardino County Museum Foundation 
Board of Directors, Kiwanis International, 
and the First Uruted Methodtst Church. ll 
YOUR BIG-CITY BANKER 
LEFfTOWN. 
IT WAS NOTHING PERSONAL. 
So your big city bank assigned you a "personal" 
hanker. Now he's left town without so much as 
a good-bye, hut don't take it personally. He 
probably didn't have time to leave a note before 
he was transferred and, besides, the news isn't 
all had. There is a great 
locally-based bank to 
help your business 
through the rough 
times. In fact, no bank 
has come through for 
local busine s more often and for more year~ 
than First Trust Bank. We've been around for 
over a century, and have learned a thing or two 
about the needs of our local businesses. We're 
solid and we offer outstanding services for ~mall 
and large companies 
alike. Call Larry 
Petersen today at 
945-2740. 1t's a local 
call and Larry will 
take it personally. 
SEPTEMBER 1991 
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\ 111 l'rl·,idt·nh 
Promotion of 
Scott S. Bernard, 
Ronald J. Keith and 
Gerald O.Yahr to 
vice president, 
development. for the 
Koll Company's 
Southern California 
t 
division has been announce by Richard 
M. Ortwein, president of the division 
which covers Orange, Riverside and 
San Diego Counties. 
Bernard, whose title was develop-
ment manager, is developing projects 
for The Koll Company in Riverside 
and San Diego Counties and was 
responsible for Koll Center Irvine's 
southwest sector. ~ 
I ( ''" "ill' II .Ill! I (; ( I,., " ( .II . 
lllllltr \11· lo:.:lliltr \:_:,un:· t 
It's official, Leslie 
Shell, well known 
interior designer has 
joined Beverly Car-
penler at her beautiful 
design showroom in 
Palm Desert. L-11 .... 
Shell, known as the LulU SheU 
designer's designer, first met up with 
Carpenter at La Mirage Inferiors, wbere 
both received the designer of the year 
awuds. A graduate of the University 
of Georgia, wbo completed graduate 
wart at UCLA, Leslie is the fust lady 
of the industry showrooms: Kreias 
Collectioo. Rippon Imematioaal, Rick 
Hechtman, ltalmood and ocbers. Aa a 
licensed Realtor Asaociate, Shell 
kDowa wblt pat inlerior clesip c:an do 
10 ICbieve a sale. Her preferred pro-
jecla are total renovations expressing 
the delert cokn and natural designs of 
stone, marble and iron mixed with the 
cnnteqJOnly. 
Sbell'1 signature caa be found on 
eawe bomel, boleJa, and lbowrooml. 
lbe world CMI'. Sbe'l venaliJe, IWitcb-
inl from cootemp:IOI'J 10 Slota Fe or 
Malaaa 10 Morro Bay. Some of ber 
Desen aucceaae1 iachade bomes at 
Mominaaide, Vintaae aad Tbe 
SllfiDp.A 
t 
Tile Greater 
Oatario Vial"* 
... CODY.woil 
..... _,.... 
dlat ltim Caale, 
GOVCB director 
dlllel, ....... 
• ., been Mlected 
•s•pplier of die 
Yw" ., ... Sll:la-
- ... fll-locilly d ~ 
emment Meeting Planners (SGMP). 
Cagle, who is lhe first recipient of 
Ibis coveted award, has been a member 
of SGMP for over three years. One of 
three nominees, Cagle was elected by a 
five-person commiuee consisting of 
both suppliers and meeting planners. 
"I'm very honored to have this recogni-
tion and acknowledgement," says 
Cagle, "and I realized it talces a team -
the bureau and its members!" 
Cagle was awarded this honor for 
her outstanding service to lhe commu-
nity, performance in her Bureau posi-
tion and participation in SGMP. 
According to Bureau President, An 
Bean, Cagle's achievement brings great 
pride to the Bureau. "Kim's honor is a 
shining example of lhe type of profes-
sionalism and service the Bureau 
offers, as well as a reflection of her 
effons and hard wodc!" 
A seven-year veteran of the hotel 
industry. Cagle has been employed by 
the GOVCB since 1988. Prior to her 
current position she worked in the sales 
and marketing departments of Red 
Lion, Hilton and Trusthouse Forte 
hotels. ~ 
'\111 Ollilll,.rnd \ltlllhlr 
I hlitd 1" R111r"dl ( Hllllllll· 
nil\ ll"'prl.il lorrlld.rl lf >ll t 
At its recent .------
annual meeting, 
the Board of 
Direaors of River-
side Community 
Hospital Founda-
tion elected Ropr 
w. Ridley, M.D. u 
its Cbairmaa. Dr. 
Ridley is a loog-time resident of River-
side and a retired pbysician (Aneslbesi-
ologist). Through the years he has 
served tbe RCH Foundation in many 
leadenbip c:apecities.A 
llioaa), Inc., 
the world'l 
laraell ce-
mpany ape-
cia, tsJnae...a..aa~eo~-'1 biDII•*· .-lya __ ..., 
..... 110 formally drea-ap an..ide 
O..C, by apeaiDa 15 new loc.._ 
Curea&Jy llllre an 44 locadou Ill 
Rl•enide Coa111J. Widl .,..., .... 
'Ohl&ill Ponaalwar CeWeN 
lldaa dMiaH-.•c....., 
............ ,....,. .... 
wlllcll--. .... '' 2 .... perceat of &lae ..... , .... ..., 
....,.4 
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Coming in the October Issue 
"Just For You" 
Restaurant 
and 
Entertainment Guide 
For Advertising Information Call 
(714) 391-1015 
"California doesn't 
want to talk about it 
because they don't 
want people to know 
it's out there as an 
sumicomo unda-Mis lhe busila5 
climale and has lent Its dU~ 
ro various bUIInrBia froiii...UIIIt:l' 
chlnta 10 IDIIjor corpondoal a over 
~s,an. ~c.aliixnia~arow 
111s tq~a~ us arow ao become altllle's 
ninlb laiFI'bll*. 
Lee us alllill )'011 ~ .-ewlde or'IIJ'OIId. 
wide by~ouropcnile Ia: 
•c.il • • 
eCOIBIDCic:W•ow:~ 
......... , ... ___ , 1 
•dlplllll wrl 
Callmyolour~ 
cA'CI...,~,.. 
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·rechnological Breakthrough Turns Telephone Into An Advertising Tool 
T ing improved customer he newest concept to hit the cooununi- relations and reduced 
cations industry is a series of music~uality caller abandonment. They 
micro-chip units, designed to work with find it increases the effect 
your phone system, to provide your callers of their current advertising 
with infonnation about your organization's efforts by reinforcing audi-
products and services, while they're waiting bly, what their caller has already seen. read 
"on-hold" These new digital marketing or heard. They're able to introduce new 
units boast an internal download feature, products and services, thereby showing an 
unlike the early digitals which were called increase in their profits, as well as reinfttc-
message repeaters. ing the company image. 
In the early 80s, many companies Most electric phone systems, developed 
decided that they needed to give waiting after 1986, are already MOH (music on 
callers something to listen to besides hold) capable. Nearly every touch tone 
silence. S<me installed radio and others put phone system, not already MOH capable, 
endless loop or auto-reverse tape units on can be made so with the addition of an 
the line. Because of continuous wear and MOH card, or peripheral equipment. The 
Ullpl'edictable playback function, these l8pe digital playback unit is then easily connect-
units have given way to the digital equip- ed to the MOH feature of the pbooe system 
mcrullw features volume and tone flexibil- and stands ever ready to provide waiting 
ity IDd memory capacity up to 32 minutes. ~allers V.:ith vital and thought provoking 
Coil.,.._ wbo alreldy market the message- mformauon about the company they are 
oo-bold progrun are now experienc- calling. 
athedral City is a city on the move," 
according to Michael Daly, the city's 
ec:ooomic development director. 
"During our fust years," (Cathedral City was 
incorporated in 1981), "we have gone from a 
10.000 population to over 32,000. We are one of 
Califmlia's fastest growing cities." 
Daly has been an economic development pro-
fessional for 20 years, having worked in Nevada 
and Colorado bd'ore moving 10 California to take 
a position with lbe Redevelopment Agency of 
lbe city ol SID Joee. Daly wu appointed Cathe-
dral City's flfSl Econcnic Development Director 
in November 1990. 
Since ~~riving in tbe Colchella Valley, he has accomplished several economic 
devdapnem firars for Calhedral City, including the production of an Economic 
Development Demographic Overview for investors and developers. Daly also 
drafted an Bc:onomic Development Strategic Plan wbic:h was unanimously adopted 
bJ lbe City Council in J......-y, and helped creare lbe COICbella Valley Economic 
Developmeot Association comprised of the nine desen cities, College oC the 
Delert and Ri¥enide Coaaty. 
Cllbeclral City is tbe third most populaled city and lbe third biggest revenue 
proc111cer in lbe eo.cbella Valley. H it oonrinnea 10 pow u planned. Cathedral 
Clay will be tbe 1arpat city in the valley by the year 2000. "We need to plan for 
J10W1b IDd bave a c:lelr vision far our future." Midi Daly. 
Ia arder lO aeaenre altlble lax bue, Daly plans lO build on the current diverse 
IIIII IU oldie «M••u+ity. wbile IIII'IICtinl new C01D1DerCia1 and induarial devel-
CipiM&6 
-by Phillip DimDu 
This new concept can be utilized by any-
one, anywhere, regardless of type or size of 
business. 
There are many reasons callers are 
placed ''oo-hold" ,(I) a generally large vol-
ume of calls, (2) "cluster calls," where cer-
tain ~ of the day become very busy, (3) 
transfemng calls, or (4) placing the caller 
"oo-hold" while you fmd an answer to their 
question or check on their order. If you do 
any of the above, you can expect to reduce 
c~ler frustntioo and paint a more profitable 
p1cture_for your COO!pany throogh the use of 
markeung-on-hold 
~~ntly there are several companies 
nat1on~1de offering "on-hold" services. 
They will JX"(>vide the digital equipment and 
produce the program including script writ-
ing, voice talent, music background and stu-
dio time and they pay the music licensing 
fees . Productions are based on what you 
want your caller to hear. 
In today's competitive marketplace, 
companies need to explore every avenue 
available to them to promote their products 
and services, and the benefits of doing busi-
ness with their company. With the advent of 
the digital playback unit, they can now 
make full use of the most frequently used 
piece of equipment in the office .... the tele-
phone. 
Ron Knowles, a San Bernadino native is 
President of Creative Audio Marketing 
(CAM), a company which specializes in 
voice message technology. For more infor· 
mation call (714) 550-9550. A 
a~cy Sinclair is the vice president and 
. . directoc of marketing for First Trust Bank 
m Ontano. Sinclair is involved in market planning 
research, product development, public relations and 
customer service. 
~er ma~or career accomplishment was the 
desagn and UDplementation of a sales training pro-
gram for the bank's new accouru pos·u· W'th 1 on. 
I all the mergers and acquisitions w"lth'ln 
today's bankin · · . 
. . . ~ industry, Smclau sees the ability to ~~~ty ~ tradition as a major challenge 
acmg uu&:~. I think our hometown tti' de · · · the _.,. " 
Also · ol ed . a tu will differenuate us from ·~ .. lDV V U vace ..,...oident · • ~·n M.keting Assoc' . r- With the California Inland Counties "-''""",_ 
Associations· ~~,and':' a member of the Western Chapter Bank Marketilll 
ing, reading :!a:ki: sometimes ~d-pressed to fmd time for her hobbies. (walk-
Ontlrio-Pomooa ~>·. Sbe enJoys supporting community groups like the 
on lbe baird of 11;~atJoo for Retarded ClUldren (OPARC). where she serves 
.... ""'WQ of the Children's Fund 
... have a real CCliiCern for rh:IA.- .. • elf.,C depea•te~ and bomeleuneas --.....,... says Sinclair. "Crime, drug use. w 
oCteo our c:hildrea tbey are on the rise and unfortunately, the victimS are 
hippy." ·· are our future and we need to keep them safe, healthY IJid 
Sinclair wu bona in San Die . .-
have two 10. Sbe IS married to Charles Sinclair and--~ 
from San :::0 :U..V ~w and Brian. Sinclair received her BS desre' 
lbe Claremoot eraaty and ber Misters Degree in Management frOID Raalo~ate Scbool. Nancy and Charles make their hodiC ia 
-by PIUUip Dimeu 
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• • • Lap to~ s Are 1'' he Link! • • • 
computerized mapping database called 
a Geo-based Informat ion System ~i~~~~~~~~~~~ (GIS) was developed. With this GIS, the agency can make "Measure A" funds go farther by providing an enor-mous amount of mapped data for use by public and private ocganizations. 
Today, modem offices bristle with 
An lnl•nd Empire Focu• 
In an ~xclwsivt: intervi~w to th~ Inland 
Empir~ Bwsinus Journal, Jose Gama 
explwns why loptop compw~rs ar~ fll()r~ than 
just the wave of the /WI liT~. 
A civil engineering and land survey-
ing fmn by its nature must stay abreast 
of high technology. For example, when 
the City of Rancho Cucamonga hired 
computers and telecommunications 
equipment, used for surveying and 
designing projects, directing field 
crews, project management and many 
other functions. Indeed, technology has 
helped many firms help serve their 
clients more effectively. Today, sys-
tems are available that can display 125 
layers of mapped infrastructure such as 
water systems and streets. 
This high pow- ~~~:!! 
ered equipment 
enables civil engi-
neering firms to bet-
ter manage the ser-
vices provided to 
clients. Outside the 
office, significant 
improvements in 
efficiency have been 
accomplished by 
providing survey 
crews with laptop L...----..;.,;,.,----" 
computers. 
Laptops in the field 
Whether working on the Pomona 
Freeway transportation improvement 
program or the Palm Springs Airport 
renovation, Psomas survey crews spend 
100 percent of their time out in the 
field, using sophisticated measuring 
Pleas~ Su Pag~ 43 
Psomas and Associates to map the,--------------------------------------..., 
entire city, computerized measuring 
instruments were used to capture and 
Three Ways Laptops Have 
Helped 
• First, the computers enable crews to 
process data collected at the 
jobsite-whether it be for a construc-
tion survey or mapping project-and 
perform calculations previOU!dy done at 
the office. That way, if adjustments of 
any kind are required, the crew needn't 
return to the office or wait for new cal-
culations to be sent to them. AdJust-
ments done on site can save time, 
money and assure greater quality. 
• Second, the laptops can be combined 
with other sophisticated electronic 
instruments for maximum efficiency. 
For example, software can be devel-
oped for the laptop to use alongside the 
Hewlett Packard HP-48 SX pro-
grammable calculator. The new HP-48 
is a cross between a very powerful cal-
culator and a Ve:rf small computer that 
replaces hand-written field notes with 
an accurate up-to-the-minute print out. 
Crews also use laptops to process and 
repon data from sophisticated survey-
ing instruments kno.,n as total stations. 
The resulting reports are easier to pro-
duce and provide a fuller account of 
survey crew findings. 
• Third, laptops ensure faster communi-
cations. Site superintendents often are 
surprised when a survey team member 
walks into a CODSlniCtion trailer, holds 
up a laptop to the telephone jack and 
sends or receives important data to or 
from an office. Transmitting by modem 
quickly puts the information in the 
hands of the decision-maker, whether 
project manager, field team member or 
in-boose engineer. 
process data from U.S. Department of 
Defense satellites. 
When It Comes To Telecommunications, 
We're Already There. 
This is the future. At least, it's one can transmit one line of text per second. 
artist's idea of how the future is going to A fiber optic equipped SmartPark ceo-
look. If we had asked ten different artists, ter can transmit the entire 29,000 pages 
chances are we would have ended up with of the Encyclopaedia Britannica in the 
ten different ideas. .---=---....:;____ same second. 
That's why we And because 
created SmartPark we monitor the 
telecommunica- performance of 
tions services for this system 
selected business 24 hours a day, 
centers around the 7 days a week, 
country. Because you get superior 
American business reliability along 
has just as much with superior 
trouble deciding technology. 
what the future is But the biggest 
going to be like. advantage of a 
By working with SmartPark busi-
select real estate ness center isn't 
developers, we've what you can do 
built in a telecom- today. 
munications sys- This system is 
tern that's ready designed to work 
anything the future with technology 
holds. So when you that hasn't even 
need the virtually been invented yet. 
unlimited voice, So if you, like 
data and video transmission that is cap- so many people in American business, 
able with a digital fiber optic network, were surprised by mobile phones, fax 
we can install it within days. Without machines, modems, fax modems and 
incredible cost. personal computers, take advantage of 
How much better is this kind of a our SmartPark services. 
system for your business? They make you ready for the futw-e. 
An ordinazy phone line and modem No matter which one arrives. 
SmartPark-Setvices (50 
------------------------~==~-------l-800-828-7280 THE POWER IS ON 
GTFTdcphone()pmllOn>. CALIFORNIA Ounarillo Koll Leonard CamarilloCmter Ctmtos: Cerritos TowneCmter C"ll) oflnduslly: Cllliii"OIIds ~Pin. 
Ma)CStiC Spectrum long llcach: Kilroy AlfJlOII Cmtcr Ontano Cmtrdakc Busmcss Park, The Omario Center 0man1: ClJannellslands. 0anu11 r own Cenlcr 
San Bc:rnardino The T n-Cil} Corporate Centre West Cm111a The l..akt'S at Wt'SI COWia. WASH I GTO EYCRU: Harbor Panee, Salway CCIIICr 
More recently, under the direction 
of Mark Massman, a Bechtel project 
manager working for the Riverside 
County Transportation Commission 
(RCTC) on the "Measure A" trans-
portation improvement program, a Smanl'arlt IS a~ SCf\'JCC mark of GTE CorporabOn. 
~--------------------------------~ 
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...,.(am a' DB ....... ,_.. 
.. ..., ,. aD die "'11M ..... .,.. ........... pllooa), ..... 
!! .~-~--tat•tolflll*. A W1•cifl ilu.dM-ofdle.,_ 
--~--~--~~· .... ,... 1M----- ill die Ullii-.J,.,~-· 10 ed S.... CBS-TV -r11i1 .......... 
--~·~11111!11 ..... k- fldle ~··- ... NZ Pk.......,.. ... WIIIId .... 
J*..-lllhiL 
........... 
yoa 111 coued to wander around to 
eapklle lbe muvela of Ibis area. Ran-
clio Vlleacia is a deligbd'ul combiDa-
liaD rt IDIIlJ woddl. Southwestern llld 
SpiDilb iD ill lmlliaace, it also 9ffen 
YOil die feeliDa .... you could ICIUilly 
be iD abe IOalb of PriDCe. Tbil resort 
bu beeD tbe iDipiratioD of developer 
lflny CoiiDIIId utbitect fDD Morton. 
AlODI with illterior deliper Hank 
Milia, diBir YilioD made RIDCbo Valen-
cia wbat it is today-a carefully-
plaledreat. 
Plat .. rc.mo.a. RIDCbo Valalcia 
il bowa for ill ... facililiea, boast-
.. 11 c:htll.lio:nhip ... courts IDd 
oft'eriq clillica Uld private lessons. 
Oolf CID also be &rm~~ed OD oearby 
com& 'l1le ...,_._. croqaet lawn. 
two pooll. Jacuzia IDd ..,.. emplla-
.... ..., rt llliiiiiiiOIL If yoa 
............ ,. .. -...... 
.. ... ..., ..... rt ... GirdeD 
of Bdn (Rbatitalilla oruses, of 
a.... tlelllllpliaa lpllle).,.. ... 
-Wild .............. floadaa 
.. .... lllllooal wudlriq o.• tbe 
.... -.Yoa..,_totbe 
indoors next to the wanntb of die 
fireplace. Chef Claude Seall 
replaced Wolfgang Puck wbea Ill 
Ma Maison to open Spago) C111f11J, 
oversees each dish that leaves • 
kitchen. From the homemade 10r111t 
cbips to the ravishing desserts, a .. 
of love is clearly in evidence iD lilt;. 
JI'CPII'ation of all La Tapenade's....,. 
delighls. 
So well planned is Rancho 
that it even offers the executive 
ness conference and unique meflliilll:'{·;<. · 
rooms to accommodate from 20 10 
people. These facilities include_..:_., .•. ., 
Library," a deluxe 22-seat board 
and .. The Terrace Room" which 
service up to I 00 people. For a 
iDtinwe conference, a lbree-beiCIIII 
four-bath executive hacienda il 
able. 1be hacienda is also well 
for IIDIIl weddinp . 
Yes. Rlllcho Valencia is a 
Jaort for those who desire abe 
...way wbicb includes a romllllic 
liDJ. AD ideal retreat for thole 
professional tennis. A unique 
tie executive, IDd a beaveDly 
clrJmand!ng JOUIIDd. Jolm 
Rlllcbo Valencia Raolt ... 
piece of beavea is riabtbel8. 
Jobn Gardiner's u-.--
cia Raort is localed ll 5921 
Cbde in RIDcho SaDia Fe. 
756-1123 for furlber detaill. 
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From the Car 
to the House 
Metal Fruaa~ t:rP 
CGMmerdal to Bome 
c..,J.x Pro,.,. Clu.anges NtJ1111 aiUI Focus 
- .... ,..jab cloler 10 JOUr resi-
deace cw IDD¥e JOU laDe closer 10 
,a. jab IIIII llllllrallle llll..:e .._.. 
......... Dell weet yoa'te 11M* 10 a 
u•,,.,• •YI Allri&IIL 
The qaeadon that IDOit ut is 
-wnJ.. 'I'HBRE BE A SOL11l'ION'l" 
WID._. ever be ...... llllor a--
live CliOq'Miel locltifla ia .... 10 
..., people olfdle lreewaya? 
1be SCAQMD DO ... playa rilla 
.... in t11e jcJb-llouiq •l•ncina 
act. lnllead, tbey've CCIIIIriCted tbe 
~----.-........._ Soalbem Califamia Alm-
ciatioa of Ooverameau 
(ICAO} ........ 
SEPTEMBER 1991 
in& new highways, new lanes, and new 
methods," says Arnold Sherwood a 
direc&or of SCAG's transponatioo divi-
sion. "The bill totaled 
more thin S 110 billion 
dollars. I don't have to 
tell you what elected 
officials had to say to 
that. One thing is for 
sure the funds were sim-
ply not available." 
But since SCAG 's ini-
tial 1988 funding projec-
tion, they have taken a 
lremeDdous capital infu-
sion. '"Today we're looking at some 
$34 biUioo. 'lbal's money raiaed from 
a nearly doubled gu tax, increased 
salea taxes in areas like the Inlaad 
Empn aDd revenues generated frca 
lbe ale m 1aqe scale bood programs.· 
Does mooey solve problems? Sber· 
wood lbiDb it wiD certainly belp. '1n 
developing the Vehicle Miles Travelled 
reduction program, Stale policy mabll 
have cocourapd • to look for wayato 
till the demand ... obviously it's 100 
expeasive 10 constantly 'build our way 
oat m a. problems.' Yes, roads wiD 
be built. in newer, heavily coqellld 
Ull-west corridon, but changes will 
allo bave 10 be made at the buliDMI 
P'-S.P .. 25 
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San Bernardino J{ent Control: A Bad Idea and Lnconstitutional as \\'ell 
T be Mayor of San Bernardino and the majority of 
lbe city Council are leading the taxpayers down a prim-
roee pllh of rent control under circumslances dl8l could 
CIUie tupayers immense losses. 
Here's the Situation 
A city (like San Bernardino) passes a rent control 
law pnlbibiting the increase in rents of spaces in mobile 
bome J*b when the leDIDll sen their coach. 1bc land 
incleases in value, lbe rental value increases commen-
MIIely, and the departing tenant is able to sell the 
COICb for a premium because they sell not only the 
COICh, but the righliO occupy the space at a reduced 
RilL 
because it pays homage 10 special interest groups while 
abandoning the well-being of the average citizen tax-
payer. 
The citizens of the cities of Santa Barbara and Los 
Angeles faced $300,000.00 and $1,000,000.00 judg-
ments respectively, and their rent control laws for 
mobile borne parts were declared WICOIIStibUional 10 
lbe extenl lbal they did not permit rents 10 be raised at 
the time of the sale of the coach. Those damages were 
obtained 00 behalf of single parks. 
Add 10 the risk of judgment. the ineacapable defense 
costs which will be in the range of $300,000.00 to 
$500,000.00, u wen as the hundreds of thousands of 
dollars involved in operating the bureaucracy aeared 
by rent control, and the cooclusioo is inescapable. Rent 
control in a mobile 
home pert is not only 
a bid idea, it is uncon-
stiiUrional as well. 4 
Robert J. Jt11i1Uo il t1 
IIJiior JHI'flllr ill "' '-fimt cf Jfllilllo & Pd. t1 
fintt lpiCifllizU., ill ~~~~ 
,., - ~lilil· titM -;, ,..,_,,.. 
~""'"" appnni~Mllly 
Jj 1r1Dbi11 IUIIU pUU 
tAro.,u.t till Sttlll of 
Ctlliforraitl cNIIII"'illl 
--1«41 ,., CtJIIIrOl 
orrliNacu. 
Coaches are like used cars, they r------------------------._ 
depreciate in value, there is a Kelly 
Blue Boot oo them, and each year they 
are worth leu than the year before. 
~in California where cities 
IJIIIed RID1 control, coaches increased 
~in value. 
1be CIODIIeq1laiCel of some rent coo-
1101 ordinances were absolutely ltWl· 
niq. In one case handled by this office 
lpiDst the city of Los Angeles, a lal· 
ant testified that she purcbased a junker 
COICb for $7!5,000. Durinl ber deposi-
lion she stared, "I bought the spece, not 
die coach." 
Tbe problem is that the apace 
beloDp ro lbe pert owner IIIII not the 
departing tenant who re<:eived the 
$75,000.00. 
1bia office brought the landmark 
c=- ~Hill v. city of SanJa a.-. ill 
lbe fedeqJ court. IIIII it is now a IDIIIier 
~ llllllliJDOIII fedaal decision, Jbl& die 
premium value bel01111 10 the park 
..... not lbe tenlllt, llld .... die c:iiJ 
,....., lbe ordilllnce ia Hable for all 
....... incurred. 1be damqea are 
-.eel by the CDtulldve Jl(ue of 
......... RICeiwd by die deplrtiDa 
-. 
.,.,.. UMDimoua federal appeDate 
dlclehlll Ia piKe, the leldiq politi-
... Ia die city of San BemlrdiDo, 
.. 11' l,c:avedU.ipldll--
..-e by die mobile ... -
..., lid ,...a a RID1 COIIIIOIIaw 
...... ......, ....... Jbi&CCII-
._..., ........ CC18111. 
Now .... city's ...,.. .... Ia 
ftJ because of a coUecdYI 
-lllniill ... "' .... locll polldciMI 
.,. !l!!lll'lllllllll ll*pialdl:ll CIRIIIIM ·-
C.... quality. It's everywbere you look at 
1be Estates. Heze. four luxurious floorplus 
measure up to 3400 aqaue ~ADd o&r illcom-
puable delip featula. Splcious gourmet 
llitdleaa with illud c:ooktopl. Tbree firepllcea 
in t!llflr'J home. Rlrmalliving ADd clininc rooms 
tbat m.1 tbe IIIDit elepat nllillllcel. 0.. 
lilldllllllr ..... witllbeatilul'llllllladu 
lballdua fl dollt ...... asu.ilrlnlllllll 
DOOb. 'J1ne..Qr pnlla Lot-tllll .... 
•-tlla-qaarterfla-. Mila 
1 aP hflllaltilailla--.0 ..,. 
_....._. u.,.aa.-.fltlll 
8lllhltaiJIIu4widia..afl_..,....,.. 
'1111 lllllllllldWIIIIII. BDrtiL 'l1le IDat II 
CIIIIDm. 1'11111111111•-- '1111 ... II 
.............. ,.. ..... ... 
..... ,. ........... Bit ... ,.., 
62.._wllllleblliltmtlliaU'• ' [IJ" 
............ 
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Inland Water Tycoons Cut Supplies and Plan for Drought 
Districts Implement Creatire Plans to Qu£'1lch Thirst for Over a Million People 
by Patt Grantham O'Neill 
Inland Empire Business Journal 
It's astonishing is how many layers of 
bureaucracy your water supply must 
trickle through before it reaches your 
faucet. Given a rather Byzantine 
regulatory situation, and a prospect of 
more drought some of the larger water 
districts in the Inland Empire are 
preparing for the future with optimism 
and long-term strategies. 
Western Municipal Water District 
Covering Jurupa near Riverside to 
Temecula (Corona, Rancho California, 
Elsinore Valley), 510 square miles and 
500,000 people in all, the Western 
Metropolitan Water District has experi· 
enced substantially less growth in the July 
90-July 91 period of 7.6% than it did with 
the previous year's 20.5%. Blame it on the 
economy and the building slump - the 
hookups were not happening. Western has 
8,500 individual retail customers and ten 
cities which are wholesale customers. 
All of Western's water supplies are 
Coachella Valley Water District imported from MWD, although the cities, 
The Coachella Valley Water District and Western now requires developers to 
(CVWD) serves almost all of the Coachella submit landscape plans for approval of 
Valley from the southern half of Cathedral their projects showing water efficient tech-
City to La Quinta and resumes past Indio niques and landscaping, according to Renae 
and Coachella, which have their own sepa- Hinchey, manager of administration and 
rate supply, down to Imperial County. The public affairs. 
district covers 1000 square miles and a During the drought, MWD cut West-
population of just over one million people. em's supplies by 36%, back from 89,953 
A view of the wetlands, with snow·capped Mt. San Gorgonio and the 
San Bernardino MounJains in the distance. 
Water is pumped from the 700-1200 foot acre feet to 57,911. Even so, Western has of water, 20% from local supplies and 80o/o 
level, delivering 24.7 billion gallons of no groundwater reclamation project in imported from MWD. They supply 
water per year from CVWD's 81 active place, leaving any needed tasks of that approximately 30-50% of their eight client 
wells. nature to their client cities. agencies' needs, the rest made up from 
The MWD has used CVWD as a water groundwater and surface sources. Eastern 
bank. CVWD and Desert Water Agency (a covers 534 square miles with a population 
small agency in the Coachella Valley) City of Riverside of 328,000, from Moreno Valley south to 
together were entitled to 61,000 acre feet / The City of Riverside Department of the San Diego County line, and San Jacin-
per year of water from the Feather River Public Utilities' water resources manage- to/Hemet to Mead Valley/Good Hope adja-
Project, an aqueduct that runs from the ment efforts have been so successful that cent to Perris. 
Sacramento River delta and stops at Lake they have not only been able to relinquish Conservation efforts have extended to 
Hemet However, if Coachella Valley resi- rights to 5000 acre feet r---------.. repairing leaks in their own 
dents wanted that water, they had to pay for from MWD through Witlwul tlu mt111y golf system that could save 
lbe plumbing. Rather, they went to MWD Western, but have the course!, lush ltuulscap- 1,600 acre feet per year, and 
and traded their River Project allotment for capacity to tum around ing and arti}icialltJkts working with the Federal 
water from the Colorado River Aqueduct and supply Western with andfountainJ, "wt Soil Conservation Service 
(running right through the Coachella Val- some water. ..We are to study how efficiently 
would be cluuing ley). MWD agreed. Then, in 1984, MWD pleased that due to our liz.ard , large users manage their 
told CVWD to take a ten year allotment at production excess we are s. water and counseling them 
one time. 600,000 aae feet, and put it into able to share with adja- - Frui. Orludo, Rr1oue11 on ways to improve. This 
Coachella Valley aquifers in case MWD cent agencies," said Ed AuodrU, CooeluU. Vlllk.J district also requires devel-
oeeded it in the future. Since 1986, when Kostjal, principal engi- W.wrD/slrict opers to submit plans for 
lbe drought struck, MWD has been able to neer with the department. approval of water efficient 
call oo this savings account. Even though they are comfortable with design. 
The Coachella Valley is blessed with a their supply now, Kostjal stressed that they Better water management will occur 
vut natural underground supply. Accord- are not complacent. Riverside is facing the with a new task force making it easier for 
in& to CVWD resources associate Frank potentially devaswing issue of groundwa- the different client agencies within this dis-
OrliJido, the aquifer contains 32 million ter pollution. Water quality is declining trict to !mow what is going on with the 
acre feet. or enough water to last into the due to contaminants appearing in ever- other agencies so that future growth can be 
next century even with an expected dou- increasing levels in their wells, although to more effectively planned. 
blin& of populatioo by the year 2000. date concentrations are within guidelines . Included in this area are several indi-
lbe district reclaims 10 millions gallons for safety. victuals and farms with their own wells. In 
of water each day from a sewage plant Add to creeping pollution levels the fact..~ district itself is aiming to be self-
located in Palm Desen. then sells it for Environmental Protection Agency's recent suff1c1ent by expanding groundwater 
Jar.c.h:aping IDd golf course warering 11 the tendency to lower acceptable concentra- resources throu~ recharging the aquifers 
major resorts. A full-time conservation lions of pollulallts, and Riverside could be and by de-salUng naturally mineralized 
specialist gives seminars to large users. forted to shut down all of its wells. "We groundwater: with a planned de-salting unit 
encouraging them to save money on a are looking 11 having to purchase a water near Sun C1ty. It will provide 3,000 acre water bill -a big chunk of overbead in treatment facility. Even if water quality feet of water 1 year. 
eoarill-depeMat Valley. remains lbe same ... this is a delicate bal- Their five was. tewater treatment plants 
Ale lbele raortl llqUIIIdaing precious ance." have the capacity to reclaim 40 million gal-
waaer reaourcea? Without the many golf loaa of water each day. The district 
QDIII1CI. lush landscaping and artificial to lie these ..J.ft... • wants 
...._ ___. ti""-'- "we would be chuing Eastern Municipal Water District that will be _....ble ~ mto ~large &rid 
-..., - I to puvide reclaimed Water 
...., .. DYI Orlalldo. SeiDe mi&bt prefer To bear Peter Odencrans, community to ~ .people and can be better managed 
........ ecaaamy would lag. relations director, tell it, Eastern is awuh by shifting water to where it is needed 
with water due to excellent water resources something that they cannot do with fiv~ 
IDIDigement. The cistric:t bas two IOUJteS autonomous units. Every drop of their 
reclaimed water is used, either by selling it 
for landscaping, parks, golf courses, etc., or 
by recharging groundwater supplies. Last 
year, they sold 15,700 acre feet of 
reclaimed water. 
Working with the state wildlife people, 
wetlands are being created using reclaimed 
water. The San Jacinto Wildlife Area is 
3,500 acres east of Lake Perris. It is on the 
Pacific flyway bird migration route. The 
Department of Fish and Game is managing 
the preserve and Eastern is providing 
reclaimed water, for ponds and for irriga-
tion to grow food plants for the birds. . 
"We want to continue doing projeCts 
like that," said Odencrans. The district 
would like to take this project one step fur-
ther by running reclaimed water throu~h 
more wetland area, allowing natural life 
processes of water plants, sunshine and 
bacteria to clean and balance the water fur-
ther (tertiary treatment). The district hOpeS 
to expand this to a potential of 120,000 acre 
feet or more to use for future drought As 1 
comparison, Lake Perris has a 130,000 8~ 
feet capacity. Thus, the district feels thalll 
has the capacity to store underground mete 
than a one year supply. . . can 
Under the right conditiOnS. they . 
even take their reclaimed water and stll'e It 
in aquifers. The tertiary reclamation effect 
and dilution with existing aquifer wat~ 
could make this water suitable for (jonleSliC 
consumption. targe 
MWD is looking at putting in 8. 
1 
... 
h. b wll .,.. above-ground reservoir, w IC 8()0 lXXI 
called Eastside Reservoir, to store ~ 
acre feet This will double the toiAl s uth ti 
capacity for MWD and the state ~ IIC 
the Tehachapi Mountains. Three 51~ .n 
being considered for this new ~iak­
within Eastern's service area: ~ValleY 
might be enlarged, or DomemgODl ed IIIII 
or Potrero Canyon could be dafllll1 ~ 
flooded. Feather River Project water 
be used to fill the new reservoir. 
Pltase ste Page 30 
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aid fell into a hole and broke his leg. 
1ettets 
to tbe 
Ge'~itot 
And me .. .I had a gas bill of S3.00 
because I burned all of that nice wood in 
my fireplace. 
Sincerely, 
Adelle Olney 
Dear Editor: 
WHO 
ARE 
YOU 
? We Get Letters! 
Referring to your editorial in the 
August issue - you may be rightly proud 
of your new format of the publication. 
I'm surprised you haven't received letters 
immediately about the design of the title 
"Inland Empire Business Journal." Your 
poor excuse for a T is so close to the 'o' 
it pastes itself to the 'o' to become a 'p'. 
Not good! At least put the proper hook at 
the bottom of that stroke to make it more 
readable! (J) 
Dear Editor: 
Articles about McDonalds' first 
GOLDEN ARCHES always interest me. 
My husband LUTHER OLNEY 
helped to raze the original McDonald 
building. The old tin building once used 
as their warehouse & office is located at 
2325 Blake SL, Muscoy area Bernardino. 
We used it for our Shuffletoard shop 
where we refmished shuffleboards (1952-
1978). 
McDonald acted as his own contractor 
and hired my husband to build the first 
Golden Arches. We have the working 
plans around here now. McDonald 
designed the utensils he would use for the 
hamburgers. Luther made the models in 
wood. 
They were later taken to be fashioned 
out of metal. 
Later on, McDonald bought the old 
colonial house on a hill in San Bernardi-
no that burned and Luther rebuilt that. 
One of the carpenters cut a finger off. 
Our brother in law and nephew hurt their 
backs when a gust of wind caught ply-
wood they were carrying. Dick MeDon-
Otherwise- no complaint- It's 
great! 
Sincerely, 
Mary M. Moser 
--------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - battling the 91 Freeway. unheard of. 
Balancing Jobs, Housing ... Widespread support from "Sometimes it doesn't seem fair to 
large finns is still yet to undertake so much regulation," says 
be seen, but the concept is nifty and it Albright. "Small businesses are 
fits well with SCAG and SCAQMD's going to be hit hard, but one cannot 
Vehicle Miles Travelled reduction point a finger at any one of our 
package (see related story in this regional governing agencies. If you 
issue). So ask me, the Federal 
Continued from Page 22 
level." 
A few of the key areas the VMT 
reduction program intends to anack 
are companies with large parking 
lots. With the AQMD's ride-sharing 
program now in full swing small and 
large companies should look to pay 
stiff penalties unless they develop 
immediate plans to reduce the num-
ber of vehicles to and from their 
facilities. 
According to Sherwood, SCAG 
will look to encourage businesses to 
develop flexible hourly schedules for 
their employees. "On a large scale, 
this would help greatly in spreading 
out peak commute hours." 
For the short term, the SCAQMD, 
By and large, most people 
thol move here wiU continue 
to commute, and will do so 
for quiU some time 
SCAG, state policy makers, federal 
bureaucrats and a few large compa-
nies are looking to dent congestion by 
implementing expensive telecommut-
ing programs. The concept includes 
utilizing high-tech telecommunica-
tion tools 11 regional satellite centers . 
A Riverside resident who works in 
Orange County could walk down the 
street to a fax-filled office rather than 
while the Government needs to The problem worsens. 
telecommuting show stronger leader-Another twist to the complex 
Program may b . . b nd ship. They need to be issue alancmg JO s a 
clutter a few more flexible, utilizing housing is California's new 
extra phone control technologies 
regulatory nature lines, it will do that are now available 
little to coun- ,.•••••••••••• to reduce pollution. 
teract a population growth of Right now we face a national double-
t ,250,000 by the end of the decade. standard ... there are certain areas of 
"By and large, most people that the country that have more pollution 
move here will continue to commute, than others and are negatively 
and will do so for quite some time," impacted by the regulations regard-
says Husing. Not only that, but less of geographic circumstances 
Riverside economist Steve Albright beyond their control. To me it's not 
looks for congestion to worsen as a right to be able to go out into the 
new wave of LA citizens dodge to the middle of Kansas and pollute all you 
Inland Empire for new found work. want." 
"I also look to see a lot of cross-coun- Again, WILL THERE EVER BE 
ty commuting ... people who live in A SOLUTION? 
Riverside will travel to San Bernardi- "In the Inland Empire, there really 
no to work and vice versa," con- isn't a solution in the immediate 
eludes Albright. future," says Husing. "We are going 
The problem worsens. Another to be an area that people move to, and 
twist to the complex issue balancing when they move (at least initially), 
jobs and housing is California's new they will be commuting back." 
regulatory nature. Already hundreds According to Husing, during the 
of large and small businesses have 80s Inland areas began to see evi-
packed up for other towns like Salt dence of additional jobs as companies 
Lake City, Seattle, Phoenix and scat- found that wages were somewhat 
tered Mexican villages where labor is lower and properties were cheaper . 
cheap and air-water regulations are "But I don't think that was a great 
• 
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motivation ... even with the recession 
continuing, I expect to see manufac-
turing and warehousing firms locat-
ing here, simply because it's a better 
place to do business, but even with 
these trends, the population growth 
for the balance of the 90s will contin-
ue to support long-distance commut-
ing ... that's just the way Southern Cal-
ifornia develops. Housing comes 
before jobs. 
According to Steve Ponlell, din!IC-
tor of the Inland Empire Ecoaomic 
Council, balancing jobs and bouliDa 
is not even the issue. ..lust look M 
Orange County.'' quips PouteD. 
"They have absolutely 1be best jeD. 
housing in the state but tbeir .,..1nuoo'" · 
congestion is still UI\RUDDOIPdeCL "A 
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ew Homeowners Beware ... You're Gonna Get Stuck! 
Is $16,000 Too Much to Charge a BuDder For a House? 
who make their living from the building 
• • DOW fiPtiaa JePWiOD whic:h induslry (banks. building trades, suppliers, 
11111111*l:J Ill. .. llomeolrDen llld Jut uuckers, sabcclulctors. imurance compa-
..... ..., IIIII jab 1lue fllocal cities. Dies, ere.) will also suffer fnm the effects 
U... 1111 11111 fl "dee tlrp • ia.-:t of tbe J110P011eC1 New Hcmeowner Tues. 
...... til 0..., il pllll- It is impcxtanl to take I 
... to cbaqe a New --------.. careful loot at the 8 II"'IIDif'DII..... Ric61110w, tiN County's statement that 
IDil JUDO - S3JOO 011 ,._._ CM ,...~.,..,. new bomeowDers 11111t pay 
~ baill ill ~ -·- tbeir "fair slwe." Preseol-~.. I• colledio11 o,q ly, the cum:Dl homeowner 
·~--w..- ill~ pays an average of $800 
•• ,.. .... rtts posa. JIG' year, but a new ~ 
,.,.. to tiN owner pays an average of 
c--., ..... tiN $1,300 JIG' year. In its new 
...,_ f infrutructure fmancing 0 
_, proposal, the County is ~il planDiDa tbat anyone wOO tJCC.,.,., wiiiU Ow WilliS to bay a new bome 
~ tfttll. pay fees lbal will be added 
•
••••---.. totbecostmlbeirbome. ill'••·-~llllilla.- It shoold be noted that 
dariD& the 1990 caleadar year, only 25 .. of 
the homes purchued were new homes. 
However, the County is e.xpecting this small 
percentage of homeowners to bear the 
eDtire COil of new infrastructure. Another 
milcoDcepliOD praemed by the County is 
that appcaaa of the new fiDmciDg propos-
al want cuneDt residenll to pay for new 
mr....e. an tbe ClOIIII"Iry, critic:s m: tbe 
ColDly's new fiDIDCin& proposal have 
leCJIIIIIId a lWCHIIIlp process 10 determine 
bodl iDfnllnacture Deeds and equitable 
flldlaloladoas 
Pin&, a careful IDd prudent review 
wOIIld allow the County's proposal to 
J111111W fnlllla blnlacndc "wissllill" 10 a 
...... - ....._._ JIIOjec:ll wllicb 
_....., IIDCIIIII)'. 
a thanJa&h anaiJiis sbould be 
deltlllliaeWbo WCIIkiiCIUIIly 
~Oiilfl:iilr.MfiiCII!I!IIIt.. ,'l'lll:a. .. 
vote for the new financing or reject such a 
proposition. 
Some County officials have called this 
idea of leUing the vorers decide metOOds of 
infrastructure funding "irresponsible and 
unconscionable." How can the American 
principle of the vote of the people be 
labelled irresponsible 11111 liiiCCIISCimable? 
County officials lltelllpl to canpare the 
funds collected from this proposal to the 
funds collected by the County of Riverside 
under a similar plan. What San Bernardino 
County officials fail to consider is that this 
is a false comparison because no analysis 
wa made of infrasuucture needs of the two 
counties, and further, Riverside County 
only collects from tbe 1lllincuporated areas 
of ill county. 
Some of the funds to be ccUected under 
the County's proposal me to purchase open 
space. It is curious !hat the County would 
propoee to spend money collected fnm res-
idents d the largest county (geographically) 
in the nation to purcbue opm space when 
less lblllS"' of the County's 22,000 square 
miles are urbanized. When adding up the 
"inventory" of park land for recreational 
use by the residents of the County, the 
County omitted the tens of thousands of 
acres available in the San Bernardino 
Nlliooal Folat. These park lands are avail-
able to County resideola witbout pun:basing 
addiliooalland, wbich the County reports 
wGIId COil an avenge of $25,000 per acre. 
Tbey have refuled to .,.mtiate Ibis fig-
ure, IDd the BuiJdiD& JrDsuy Association 
6ndll this Ill Dialed avenae. 
The County is )lnlpCIIiDa to build new 
public fiCililies to add to the office space 
the County presently bas in ill building 
inventory. In trying to sell-the need for 
"public: facililiel~ County dficials are stat-
in& the need for jails and court houses. 
Upon review of the public facilities to be 
built, Cllly - of the IOial .... fOOIJ&e 
is for courts and jails. The remaining pro-
posed square footage is to expand the 
County's bureaucracy. 
Only six months ago, San Diego's City 
Council rolled back all proposed new home 
fees because of concern raised by the Coun-
cil's Transportation & Land Use Commit-
tee. The Committee reported that adding 
more fees to the cost of building would 
serve only to hinder the recovery of the 
local ecooomy. 
In these times when all public dollars 
are being reduced, we need an equitable 
approach to the financing of public pro-
grams which represents the needs (and 
wants) of the public. The only results of the 
proposed funding program are an increase 
in housing costs, an increase in bureaucra-
cy, 11111 tbe decline of the American Dream 
of bmJe ownership. A 
BUI Bet/tel, Euc111iw Offieu, BMiltliltlf,., 
AMauiM. &1/dJ v-Rqioll 
The 90s 
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" I~esidential Ne\\'S " 
TownGate Announces Groundbreaking 
for 150 Acre Phase II 
Moreno Valley, California; July, 1991: 
The Fritz Duda company has announced 
groundbreaking for TownGate - Phase U. 
'lbwnOate. a 650 acre master planned com-
munity, is the strategic centerpoint of the 
Inland Empire and fast becoming the eco-
DIIDic heart of the region. 
The completion of infrastructure improve-
merlls, almg with specific site development 
opp<rtunities, is scheduled to coincide with 
the grand opening of the Moreno Valley 
Mall at TownGate in October of 1992. The 
1.4 milli.oo square foot mall is a joint vm-
ture of Hanan Developmea CooJpany 11111 
the Pritz Duda Coqlany. Plwe II sites me 
MORENO VALLEY MALL 
AT TOWNGAlf 
With 150 acres, Phase II represents 
approximately 1.8 million square feet of 
space valued at $125 million. The muaer 
piiD includes deYelopmeot oppcxtunilies in 
Mail, COIIIIIIelcial, ---medic:al, p-
fiiiDellt and ellerllimneDl facililies. 
adjacem to the mall, 11111 this locatim, cou-
pled with the dynamic growth of Moreno 
Valley IDd the prestige of the TownGate 
project, bas already geoerated I high level 
ft inlerest. A 
StoaeRidae to Eaeompass 2,408 Uaits 
Temecula-based RlncoD Financial eor-
pcntioo received appoval from the Riwr-
side County Board of Supervisors in July 
for a master-planned community to be 
lOCated in tbe Perris Valley of Riverside 
c.o.ay. 
StGDeJtidae, a development of Rancon 
DeYelopment Fnnd VI, is planned to 
include more than 2,400 residential 
chreiUna unill in villqe-style neigbbor-
booda. Tile project will include three 
.... 78 ICiel f« QliiiDIIdal develop-
-and 11101e tb1n 30 11R1 of pllb IIIII 
Clpllllplee lnclucliq a IS-acre repoul 
.... lai:ilil.y. 
pannetship, for our company IDd for the 
fubl'e raideD~~« StoooRidge." 
StoneR.jdge is designed to appeal to 
bomebu)'al f'lll&iDI from yOUDg families 
IDd IDIM-IIP buyers 10 senicn by providing 
a variety Of IIIDCiive, affordable product 
I:JPCI. Named for tbe surroimding stone-
c:ropped riqelines, SIDJieRidae is localed 
jill lOUth r1 tbe Lab Penis Swe ttec. 
ation Area with fromap oa Ramoaa 
Bxpreaway and Nuevo Rold. Tbe fut*e 
exlelllioo of Antelope Road will be tbo 
conmmity's ....-llmJII&bfa& 
'l1le JIIOject will be developed in 
widl the fint pba8e llllieiplled 10 
mid-1992. but will be timed ICCCl ..... , 
dlelllllbt, said Steplw•L 
.... ., exdled 10 be rDO¥iQa lbeld 
willltlil poJect, • llid DIDiel L S ....... 
• ftlllliet dd ......... RID- ..... ~ 
- ~..,. •• ::dllf. 
OIIB*lPuod VI will be ..... ~-·~, 
__ ,.Iota for 
~ bllilllen ilid 
..... -
Birtcher Construction to Build 
The Dominion Homes 
B The tract of homes includes 137 ranch-irtcher Construction"Lirnited, a Laguna style, single family residences wbid1 fellme 
Niguel, California-headquartered general the expandable home design coocepL Tbe 
contractor is continuing its focus on resi- four floor plans raDge in size from 1,018 SF 
dential building for developer/clients with to 2,048 SF and are being built on extra 
the recent contract award to build The large lots (15,000 SF to 20,000 SF). Tbe 
Dominion, a housing project located in developer, The VJ.Ctor Valley Campmy of 
Apple Valley California. Construction on ~::·~=~ex:.:= 
the fU'St phase, four models and ten produc-
tion homes began last month with the sec- was designed by Pekarek Crandall of E1 
ood phase scheduled to begin shMly after Toro, California. Pbase I is scbedaled for 
initial sales of the first phase are corr.,leted. completion in December 1991. & 
Sale of 328 Apartment Units Marks 
One of Inland Empire's Laraest 
Residential 'lransactions 
In one of the largest recent residential 
income transactions in the Inland Empire, 
the 328-unit Victoria Woods Apartment 
Ccxnplelat 8493 Etiwanda Ave. in Rancho 
Cucamorlga has been purchased by Allmark 
Inc., Rancho Cucamonga, for apJ¥Oximate-
ly $16 million, Cushman & Wakefield 
announced recently. 
Allmart, which develops, purchues 
llld rnanqes residmlial inccme prqiCitia, 
will bold the ccmplex u.an invc11meDL 
The transaction, which wu clOied in 
tbree weeks, wa negotialed by 9tblfPD& 
Kupka and Dan Trapp of Cuahman cl 
Wakefield's Los AogeJes oftK:e. Tbe IeDer 
is F"U'Sl ~Bank m Califomia. A 
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Office Market Dead: Master-Planned Communities to See Action 
B ased on current economic and 
demographic trends, the best 
opportunities for real estate builders in 
the early 90s will be in residential rental, 
then warehouse rental, residential for-sale (par-
tic:uluty in low-price ranges), and some select opportunities 
in retail, depending on which market you are in. The 
IDirket for office comtruction in most areas is dead, 
IDd will be for three to five years until demand 
Clldles up with supply. 
Master-planned communities, in particular, 
will see plenty of activity in the ~- In the 
Inland Empire, there are already several new 
bousiDg units occurring in large, master-planned 
C(IIIIIDUIIities. On a broader scale, up to half of all 
DeW building in the c:ountry over the next five to ten 
years will primarily be in California, Florida, Texas 
m1 Arizma. The majority of that development will be in 
IDUier-planned communities. 
Real estate, more than ever, will be driven by economic 
and demographic trends. To survive this decade and 
beyond, builders in the Inland Empire must become inti-
mate with demographic and economic trends, and provide 
1be ri&bl product in specific regions targ~ for growth. 
Working with up-to-date, accurate information about 
wbere 1be ecooomy ml population are going, and formulat-
U. Cllefa}, long-range plans about what type of product to 
brio& 10 market ml where to provide it, is critical for sur-
-vival in this business. 
baplct ~De.........,mc Trends 
price appreciation, experienced during the 1950s through 
the late 1980s, started to slow down in 1989-1990. As 
prices inflated, demand diminished and appreciation 
slowed. Most people in their 30s and 40s have already 
bought homes, and many overpaid, and are now trying to 
figure out how to get out from under them. They're not 
interested in, nor can they afford, a new horne. 
SociaUy Speaking 
Another reason why the percentage of people who own 
b:lrnes in the middle-age group is declining is due to soci-
etal changes. There are fewer marriages, more divorces, 
and couples are having fewer children, all of which has an 
impact on the number and type of households. As a group, 
they are also less liltely to be as prosperoos as their 
parents over the course of their lifetime. 
portion of singles now in the population who will be buying 
homes. But they won't want an expensive, 2,400-square-
foot split-level on a hillside - but rather condominiums 
and other homes that are affordable so they can get a little 
equity going for thent 
Ditch Your Hotels 
While the biggest real estate opportunities in the 
Inland Empire this decade will be in residential 
rental, warehouse rental, residential-for-sale, mas-
ter-planned communities and, to some extent, 
retail, other markets will suffer. 
New hotel and office construction will 
be flat. How flat? A quote from Coldwell 
Banker advises that "nobody should have built a 
single office building anytime after 1986." That's 
pretty scary. 
But opportunities will exist in a much smaller and 
more competitive market. This trend is quickly observed 
when one looks at the annual value of new construction. 
Since 1987, the construction value of new housing has been 
steadily declining, going from $114 billion to $104 billion 
in 1990. New apartments declined for $25 billion to $17 bil-
lion in the same period, while office construction value 
dipped from $26 billion to $23 billion 
Like Cold Drinks 
A golden opportunity exists for builders to provide 
affordable housing in almost any market in the country. 
Builders can take advantage of all the distressed property 
out there; buy it for a bargain; rezone it into small lots; 
build affordable, 1,100- to 1,500-square-foot homes, and 
sell them from anywhere between $90,000 and $140,0000. 
They would sell like cold drinks on a hot day. 
What's the bottom line? What is the key to real estate 
success in the Inland Empire? First we 
must understand demographics and 
\ ,,f>,,tfr ,/i,,ufd 
fun, htu!r u \111-
~/, ••//tc•· l•ui!dtn~ 
dlf\ !.'lll1 tl/l( r 
/'IV, 1/tii(\ I'"(-
!\'\(Ill\. 
What all this means is that out of every 
three people who are earning a living building 
homes now, only two will be needed by 
1995. The industry has no choice but to 
fully downsize by one-third. 
Also affecting new housing 
starts is the fact that household forma-
'l'be inboductioo IX the birth c:aotrol pill in 
me em, 60111ou&Jl a dramatic em 10 the 
Baby Boom paiod (1945 10 1963). As a 
renll, there are about 80 million Baby 
BcJcaa - lbout one oat of evr:cy three 
pa10111 in our sociely. Get 10 know them 
becl1lle 1be swilticlllbout lhia populatioo 
JIOIP direcdy iqJict m 1be real estate iulos-
IIJ. 
Far eumple, lbilpoap is qing, which means there 
• tn. people UDder 1be qe of 35, more between 35111d 
55, wldle the SS to 74 ,_. old age group is stagnant 
'DaeftlllliDIID build ldilemtilll C(IIIIIDUIIitiea rigbl 
tions are extremely subject to economic 
circumstaJxe. Cum:nlly, young adults are staying 
home longer because they can't get decent jobs or 
they're priced out of the market. They'll stay put 
IJon"t lalll£'111 IIi£' jltct 
Ifill! titer!' i' I'Ctll/11111-
ic t!arl,flc" 1111/ there: 
light ll uuul/e and go 
•rht·n· tile actiritr i'. 
economics. This is essential to 
determining strategies for survival 
for the next 10 years in real 
estate. Starve the problems and 
feed the opportunities. Don't 
lament the fact that there is eco-
--lid ......... wilb Ill ow:nbun-
diaee fl-=-- ADd bddiiJ WJet-
iiiJinl..dme lliiiiii:IMI)wl wiD evenbl-
.., lte caupedDa far a *inkin& 
...,ut. altboup alfordability 
........ ailicll i.e ill llllllJ 
.... 
.MIMJqb tbe taraer 3S 10 
Sf ,.. old poap C)OIIIjmea 
........ it doll not._.. 
llril! 1ipal iacreatial 
~,....J_ aewllaulilfl. ID 
, ........... ----~·-·-·~ ........ Ia ... 19801. 1lliiiiJllllllcllt 1.3 
_ _ . .,...,. .. ,..-~Ill uhltr Jll' ,_ 
ltMt a •lhln!p 111 
~t-Nt ......... 199S • ., 
, ... , ...... ....,. 
................ ......, .. 
.... ...,,...,... 
--···••·lll~illl*1liiillla'IIIJ ......... 
I cup! rut!itr 1111t! 
t!u lUI 'i~1·. until economic conditions improve. In 1990, for 
example, there were about 
500,000 household forma-
tions, dropping off 
from more than 1.5 
million the year 
before • 
nomic darkness out there; light a 
candle and go where the activity is. 
Afrordability 
Key For 
Singles 
Yet another 
demographic: fac-
tor (also influ-
enced by the ec:ooo-
my) that bas c:on-
tribated 10 tbe dec:liniug 
bouing market is the 
lllllllber of new IDIRied c:ou-
pla. In 1986, tbn ... 583.000 
weddinp, 604,000 in 1989 m1 only 
lt7.000ia 1990. 
~ill mind, boweww.lba tbn ilallllrJlhiala pro-
Accept reality and downsize. 
Building and construction today is a 
much more competitive business, with longer holding peri-
ods, higher cost of money and slimmer profit margins. The 
impact will be different on small, medium and large compa-
nies. The small companies will go to niche and service 
industries. Medium-sized companies will need to maximize 
flexibility and diversity, and probably become either smaller 
or larger. Large companies, that have fmancial reserves to 
weather the storm, must diversify geographically and in 
terms of product lines. They will be the only ones with staY-
ing power to undertake large master-planned c:ommunilY 
projects, which will better accommodate envin:JDIIleDil 
~and implet fees. 
WartiD& with ICCUrlte information will help us to for-
mulate cleWJed, strategic business plans that must outline 
tbe mission; tbe lllllbl; tbe ~ the JDI)IIey and the 
questions, "Wbae are we loin& m1 bow are we gain& to 
Pl there?" And always remain adjustable and flexible. 
You need 10 meet a cbmging world. A 
wu..... . il,., ,..,-ilt-clwfc tf. rftll1$1f1U ~ 
,.. P DIIG p_, Mllnllkl, prrwidillf•rvicu for isr&' rflll 
.. ,.,...,...C~Wlr1lllfll ~
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Table For Two 
The cover of this issue was photographed 
at Spencer's Restaurant in the Maruko Hotel, 
San Bernardino 
Two of the Inland Empire's leading restaurant 
writers and critics are embarking on a new venture 
this month. David Cohen and Allen Borgan, both 
members of the Southern California Restaurant 
Writers, together with KVCR Charmel 24 launched 
a television show, Table For Two. The new season 
begins October 2nd (the third season) and will air 
at 7:30 pm every Thesday and Saturday night. 
David and Allen co-anchor the 
show and host local restauranteurs, 
winemakers and others as their 
guests. They've promised to bet-
ter acquaint the Inland Empire 
with various restaurants and to 
inform the public on various din-
ning situations. Based on Our 
Town's visit to the taping of the 
show, they'll succeed in providing 
a fair amount of entertainment as 
well. The personalities of Allan 
and David both clash with, and 
compliment, each other as they 
carry on an endless banter about 
the merits and de-merits of their 
experiences. David is as properly 
pompous, pretentious and prac-
ticed as Allan is laid back, unpol-
ished and casual. Allan provides 
David with numerous opportuni-
ties to tilt his head back, adjust his 
glasses and look down his nose at 
Allan's irreverent remarks and 
unrehearsed antics. It was difficult 
to determine where the script 
ended and the ad-Jibs began. 
These two promise to get even bet-
ter as they become more comfort-
able with their new roles and the 
We'd love to explore outside 
the Inland Empire and some-
time move onto a major net-
wort. Then's a big need for 
peopk to eat out, ti1Ul today, 
with working coupks, it's often 
c"Maper to eat out tJuua buy 
grocems. 
processes of taping their shows . 
Each in his own right has sub-
stantial qualifications for his new 
position. David is currently a 
restaurant critic for KDUO-FM. His father was a maitre'd and he 
bas traveled extensively. Allan 
currently writes for Our Town 
each month and has had formal 
training as a chef and years of 
restaurant experience. Previously 
David apent three years as a 
restaurant critic for Riverside's 
Prea-Enterprise and Allan with 
Moreno Valley's Butterfield 
Express newspaper. Both have numerous other 
memberships and credentials. 
The format of each show includes several 
reviews of local restaurants ..-----~~ 
beginning with segments 
taped on location and end-
ing with discussion and 
evaluation back in the stu-
dio. Cafe Francais, a popu-
lar French restaurant in Our 
Town's Downtown, was 
reviewed in the pilot. Each 
show includes discussion of 
how to best deal with such 
situations as poor service, unacceptable food, wine 
selection and tipping. The co-stars often resort to 
role playing and drama to bring to life an otherwise 
dull topic. Their genuine concern for the cus-
tomers, with their frank advice, should prove to be 
} useful and make their viewers 
more comfortable when con-
fronted with similar situations. 
The show bas great 
promise and benefits from the 
enthusiasm, dedication and 
vigor of Allan and David. The 
show is already a popular local 
success on a regular basis. 
So you be the judge! 
Forks up, forts down or forks 
sideways? Call the station with your comments at 
(714) 888-6511, extension 3. A 
REAL ESTATE CONFERENCE GROUP 
THE INVESTMENT 
FOR THE 90'S 
September 4, 1991, Anaheim Hilton Hotel, Anaheim, CalilonUa; 
September 11, 1991, Regent Beverly WUsbire Hotel, Beverly HUb 
Gain Knowledge - Meet Leaders - Gather Insight 
sANFOllD R. GOODKIN 
KMPG Peat Marwick/Goodkm 
JACK KYSER 
Economic [)evelopment CorporaiiOn 
SCOTf R. MUWAVlN 
Roulac Group. Oeloine & Touche 
ALAN 1. CASDEN 
The Casclen Company 
S JOHN DUDZlNSKY' Jr. 
• Century West Development 
DAVID PHELAN 
Uncoln ProperlY Company 
JOHN M. DE~EY 
Fannie Mae (Anaheim) 
THOMAS W. WHITE 
F it Mae ~y Hills) DAVl~J. F£1NGOW, c"icorP 
fREDIUC J. FORSTER 
m Fedenl Bank 
BEN SLAYTON, Western Bank 
GEORGE A. SMrnl. 
Georae Smiiii/Grubb & ElliS 
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Residential Construction Management Can Save Money 
T most cases, produced a better product in tion management firm, unlike a general r--------------. he small to middle-range developers less time. 
of Riverside County, faced with a lethar- Boyd said construction managers 
gic housing market and cash flow at a were replacing general contractors as the 
molasses pace, are turning to an altema- word processor replaced the electric 
tive solution for buildouts: Construction typewriter or the FAX replaced FedEx. 
management Architect and developer Clemente 
General Construction Management, Troncoso said that GCM eliminated his 
based in Palm Desert and with involve- most frequent problems with building by 
ments stretching from the lnland Empire keeping the project on budget, providing 
contractor, works on a professional fee 
arrangement like a physician or archi-
tect The goal is to bring the project in 
at or below the developer's budget. 
Cost savings go back to the owner of 
the project. 
IEBJ: How did the service evolve 
from General Contracting? 
to Blythe and beyond, say residen- --- _. ..... -------. Boyd: It was a natural progression 
tial developers have discovered con- in the age of the computer as pro-
struction management can save them fessional managers entered the 
money and carrying time on new building industry. Construction 
Developers who had 
reported in-house build-
ing departments eating 
up 20 to 30 percent of 
their intake, were realiz-
ing construction manage-
ment dropped costs to 50 
percent and, in most 
cases, produced a better . 
product in less time. 
residential construction. management firms looked at the -------------..1 
GCM is currently overseeing the common problems of building a resi-
construction or in the bidding pro- dential community and solved them. 
cess to construct in excess of 1,400 The management firm gets involved 
single-family homes for several earlier with developers in a pre-bid 
development firms that, in boom plan review that evaluates construe-
times two years agq,maintained their tion issues and finds and cures the 
own in-house building departments. flaws before it ever goes out to bid. 
Steve Boyd, a principal of the 
firm, said developers who had 
reported in-house building departments 
eating up 20 to 30 percent of their intake, 
were realizing that construction manage-
ment dropped costs to 50 percent and, in 
CoiiStl'llction man-
agers wen replacing 
genertll conlrtletors as 
tlu word processor 
npltxed tlu ekctric 
typewriUr or 1M FAX 
npltxed FedEx. 
Gary Covell, Steve Boyd and Dowg Bertheola 
quality construction and lower costs, and 
supervising his interests on the building 
site. 
Inland Empire Business Journal asked 
Boyd and partner Gary Covel about the 
new industry recently. 
IEBJ: How does a construction 
management firm operate? 
Boyd: A construction management 
frrm takes up where the geoenl contrac-
tor leaves off. GCM, for example, has a 
contractors license, 30 years of experi-
ence in residential and commercial build-
ing and all the insurances. A construe-
IEBJ: What sort of developers are 
opting to give up in-house services in 
favor of construction management? 
Covel: The majority of our clients 
are mid-range developers determined to 
reduce costs either because their lenders 
tell them to do so or they are anxious to 
keep a rein on their own costs. We fill 
the role of project superintendent and 
also project comptroller to illuminale the 
need for start-up costs and dismantling 
costs at project end. Our clients pay us a 
reasonable fee to build a home and watch 
the pocketbook. We work with new 
development corporations, and individu-
als like Paulden Evans who has been 
involved with the development of thou-
sands of homes in Southern California 
alone. In short, anyone who wants to 
save money and have an in-house 
building department protecting corporate 
interests without the builders being 
underfoot. ll 
General CoiiStruction Managemotl principals 
luJve been involved in residential coiiStruction 
throwgholll tile Sowthwest and Midwest and 
mail'llain offices at 41~65 Boardwalk, Swire 
Il2. 
General CoiiStruction Managemelll tele-
plwne: (619) 340-4445. 
SUITE SALE 
In land \\'atet· ... treat to "full body contact" standards is dis-charged into the Santa Ana River, according 
to Ed James, a water resource engineer with 
Chino Basin. 
$52 STUDIO SUITE 
2 Room Suite 
From *62 
Chino Basin Municipal 
Water District 
Servin& seven cities - Rancho Cuca-
monaa, Chino, Chino Hills, Fontana, 
Uplllld, Oulario and part of Montclair -
Conservation programs by the client cities 
have been fairly successful. The water dis-
trict is in the process of developing programs 
to increase conservation over and above the 
individual cities' efforts, plans that make 
sense on a regional basis. 
Chino Basin's area------------- Part of their 
coven 242 square 
mila with a population 
of S38,000. The dis-
trict is mainly a water 
reclaimer. Having no 
Wiler ri&bts of its own, 
it DWI&Jel the water 
ripu of the client 
c:ili& 
We are looking aJ improv-
ing water mt11Ulgement 
techniques to better than 
we have Juul in the 
pasL •. getting blood out of 
a turnip, so to speak 
water resource manage-
ment effort is to clean 
up polluted groundwater 
supplies, a particular 
problem at the lower 
end of the basin where 
the water is heavy with 
nitrates from agricul-
Cnlldy, tbe Wiler 
llpiiiJ of tbis dilllict ccma 7S.SSCJ, fnm 
puidwaler IDd surf~ee 10U1t1e1, IDd lS-
u• from MWD. They expect their 
...... Cll MWD Wiler to illcle.e 10 50'1 
"' .. ,.. 2010 111111111 they impove--
..... Gf1acllllppliel. 
Milch of tbe water tbey reclaim IDd 
ture. This would 
involve pumping the 
Wiler out of the ground and flltering it, then 
puuin& it biCk into tbe aquifer. 
"We ue looll:ing at improving Wiler mm-
aaemeot techniques to better than we have 
bid in lbe put," said Jma, "in getting blood 
OUl of a llnip, 10 to ~peat." A 
Good 7 days a week through 1 0-15-91 
Present ad or ask for Sale (1-4 persons) 
FREE 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST 
FRIENDLY SOCIAL HOUR & HBO 
Phx Squaw Peak: '421'46 
Tempe: '391'46 
Scottsdale: '391'55 
Yuma: '461'55 
Ontarlo/LA: '521'62 
Tucson: '521'62 
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Dwight E. Kelley has 
been named manager of 
land development for Sun 
City Palm Springs. 
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John Courtney was 
named a Vice President 
in the Ontario office of 
the investment real estate 
brokerage firm, Sperry 
Van Ness. 
Courtney is an 
industrial property spe-
cialist with 4 years expe-
rience in the West End 
Inland Empire. Courtney 
is a graduate of Universi-
ty of Massachusetts, 
Trammell Crow Company, reports that leasing of 
over 90 percent of the $32 million mixed-use projec-
t's first phase in less than 24 months sparked develop-
ment of the new phase. Citrus Park: is strategically 
located at 1650-1880 Iowa Avenue in the 1 ,325-acre 
Hunter Park business area. ll 
I Job "Matchmaker" ---
Del Webb California 
Corp. chairman and presi-
dent Frank Pankratz said 
Kelley's responsibilities 
will include bids, con-
tracts and schedules for 
land development activi-
ties. He will also assist in 
received his real estate education at U.C.L., and did 
graduate work in business at Northeastern University. 
design reviews and docu- .._ ___ _ 
Sperry Van Ness is a partnership of real estate 
investment brokers, specializing in major investment 
property sales. The firm's headquarters are in Irvine 
with regiOnal offices in Newport Beach, San D1ego, 
Ontario and recently, Phoenix, Arizona. ll ment processing for the approximately 1,575-acre 
community north of Bermuda Dunes. 6 
Land at 1-10 and Haten d -----
Citrus Par Opens $1 Million Second Phase 
·early 28 Percent Pre-Leased -----
"One-stop shopping" reaches a new level at Tyler 
Mall. As of July 15, people can shop for a job. 
Sperry Van Ness, a partnership of real estate bro-
kers specializing in major investment properties, 
reports the sale of a 1.46 acre parcel at the comer of 
Shelby and Haven Avenues, off I-10, to Ashaia, Inc. 
Ashaia intends to build a retail/office center on the 
property. KHBC Associates, the sellers, were repre-
sented by Drew Wetherholt and Michael Baron in the 
Ontario office of Sperry Van Ness. Drew Wetherholt 
also represented the buyers in the transaction. 6 
A reportedly pioneering effort in the City of River-
side to combine office with light industrial buildings 
in a suburban business setting is proving successful at 
Citrus Park, a 17-acre master planned development 
which opened its second phase earlier this year (June) 
nearly 28 percent pre-leased, announces Trammell 
Crow Company, developers. 
Tyler Mall will re-<>pen in October as The Galleria 
at Tyler, a two-level, super-regiooal shopping center. 
The 15 new and renovated shops will create hundreds 
of jobs in Riverside County. 
The Employment Development Department 
(EDD) is joining with Tyler Mall to match prospec-
tive employees with stores. The Tyler Mall Job Place-
ment Center located at the Information Center near 
J.C. Penney opened on July 15. ll Richard Clarke, parmer in the Riverside office of 
Getting an MBA in the 
Inland Empire 
~d FromPa e JO 
tive students and now does a healthy 
trade with this American's company." 
You won't get an MBA from these short 
executive programs but they won't take 
several years of your life either. 
beyond. University of Redlands Whitehead 
There are two public universities that Center offers an MBA that takes about 
offer MBAs and other post-graduate two years to complete. The Whitehead 
business degrees and programs. The Center's MBA classes are all in the 
tuition at these two is more reasonable evening from 6-10 pm and the program 
than private instirutions. California State lasts about two years. La Sierra Univer-
University, San Bernardino's graduate sity's MBA program can be completed 
business program offers a choice of the in a year but it will be a busy year. A 
MBA and MPA (mas- ---------, total of 48 units is 
ter's of public adminis- lAst year a businessman required, so four quarters 
tration) with almost traveUed all the way of 12 units each will get 
exclusively full-time fac- from his home in the you through but you may 
ulty and small classes. need someone to cook Soviet Union to partici· 
"The MPA program is and do your laundry for 
currently being offered, pate in the executive you. University of La 
besides on-campus, in program, became frknds Verne has by far the most 
four off-campus loca- with one of the Ameri- far-flung empire of MBA 
tions throughout the can executive students offerings in San 
Inland Empire," says Dr. and now does a hea/Jhy Bernardino and River-
Michael Clarke, director trade with this Ameri- side Counties. Their 
of the program, "the San can's company. many off-campus MBA 
Bernardino and River- L.--------.. programs are adminis-
side County Buildings tered through their School of Continuing 
and in Ontario and Palm Desert." Uni- Education, Business School. 
versity of California, Riverside has both A great way to gather preliminary 
an MBA and an executive education pro- information about these schools is to 
gram with two tracks: advanced man- check the reference section of your local 
agement and executive management. library. These books have good general 
Both tracks are about three months long descriptions of the programs available, 
and enjoy an international reputation. Dr. tuition, academic schedules, financial 
Ray Magbroori, director of the executive assistance and admission requirements: 
education program, says, "Last year a Business Week's Guide to the Best Busi-
businessman travelled all the way from ness Schools (mentioned above); Peter-
his home in the Soviet Union to partici- son's 25th Anniversary Edition: Gradu-
P&le in the executive program. became ate Programs in Business, Education, 
friends with one of the American execu- Health and Law, 1991; and The OffiCial 
Guide to MBA Programs. Or just call for 
more detailed information and ask to 
have an application packet sent to you: 
California State University, San 
Bernardino - contact Michael Clarke 
(714) 880-5761; Claremont's Peter F. 
Drucker Graduate Management Center -
contact Michael Kraft for the MBA pro-
gram (714) 621-8073, or MaryJane 
Boland for the executive program (714) 
621-8193; La Sierra University- contact 
Ignatius Yacoub (800) 874-5587; Uni-
versity of California, Riverside - contact 
Charlotte Weber for the MBA program 
(714) 787-4551, or Ray Maghroori for 
executive education (714) 787-4592; 
University of La Verne - contact Ken 
Poertner for on-campus MBA programs 
(714) 593-3511; or Harry Hood for off-
campus programs (714) 624-4858; Uni-
versity of Redlands Whitehead Center -
call (714) 335-4060 for further informa-
tion. 
No matter which kind of program you 
seek, general or executive, whether you 
go public or private, MBA or MPA, 
you'll be able to find a school in or near 
the Inland Empire to fit your needs and 
your schedule. 
by E.D. Woodworth 
ductive relations with nationally respect-
ed developers. The Moreno Valley Mall 
at TownGate (developed by Fritz Duda 
of Dallas and Homart Development Co. 
of Chicago) will opm in the fall of 1992 
with five major anchors. The Moreno 
Valley Auto Mall, one of the largest of 
The City has provided mil-
lions of dollars of infrastruc-
ture assistance and lox incre-
ment incentives for many of 
these new developments. 
its kind in the nation, opened its first of 
14 dealerships (ToyOia) this spring. The 
first phases of the expansive Koll Corpo-
rate Center is moving toward comple-
tion, with The Keith Companies as a 
major tenant. Moreno Valley has even 
attracted international investment inter-
Is Moreno Valley supportive of 
economic development? Abso-
lutely. Before listening to a few 
disgrunlkd critics, we urge devel-
opers and businesses to tolk to us. 
est with the construction of new BIF-
Korea furniture manufacturing plant in 
Oleander Industrial Complex. 
Through our redevelopment agency, 
the City has provided millions of dollars 
of infrastructure assistance and tax incre-
ment incentives for many of these new 
developments. 
Is Moreno Valley supportive of eco-
nomic development? Ab8olut.dy. Before 
listening to a few disgruntled critics, we 
urge developers and twmnesaes 10 talk 10 
us. The excitement is buildiaa ia 
Moreno Valley, aod our welcome ma 11 
out A 
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AIRLI!IiE 
Address 
Suite Number 
Clty/Stat.nJp 
Ulllted Alrlats 
1. Onlario lnlemational Aiipolt 
Olllar:io, CA 91761 
Amaicaa AlrtiDa 
l. Ontario International Aiiport 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Solllhwest Alrtlaes 
3. sm W. Cemwy Blvd., Ste. 1190 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 
America West Alrtlaes 
4. Terminal Bldg. Ontario Aiiport 
Ontario, CA 91761 
DeltaAirUaes 
5. 2990 Inland Fmtm BlVd. 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Nerihell AirtiiMI 
.. Oo1alio IDien.lioDa1 Aiqlort 
Ontario. CA 91761 
Skywelt Alrllel 
11. Oalario lNenwtimaJ Aiqlort 
Oalaio,CA 91761 
01111111 ..... OiiilldG-··"11111 Ailpau 
~CA91161 
USN6111w-
U. 11 'limliDil Way 
0a11Do. CA 91761 
The Airlines Serving Ontario International Airport 
* ranked by 1990 Market Share 
PASSENGERS 
1990 Carried 
June 1-June 30 
1991 Ontario 
1,146,891 
129.325 
1,055,624 
85,313 
907,183 
112,685 
764,202 
63,956 
427.906 
44.075 
123,330 
10.982 
51.236 
4,560 
16,770 
811 
N/A 
3,007 
GROWTH 
1989 VS 1990 
6190 vs 6191 
25% 
21% 
-31% 
-9% 
24.6% 
25.8% 
-8.2% 
13% 
2.3% 
3.4% 
17.1% 
7.5% 
43.2% 
-5% 
N/A 
N/A 
HEADQUARTERS 
Oricago,n. 
Dallas-Ft Wonh, TX 
Dallas, TX 
Phoenix,AZ 
Atlanta, GA 
St. Paul.MN 
St. George, UT 
ftemo.CA 
Pboeoix.AZ 
{begin operaling 5/91) 
RESERVATIONS 
714-988-7474 
800433-7300 
800-531-5600 
800-247-5692 
714-984-1276 
800-225-2525 
800-453-9417 
714-988-7474 
8004284322 
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TOP LOCAL EXEC. 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
Linda Rose 
General Manager 
(714) 395-8610 
Carl P. Perriello 
General Manager/Ontario 
(714) 391-8440/391-6450 
Richard Sweet 
Distict Marketing Mgr. 
(213) 670-3565/670..3051 
JamesMog 
City Manager/Ontario 
(714) 391-2050 
Ronald D.]obnson 
District MBikeling Mgr. 
(714) 989-92331989-3632 
Frank Stoutenburgh 
Manager Station Oper. 
(714) 3914469/467-3742 
Marilyn Ltkkerkerk 
Station Manager 
(7 14) 983-1228/N/A 
Lbtda Rolf 
General Manager 
(714) 395-8610 
Robert 'l'lld:tr 
Manager CUslomer Svc. 
(714) 988-2480 
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Attention I.E, Hotels: Travel Tops Baseball as Favorite 
Pastime; TV,. a Close Runner- Up 
The American Family Survey, a recent 
national polling of more than 1 ,200 parents 
with children aged six weeks to 12 years, 
found that families spend most of their 
leisure time going on outings, followed 
closely by watching TV, and that parents 
want their children involved in musical pur-
suits more than any other activity. The sur-
vey polled 1,269 middle income, working 
parents ages 25-39, with average household 
incomes of $40,000 to $100,000. 
Outings Most Popular Family Activity 
Followed By Watching TV 
According to The American Family Survey, the 
majority of parents polled (42%) said that they 
took more than three overnight family trips dur-
ing 1990. When asked about the frequency of 
family trips over the past three years, respon-
dents said that the number of family trips taken 
since 1988 had increased by 31%. Only 8% said 
that they took no trips at all. 
trips over the past three years, respondents 
said that the number of family trips taken 
since 1988 had increased by 31%. Only 8% 
said that they took no trips at all. When 
queried about where they took their family 
trips, 83% said that they visited relatives. 
The next most popular trips were to theme 
parks (32%), followed by historic sites 
(3%), and lastly, camping grounds (2%). 
However, the popularity of trips was con-
rmed to family outings and not business 
trips. An overwhelming majority of those 
took more than three overnight family trips during 
1990. When asked about the frequency of family 
polled (79%) reported that they did not take their 
children along when they travel on business. 6 
According to the cross-section ..---------------------------------------, 
survey, 79% said that they spend 
their "family leisure time" going on 
outings, with watching television a 
close runner-up activity at 78%. 
Following television as the second 
most popular family activity, par-
ents said that they enjoy spending 
their free time traveling (25%), fol-
owed by sports ( 1 %) and lastly, 
going to the movies (20%). 
According to the survey, the popu-
larity of television as an important 
American pastime is not confined 
to the family. While most parents 
said that they spend most of their 
personal leisure time reading 
(79%), the next most enjoyed 
leisure activity among parents was 
Watching television (65%). Exercis-
ing was the next activity of choice 
(40%) followed by sewing (24%), 
and sports (16%). 
Family Trips on the Increase -
Visiting Relatives Tops the 
List 
According to The American 
Family Survey, the majority of par-
American Airlines 
Flying From 
Ontario and Palm Springs 
TO 
EUROPE 
17 European Cities in all, to meet your business 
and vacation needs. 
To The United Kingdom: London's Heathrow & 
Gatwick Airports; Manchester, England; Glasgow, 
Scotland. 
To Western Europe: Paris, France; Frankfurt, 
Germany; Munich, Germany; Duesseldorf, Germany; 
Brussels, Belgium; Stockholm, Sweden; Zurich, 
Switzerland; Milan, Italy; Madrid, Spain; and Budapest, 
Hungary. 
See your travel agent or call American Airlines. 
ents polled (42%) said that they L..------------------------------------..J 
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Working with the right CPA could mean the difference between success and failure. 
our clienla, • 10 quote our managing part- caniS solely baed oo the job description. decision you will be faced with is the 
_., nl m il• 013 ·,"...._of ner, Royce SIUIZmln, "We belp tbem get Yet. you sbould select only two m tbree choice between a national and I~ fum. 
1111 =-. die I'MIIIIIbl fl wllicb an odgc oothe game by sl8iJI& our busi- films u fiDali8ls 10 evalUife further. Ve:ry Although the resources of a nabonal firm 
......... \\ill .... ~ .a de.... aea knowledge witb tbem: often, tbe e.limil!l.tioo ~f ~ liDallot .is are often ~tron.om~cal, you ma~ be a 
,_llif n r eM IIIIID fna day one At tbe c:ooclusion of tbis phase you based oo your business iDtUWOil - tbaliS, small f~ m theu b1g pond even if you 
..... .., ..... off8Jl..lialeeuc- will bave knowledge of your owa ptfeel. are a btg company by your standards. 
.... .a .. 111llllo • Ollllide ...,_ Je110U1teS. aeeds llld a aooc1 idea of the Tbe fiDalisla anlben tabD 10 the test Smaller firms. on the other hand, often ck> 
II Mill ..... af wU:Il ,._. c:crtified job dl8criplioD the CPA will be lequftcl 1b do dlis.many cxpaiprinns use two CX' not bave the resources a growing business 
Jlllllli: IIXCI ww (CPA) il a ay player. 10 fill more of the following tech- need.s.. Even the most 
..... t I 1 IFf 1, ..... a CPA is a Diques: prestigtous CPA fum can-
a.iill ..._ Plllk:ulaly far tboee Identify AYailable Firms not be everything to every-
GfiiMhla m llip powdl - lite dle Armed witb a job description and a 1. lavolving key internal body. A good CPA will 
.... Blapiae. .. till& widt tbe rigbt cause, you are ready to evaluate CPA players in a final inlaview have knowledge of good 
CPA coald - 6e M.-:e firms based oa where tbe firms present resources to fill those 
...,_._.a rat.e. your needs. As their capabililies, allowing needs they cannot. 
Net .ty ca a CPA firm Weiii'O't}lllt ICOI"' you'll soon dis- you tbe chance to meet Finally, after all the 
dill 11 ~ wi9ll eapqalli- bqerr for oru cover, however, some of their professional analysis and hard work, it's 
·tt•liiM• .,-. -=ll • c...._ We ... *• tbere are many staff. time to make an even hard-
·ll•=ial ltatOIHDt llld tax 1ft a+ a tile potential appli- 1. IDquiring on maeoces er decision, choosing the 
IJIIIIallliol .. dleJ liMe cx.ider· ,_ t, ,_., ,_. cuts glad 10 do witb similar needs, both llrrlllJ.IJoltM.Ci*,if•- CPA for your business. 
•111tt» 'Willi _, .,.._ ...,.,. bo-'-'- busioess witb from the IIIDCipoint of ser- .,..... """"'*"" wiiA va.. 
a a~ rt• 1 , iel ... .....,. you. So bow do vic:es ud similarity of li.~&~-tf Conclusion R";;..,"""·:.,..,ca_ ............ ..,.,., JOUweecldtnJa&b ......_ IMTopl4ptllllic~ Bringing together the 
•lllll•appar- JldsmessllldlliJI 1 VililiogtheCPAfinos jimuilll.GV-. right CPA with other 
z-.,_.,..,_,"" ~;·c c..._ s-~ 111e .-n1 ew1u11e the best of lhe crop? at their offiCes and holding informal sarong members of your external manage-
........ _ ill wllidt CPA firma are Some JOOCllillCboiques far ideolifying ineelviews witb pMners and Slaff lbat meot team req~ a WCX'king knowledge 
' , lnlll• , ... _ • .._. iacllde: a limited DUmber of qualified applicaots would be assigned 10 you. of the machine, the capabilities of exist· 
am include: 4. Astin& others in tbe business com- ing resources and hitting the pavement to 
• ............ ExisJiag organizations 
widl whom JOU wen and Jmow, sucb 
• yaw --.~~m~ey. or blllinesses 
lilre ,_., .ay hPe m exceUeat CPA 
finD tonier. 
......... ......., JoTI'UII. 
OPall CPA&aftea ...... experi-
...... Jllllleia~ 
,. .., ..., IIII!Krll61o. 
• lu' 111...._ Oftea. bip ..... 
iiJ ..... - ...... ed iD pablica-
...... ,, ...... , ... ..... 
_ ............... rc. 
-·s .. '~~o, _,_,...,. • ..._ 
J....r• 'ftap 14 lalucl Empire 
m..Uty about the repulllioo, skills and find, evaluare and select the right CPA for 
quality of tbe CPA firms. your business. In the end, if you do it 
Along the way you will learn other 
fac1on dial will beJp yoa to mate a more 
wormed clecisioo. For iastaDce, ooe 
right, tbe machine will have all the right 
J*11 it Deeds and can then be fme tuned 
to win lhe mcel A 
SUBSCRIBE 
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~all I B~~incss "Has My Business Slipped That Badly?" 
ity. After the approval the lender fimds the loan and 
also services the loan for its term. The SBA is merely 
a guarantor for a portion of the loan. The normal pro-
cessing time is 30 to 45 days. Corner 
When a loan officer suggests lO his cliem that a loan guarameed by lhe Small Business 
Administration (SBA) might best fil his needs, the 
client may react by saying, "Has my business slipped 
that badly?" Many business owners slill view the 
SBA loan program as an oplion only for minority 
companies or companies in trouble. 
Traditional bank: loans are meanl to be shon-term 
in nature. Banks want to offer lines of credit, shon-
term notes or equipment financing, as long as it is 
three years or less, in mosl cases. Additionally, dur-
ing times of regulatory pressure and periods of "tight 
credit" some banks are reluclantto lend to small busi-
nesses. The SBA section 7 A Loan Program offers a 
guaranty to lenders thal enable them to offer fmancing 
over long terms to match the need and cash flow of 
the business. For a business lo qualify it depends on 
Many business owners still view the SBA 
loan program as an option only for 
minority companies or companies in trouble. 
the industry. For example, retail and service business-
es can have annual sales between $3.5 to $13.5 mil-
lion and manufacturers can have up to 500 employ-
ees. 
To obtain an SBA section loan, ask your banker if 
they participate, or contact the Orange County SBA 
office al (714) 836-2494 to find oul whallenders par-
ticipate in the program. Once a lender is found and 
the bank: approves the loan it is then presented to the 
SBA for their concurrence. Some lenders are "Pre-
ferred Lenders (PLP)" with the SBA which means 
that the SBA has granted them credil approval author-
The most common type of transaction under this 
program is for a company wishing to buy an existing 
or construct its own facility. This will then serve to 
provide more stability for the business and apprecia-
tion potential for the principals of the company. Tra-
ditional real estate lenders require a down payment of 
usually 30 percent, while the SBA 7A program can 
allow for as little as a 10 percent down payment. The 
lerm of the loan is 25 years fully amortized at a com-
petitive rate of interest. Other uses of the loan pro-
ceeds can be for equipment, inventory, leasehold 
improvements, working capital or to acquire an exist-
ing business. The term for these types of use can 
range from five to 10 years . .1 
By David II. Bartram 
Executive V~ee PresidenJ, 
Bank. of Commerce (619) 232-2266 
SBA Department Manager 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
Culbertson Winery ... $7. He added, "The sad thing is that no one is going to win." 
In 1990, every Culbertson wine achieved gold 
medal status at competitions across the nation. 
Thornton expects to renew emphasis on the vintage 
and reserve wines, saying his only goal is "to 
improve the value of the operation. If people call 
that hardball, so be it." A 
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The Missing Link in the Decision-Making Process? 
A The Missing Link !fred P. Sloan, Jr. is reponed to have said at a meet-
ing of General Motors' top team executives: "Gentle-
men, I take it we are all in complete agreement on the 
decision here." Everyone around the table nodded 
assent. "Then," continued Mr. Sloan, "I propose we post-
pone further discussion of this matter until our next meet-
ing to give ourselves time to develop disagreement and 
perhaps gain some understanding of what the decision is 
all about." 
There is considerable literature on the subject of deci-
sion-making and what constitutes a good decision. There 
is even debate that the Japanese model of intense discus-
sion should be adopted here in some form in the United 
States; however, it is highly unlikely that it will ever 
completely happen. On the other hand, it's not likely that 
the entrepreneurial individualistic approach of decision-
making in the United States will be exported and adopted 
by the Japanese! Of course, there is no pure model that 
is necessarily correct for any culture or set of circum-
stances, but there is a quantitative method of getting to 
the most appropriate decision by the determination of an 
individual's drive to take initiative during certain stages 
of the decision-making process. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to turn back the clock to assess the executives at 
General Motors, since the determination of decision-
making preference is a technique that has 
only been developed and made ------
available during the past thir-
ty years. 
(1) INVESTIGATING - The preference to focus 
exclusively on one particular issue that requires penetrat-
ing, thorough and detailed analysis, where accuracy and 
exacting information are the end result. 
made with a balanced perspective. Unfortunately, all too 
often leaders surround themselves with colleagues that 
reinforce their options; the top team becomes unstable 
and the organization is unable to grow with strength. 
(2) EXPLORING - The prefer-
ence to broadly examine the whole 
arena of opportunity and review alter-
natives from many related fields. 
(3) DETERMINING - The pref-
erence to persist against insurmount-
able hurdles with the continuous con-
viction to maintain and sustain the 
effort. 
The initiative to act can be 
related to certain combina-
tions of integrated body move-
ments. The observation of 
these integrated body move-
ments and their interpreUllion 
represents the missing link in 
the decision-making process. 
The analysis is then extended 
to the immediate top team and an 
aggregate profile of the top team, 
including the CEO, is prepared to 
highlight the strengths of the team. 
At the same time, it will offer sig-
nificant insights as to why the team 
may not be meeting its strategic 
objectives and how it may harness 
the latent potential of the top team. 
The aggregate profile is then used as 
____________ __. a working plan to minimize the dis-
(4) EVALUATING -The preference to critically parity between the real and apparent strategy. 
evaluate all the options with immense clarity with a view The six components of initiative are not the only indi-
to retaining only the most important alternatives. cators of possible inertia in the top team that can be 
(5) TIMING - The preference to take advantage of 
the moment and embark on the proposed activities. 
(6) ANTICIPATING - The preference to stay ahead 
of events and not be surprised by unplanned occurrences. 
It may come as no surprise that all the executives that 
Warren Lamb Associates have evaluated rarely pos-
sess all of the above components of the deci-
sion-making process, but instead display dis-
derived from the aggregate profile. It is also possible to 
determine whether executives have a preference for mak-
ing decisions in private or in conjunction with their 
peers, which can predict the emergence of constructive or 
destructive conflict. Furthermore, the profile can provide 
information about an executive's ability to handle several 
non-routine projects in parallel as well as an executive's 
adaptability and sense of affiliation to the organization. 
These concepts are important factors for consideration by 
the CEO, especially when the structure of job assign-
ments are being prepared, since balance in initiative can 
The basis of the pro-
cess for unraveling 
the way an execu-
Timing 
33% 
tinct strengths in two or three 
areas. It is further evident that 
when a top team is composed 
of members of similar initia-
tives, the top team will act 
with a distinct preference 
towards two or three of the 
above mentioned compo-
nents. The team is then said 
be achieved by re-definition 
of roles and relating the 
motivations of executives to 
their tasks. tive makes deci- ,,,,, ,..,~ 
sions is to find 
some criteria that 
correlates to the 
initiative to act. 
Warren Lamb Asso-
chief executive officers 
together with 15,000 other 
senior executives and have 
conclusively determined that the 
initiative to act can be related to certain combinations of 
integrated body movements. The observation of these 
integrated body movements and their interpretation rep-
resents the mission link in the decision-making process 
and the motivation to implement strategic goals by key 
executives at the top of an organization. Almost all cor-
porations have mission statements and strategic objec-
tives and they are also endowed with some of the fmest 
talent to meet these goals, but often there is a contradic-
tion or a variance between the real and apparent strategic 
thrust. 
The initiative of an executive is not an easy character-
istic to defme, although the term is frequently used to 
describe the ability to perform tasks. Executives are 
often referred to as having inilialive or that they lack ini-
lialive to complete certain tasks. At the same time, these 
executives have probably been subjected to numerous 
psychological and personality tests to ensure their suit-
ability oo the team. They may have also been subjected 
to a rigorous interview schedule by a seemingly endless 
stream of potential encounters with the existing team to 
ensure that they "fiL" Even so, with all this evaluation, 
there is DO assurance that there is a blend of initiatives to 
meet the desired level of performm~ce. 
Warren Lamb has defined six essential, equally repre-
seoled camponents of the initiative to act that can yield 
an effec:live decisioo. They are: 
to be unbalanced in its deci-
sion-making preference and 
will have extreme difficulty 
meeting its strategic goals. Pre-
dominant strengths of the top team in 
the investigating and exploring mode will 
tend to create difficulty in getting projects off 
the ground and, similarly, predominant 
strengths of the top team in the timing and anticipating 
mode will tend to create extraordinary risks without suf-
ficient forethought. 
The process for analyzing a top team invariably starts 
with the chief executive offi-
The technique for 
determining an executive's 
decision-making preference 
has taken out much of the 
guesswork that has tradition-
ally plagued the chief execu-
tive officer. Apparently, 
Sloan was not regarded as an 
"intuitive" decision maker, 
but he was aware that the 
right decision demanded 
adequate disagreement. tl 
By Colin Wigglesworth. Colin Wigglesworth is an associate with 
Warren Lamb Associales, a consuhingjirm bastd in Claremc/11, 
California. 
cer or the president of a com-
pany since his or her personal 
values and initiative will be 
pervasive throughout the 
entire organization. It is pos-
Breakfast at Maxwell's 
gives you 
a fresh outlook. sible that the CEO will have 
a preference for making deci-
sions in an entrepreneurial 
manner or a preference for 
making decisions on the basis 
of intense research. It may 
be based on neither of those 
preferences, but on a prefer-
ence for policy-making to 
initiate action. The type of 
preference is largely unim-
portant but from a team-
building perspective, it is 
vital for the CEO to surround 
himself with complementary 
decision-making preferences 
to ensure that decisions are 
The plc:k Of Buslneu people who want 
a fresh outlook with their eggs & coffee. 
Open 7 days for Breakfast at 8 a.m. 
For Groups. large meettrlgs. 
reservatoons. please 
536-2555 
MAXWil.ri 
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Desert Business Journal 
LOCAL BANK NAMES 
ROBERT ZACHMANN 
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT 
OF COMMERCIAL LENDING 
Robtrt Zachmann has been named Asst. V.P. of 
Commercial Lending at Palm Dtsut 
National Banlc. 
Palm Desert National Bank has 
atmOunced the appointment of Roben 
Zachrnann as assistant vice president 
of commercial lending at the finan-
cial institution's Palm Springs office. 
Zachrnann has nine years experi-
ence in the banking industry. Previ-
ously he was a business banking offi-
cer with Wells Fargo Bank and was a 
commercial loan officer with City 
National Bank. Zachrnann graduated 
with honors from the University of 
Montana. 
He is a member of the Rotary Oub 
and the Jaycees. Zachmann. his wife, 
Renee, and daughter, Alicia, live in 
Bermuda Dunes and enjoy camping, 
tennis and fimess training. 11 
MIKE HERRICK PROMOTED TO 
AVP/SALES MANAGER FOR 
PALM SPRINGS SAVINGS BANK 
Mike H~rrick 
AVP!Salts Manag~r 
Palm Springs Savings Banlc 
Mike Herrick has been promoted 
to assistant vice president/sales man-
ager for Palm Springs Savings Bank. 
He originally joined the bank as a 
loan agent in 1988. 
In his new position, Herrick will 
be manager of loan origination and 
will supervise a staff of five loan spe-
cialists. 
Before joining Palm Springs Sav-
ings Bank, Herrick was a loan agent 
for Directors Mortgage for two years. 
He was vice president/manager for 
The Inland Empire Business Journal 
Presents 
WEEKDAYS • 
5:30 pm • 6:00 pm 
on 
20,000 Watts Covering: 
• Orange County 
• Inland Empire 
• Los Angeles 
• San Diego 
• Santa Barbara • Ventura 
Palm Desert National Bank from 
1982 to 1986. From 1974 to 1982 he 
was vice president/manager for Bank 
of America's Smoke Tree area office 
in Palm Springs. In 1978 he was 
named outstanding manager at Bank 
of America. 11 
LOCAL ENGINEERING FIRM 
DESIGNS 7 HOVLEY LANE 
PROJECTS 
Dennis Freeman (left) 
Rick Gunderson (cenJer) 
Irwin Golds (righl) 
Mainiero, Smith and Associates, 
Inc., a local full-service engineering 
and surveying firm, is becoming a 
familiar name on a one-mile stretch 
of Hovley Lane in Palm Desert with 
seven separate projects at various 
stages of development. 
Since the 1989 completion of the 
Barcon Development project, "Sonata 
I," the first Mainiero, Smith Hovley 
Lane client, the area has grown into a 
major residential community. 
Centrally positioned in the heart of 
Palm Desert, the Hovley Lane resi-
dential community is near major 
shopping facilities, restaurants, the-
aters, schools and the Bob Hope Cul-
tural Center. 
The two firms began their associa-
tion five years ago, when they engi-
neered and developed, "Sonata I." 
Since that first project, Mainiero, 
Smith & Associates, Inc. has engi-
neered seven projects on a one-mile 
stretch of Hovley Lane. 6 
SALES MANAGERS 
APPOINTED FOR RADISSON 
PALM SPRINGS REsORT AND 
CONFERENCE CENTER 
Paul Zech, director of sales and 
marketing for the Radisson Palm 
Springs Resort and Conference Cen-
ter, announced the appointment of 
Phyllis Heller as sales manager for 
the 482-room, 24-acre propeny. Her 
responsibilities will be to secure and 
manage group business. Before com-
ing to the Radisson, Heller was 
Phyllis Heller 
employed as 
sales manager 
at the Double-
tree Resort in 
Cathedral City, 
and prior to 
that, she wor-
ked in a simi-
lar capacity for 
the Palm Spr-
ings Marquis 
Hotel and Vii-
las where she was employed by Har-
baugh Hotels, which now manages 
the Radisson property. Heller has 
also served as an account executive 
for Imperial Airlines and a travel 
agent. 
Also appointed to sales manager is 
Renae Joy Stahl. Stahl was most 
recently employed in an identical 
capacity for the past two years by the 
Hyatt Regency Suites Hotel, Palm 
Springs. Prior 
to that, her 
experience 
encompassed 
five years in 
the sales and 
marketing 
field. She ho-
lds a B.A. in 
speech com-
munications 
from Luther 
College. 6 
Rowe Joy StaAl 
WESTAMERICA PRINTING 
SYSTEMs/PHOENIX GRAPHIC 
GROUP EXPANDS BUSINESS 
We.!lalllerial Prilrtillg Systemf PltoeltiJc ~ 
Groy expdltd.r ils bMsu.-10 over 8.000 sqwue 
f«t ill '7/te CCI'IIplex." /PH~· iipt 
iltdiiStrial cen/6loaJtal jd tfl/-/0, ill lllllio. 
Westamerica Printing SystemS/ 
Phoenix Graphic Group has expanded 
its business to over 8,000 square feet. 
On January I, 1991, Westameri~ 
Phoenix took occupancy of 8,380 feel 
in "The Complex," located at Alllo 
Center and Avenue 4S, in Indio. 
"1be Complex." a Ji&bt ........,... 
center, comprised of Dine ...,... 
buildinp. is deaiped 10 oft'er UJIIIIIr' 
sion options. Bulin nus 11111 Clll*ilt: 
to do 10 Clll apmd wilbiJat 
ing ellablilbed kaleL A 
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Con1n1ercial Interior Design Firtns 
Runl-1 dIll / 11'111 R1 11'11111, 
Coapuy BIIIDp I.E. PtrSODnel # of Oftkts (IE) Ytar Strvkts Top 3 Clientele Top Local Executive 
Address (mUIIODS) Designers # of Oftkts Co. Wide r..tabUsbed or Specialties Title 
City, Sbte, Zip Total Employees Headquarters (partial list) Phone 
..... dp 2,SOO,OOO s 1 1971 Archiledlllll Design Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hope Bill Davis 
L 420 Souda .B" St. 7 1 Space Planning Eisenhower Medical Center Dilector 
SIB Bemmiao, CA WAll Sill BemudiDo Interior Design Betty Ford Center (714) 889-3611 
'llle Dellp Sbtdlo 1,300,000 4 2 1976 Residential Puacelsus Health Care Joseph Petras 
2. 309 N. Euclid Ave. 7 2 Executive OffK:es Fint Trust Bank President 
Upland. CA 91786 Upland Healtbcare RJ. Messenger (714) 982-3580 
.,.... ... 1,000,000 2 1 1976 Space PlaoniDs/Delign hwindale City HaD/Police Dept. Betty Noll Wood 
1 107'22 ,._ lbe., &e. 502 IS 1 Geoelal COIIIJicting Gust Newberg COIISIJIIction Co. President 
Raadto CmDa.. CA 91730 Rancbo Cucamoop Fumilwe Procureroenl Holman Methodist Ouuth, LA (714) 948-3000 
'l1le BelleriiD& c-.-7 975,000 5 I 1985 Hosptality Tokyomasuiwaya ComJlllly Sharon Speer 
4. 9581 Business Center Dr., 112 D 6 Cusaom Residential Don Harris Coostruction Company President 
Ranc:bo Cucamonga, CA 91730 Rancho Cucamooga Space Planning Beaucham, Inc. (714) 980-0022 
Sc:nro.p.s-. Asloc. 585,000 7 1 1986 Space Plannifts Southern California Gas Co. Lee Ann Sisson 
5. 2143 Eul "D" St. 1150 6 1 hurior CoostiUctioo Dawings Centremllk, San Diego, Ontario Partner/Owner 
Onwio,CA Ontario Interior Design ~s The Koll Company (714) 984-2117 
IDterlar Network N/A 6 I 1979 C!eamic Ttle and flooring OmniTrans Ruth Chafin 
6. 24735-C Redllnds Blvd. IS Inland Fmpite Wmdow Trwments, Artw<rl: Owner 
SID BemardiDo, CA 92408 Ftaming, Silk Plants (714) 796-9422 
'DIIII .... IIIILbl N/A 3 1969 htlerior Design N/A Denny Fosdick 
7. S64S Miaial Blvd 30 1 Space Planning N/A President 
Riwnide.. CA 92.509 Riverside Color Layouts N/A (714) 787-9000 
Kay "-UaiDIIrton N/A 3 1985 N/A N/A Kay FtankUn 
L 188 NOdh Camal Ave, Unit F 5 N/A N/A Owner 
Upllad. CA 91786 Upland N/A N/A (7 14) 981-7522 
Blrblq DlpA .. n/a 3 1 1990 Health Care Planning & Design Allhcwe and Ramber Sandy Friend 
.. 226 w. Pootill Blvd Senior House Design ML San Antonio Gardens Principal 
CIINDOIIt.CA 91711 Oaremoot Lighting Design North Anaheim Surgicenter (714) 624-1764 
....... Blllblt A8lc., IIIC. N/A I I 1991 Tenant Improvement Koll Corporation VIrginia E. Herman 
10. 3612 Seveotb St. 3 FaciliJ.y Planning -Banks President 
Riverside, CA 92501 Riverside Space Planning (714) 697-4420 
NtA • Not~ WND •I'OIIdN« DildtJru ,. •IIDI4WiiaiJic. The iafmnaticm iD 1be lbcNe liltwa&obWned from 1be ClllllplllielliUI. 'Jblbebes of our~ the iDfOIDIIIioo mpplied ia &«Urate as 
.. ,.....;. W.U..-yeiOilislllldeJOCillllletbeaCICIIIK)' IDCl ~ oftbeJita, omiaiaound t)'(IO&Ppbical eaoa _._ OI:':CE Please 1111111 c:omcliaoaar lllditiooa 011 COIIlpllly .leaetheld 10: The 
liJIII ............ 3'111 But Gauli, Ste. 490, Oolado, CA 91761. ~ l1y Pltillip DilrttM Conrilltll99lllfltwJ ElrtpW Bwiltar/DIIrltiJl. 
Technology No Longer a Luxury: It's a Requirement! 
W e bave all beard the old saying, wben lodcing for a new office, 
the tbree most important considerations 
least as imponant as one of the most 
important considerations. 
Business has had to continually 
become more efficient with both time 
choice is your facility ~---....,. 
and space. Therefore, !!!!!!'--------------:-...., relocation considera-
design fmn. But, unfor-
tunately, the designer 
may not know any more 
than you do, or worse 
yet, in their zeal to pro-
vide service, attempt to 
incorporate your re-
quests without suffi-
cient technical knowl-
edge. This typically 
results in higher con-
struction costs and long-
term disaster. Because 
Ul~lllC)N. 1biJ ......-.was ooce 
a the current c:ompetitive 
...... IICIIDoloiY 11M bccxme at 
tions are not only where 
people work, but how 
they work. And how 
people work affects the 
space--or, more specifi-
cally the buildings infra-
structure. This, in turn, 
has an impact on both 
initial construction costs 
and monthly utility 
expenses. 
During your reloc:a-
tiao plmning, if you bave an employee 
wbo underslaDds the condation 
of loc:al area networks, con-
trollers, modems, stand-alone 
processiDB statioos or comput-
er/telephone equipment and 
bow they affect HVC, elecuical 
capacity and distribution and 
network wiring construction 
costs, then you're in a good 
position. If on the other hand, 
you are like most companies 
of the need for technological compe-
tence, some design firms now provide 
an engineering staff to support their 
designers. The engineer can present 
options and help incaporate technolo-
design team, specifications that can be 
priced and incorporated into the final 
design can be considered before con-
struction. 
Technology is no longer a luxury, 
but a requirement. The correct 
utilization of technology will 
provide the efficiencies required 
to meet the demands of the cur-
rent business world. When relo-
cating or upgrading your facili-
ties, make sure your design team 
has the capability to incorporate 
your requirements and that costs 
are planned as thoroughly as your 
location. .i 
where the new tecbnology will Dav~ Sawyer is Dir~ctor, Industrial 
be incorporated as part of the Engin~~ring for R~~l!Grobman &. 
move, and you do not have ~-...,; Associates, an interior design-facility ::::::::::.. ____ _:::.-.__J planning firm with offic~s in Santa 
internal expertise, you will need help. gy into your business operations. Since Ana, Los Angt:les and San Jou. 
Whom do you ask? The obvious the engineer is an integral pan of the 
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THE 
CENTRE 
OF 
ATTENTION 
Centrelake. Ontario's outstanding business address. 70-
acres, master-planned to offer the best of everything. 
Classic office buildings. State-of-the-art telecom-
munications services. Covered parking. On-site 
amenities, including hotels and restaurants. 
T Did we mention the lakes? T 
See for yourself why Centre-
lake is the center of atten-
tion In the Inland 
Empire. 
I 
CEN AKE 
1-10 Freeway 1,t+&aWil Avenue 
+ NOW LEASING: ONE LAKESHORE CENTRE + 
Contact: 
CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD 
Mark McAdams or David Berger 
(714) 980-7788 
A joint development of: 
CENTREMARK/MJSSION LAND COMPANY 
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TOURISM COUNCIL FORMED 
TO PROMOTE PASS AREA 
Business, civic and cultural leaders met recently 
to organize the Pass Area Communities for Tourism 
(PACf) in support of the various communities of 
the San Gorgonio Pass Area. 
Mayors Bob Hanson and Ann Conners of Ban-
ning and Beaumont, respectively, were among those 
attending a meeting at the Highland Springs Resort 
and Conference Center in Beaumont, hosted by 
sales manager Ted Thompson, newly-elected PACf 
chainnan. 
Also in attendance were Banning city council-
man Dick Garcia, Beaumont city manager Bob 
BoWlds, executive director Waunnell Marlar of the 
Banning Chamber of Commerce, and Lee Howell, 
who holds the same position with the Beaumont 
chamber. 
In addition, the 19 meeting participants included 
representatives of tourist-oriented businesses in the 
Pass Area. Marlar and Thompson organized anini-
tial meeting a few weeks earlier, attended by 10 
people. 
1be coalition will coordinate publicity for events 
aod attractions of Cabazon, Calimesa, Cherry Val-
ley, Oak Glen and Yucaipa, in addition to Banning 
aod BeaumonL 
Executive director Janet Rock of the Inland 
Empire Tourist Council conveyed her organiza-
tion 's willingness to support the work of the 
Coalition. 
Jan Holmlund, director of the Edward-Dean 
Museum of Decorative Arts in Cherry Val-
ley, previewed future exhibits planned by the 
museum staff in spite of recent comments by 
some members of the Riverside County 
Board of Supervisors that discontinuing 
financial support of the facility might help 
solve budgetary problems. 
Participants discussed ways in which the 
various communities could support each other's 
activities, such as Banning's Stagecoach Days the 
first week of October, Beaumont's Oktoberfest at 
Noble Creek Park September 27-29, Yucaipa's Mer-
chants Fair September 14, and various activities 
connected with apple-picking season in Oak Glen 
from September through November. 
Thompson presented a list of possible projects 
for the coalition to undertake in three categories: 
group tour business, family and individual tourists, 
and local tourism awareness. 
"I am very pleased at the interest expressed by 
the people attending our meetings, as well as by 
many others who tell us we're on the right track," 
Thompson said. 'There's a real sense of coopera-
tion among our communities now." t1 
DonHaky 
BANNING RESIDENT COMPETES 
IN GoLF SENIOR OPEN 
Ray Vanyo of Banning was one of only seven 
golfers from the West Coast who qualified to com-
pete in the 1991 U. S. Senior Open golf tournament. 
The event was held the last weekend of July at Oak-
land Hills Country Qub in Birmingham, Michigan. 
Vanyo placed second out of 182 hopefuls trying for 
the seven spots and went on to finish 54th in the 
SEPTEMBER 1991 
tournament with a four-round score of 306, 24 
strokes behind tournament winner Jack Nicklaus. 
He collected winnings of $2,499. 
Presley of Southern California, developer of Sun 
Lakes Country Club in Banning, provided green 
fees, carts, range balls and various golf attire with 
the Sun Lakes logo. Vanyo has resided at Sun Lakes 
for two years. He teaches and coaches golf at San 
Gorgonio High School. 
Following his retirement this fall, Vanyo plans to 
play senior golf on a full-time basis. He practices 
on Sun Lakes' 18-hole championship course, which 
he calls "a real challenge," and in the Palm Springs 
area. "When I travel to tournaments out of the area, 
I'm close to Ontario airport as well," he said. t1 
Don Haley 
End of the Commute -- Inland Empire Employees Have Their Offices Brought to Them 
COflliluled From Page 7 
ing is not telecomputing," says John 
A typical home telecommuting set-
up is one like AT&T's Inland Empire 
Kershaw, a Riverside Coun-
ty deputy administrative 
officer. "Telecommuting 
doesn't necessarily mean 
you have to have a comput-
er." 
It 1uu been 11 very 
slow process diu pri· 
11U1ri1J to exposure, 
llllllptation ad edu· 
cotioll ill tJu llllllti· 
plidl] of iU uus. 
telecommuter Mary Hernan-
dez. 
"In my case, the cost to my 
company consists of a P.C., a 
fax, printer and the telephone 
calls made," Hernandez said. 
AT&T owns the equipment 
she uses, but "the company 
does not pay for the space I 
use at home. I converted pan 
of a three car garage into an 
office." 
Along with most 
telecommuters, Hernan-
dez says she gets more 
work done, and feels 
secure knowing that her 
kids are within yelling 
Many jobs well-suited for 
a telecommuting program 
include information han-
dling jobs, with not much of 
a need for office-based 
equipment or f.ce-to-face 
intenlctioo. Examples are 
aeaewies, travel agents, 
bookkeepers, lawyers, 
accountants and man-
agen. With information 
workers comprising 
approximately 55 to 60 
k DaYidN-isr percem of today's wor - Clllifomia<=-cCmru 
distance. Other benefits 
include stress reduction 
and a sense of control force, many government 
agencies and private 
employers like PacifiC Bell, American 
Express. and IBM are slowly demon-
sttating the advantages to moving the 
office to the worker instead of the 
wodcer to the office. 
overwork. 
One may wonder, if the pros out-
weigh the cons, why hasn't telecom-
muting taken off at a faster pace? 
"It has been a very slow process due 
primarily to exposure, adaptation and 
education in the multiplicity of its 
uses," says David Ariss of the Califor-
nia Commerce Center. 
"Sometimes it's a hard sell for older 
supervisors to realize that they can trust 
their employees to work on 
their own," says Kershaw. 
"Most supervisors think 
they have to keep the peo-
ple right in their office, 
ride shotgun." 
"I think it's becoming 
more popular now that 
traffic congestion has got-
ten worse, air quality cer-
tainly has not improved 
that much, and with 
as San Bernardino Second District 
Supervisor Jon Mikels disagree about 
the much heralded potential success of 
telecommuting. 
"Telecommuting is only one mea-
sure which will help to alleviate the air 
pollution problem in our air 
basin. A number of other mea-
sures must be developed, 
implemented, and maintained 
before our air quality will 
improve." Mikels suggests 
vanpools, ridesharing, public 
transit, flexible work weeks 
and alternative fuel vehicles. 
"Nothing's ever the ultimate 
solution," says Claudia Keith, 
the passage of the 
(California and fed-
eral) Clean Air 
Acts, you have to 
look at other 
options that have 
not been looked at 
more seriously in 
the past" 
Telecommuting is only one 
a South Coast Ai~ 
Quality Management 
District spokesper-
son. "It could be very 
effective along with 
a strong ridesharing 
strong ridesharing 
program. It could 
defmitely help, but I 
wouldn't say it's the 
solution." t1 Still, others such 
nuasure which will help to alle-
viate the 11ir pollution problem 
in our air basin. A number of 
other measures must be de vel· 
oped, implemented, and main-
mined before our air quality 
will improve. 
JonD.Mi!Ws 
Suptrvi.sor, San Bunardino Stcond District 
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The fresh produce industry 
in Colijornia ceruunly lUIS 
become mote sophisticated 
in the last 10 yean. Wetve 
leomed how to grow, har-
ust, pock, 4nd merchandise 
our products in a more 
sophisticated manner. 
R emember the old days? Spitting pesky watermelon seeds on the 
front porch? Thanks to Sun World Interna-
tional, the days of the messy melon are long 
gone. 
The Sun World Seedless watermelon, 
introduced in 1988 after 50 years of 
research, is one of many specialty produce 
items that Sun World, located in Indio, has 
introduced to the U.S. and 30 other coun-
tries since 1976. As a marketer of 75 fresh 
fruits and vegetables, the company has 
aggressively responded to meet new mar-
ketplace demands for 
better varieties, pack-
ages, more corlSiSilent 
supplies, and 
stringent grades. 
"The fresh 
industry in 
cenainly has 
more sophisticated 
the last 10 years, 
says Chief 
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CORPORATE PRO 
Sun World International 
Rouge Royale, a "brilliant, flaming red" 
sweet pepper. Another Sun World addition 
to the produce section was the DiVme Ripe 
tomato. The tomato was first introduced in 
1986, then later reintroduced in 1990, as a 
carefully-bred sun ripened tomato that has 
an extended shelf life. The company also 
markets table grapes, asparagus, peppers, 
carrots, and strawberries, among other 
items. 
"They are extremely advanced in the 
research and development side of business 
and their ability to fmd market niches that a 
product would fill," said Barbara Buck, a 
spokesperson for the Western Growers 
Association, which represents West Coast 
growers, packers and shippers. 
The patented varieties now comprise 40 
percent of the company's total sales, which 
hit about240 million in 1990. 
Sun World was founded in 1976 by 
Howard Marguleas, Carl Sam Maggio, and 
Domenick Blanco, all three born into long 
time California agricultural families. Sun 
World caught the public by surprise in 
1978, when it became the ftrSt to grow and 
heavily market the 
Red Flame Seedless 
grape, originally 
developed at the 
University of Cali-
fornia, Davis. 
Standing Out 
Sun World WaJermelon Focilil] ill CooclleJJIJ 
"And, we're also seeing the consumer is Wbat's Neld? 
willing and prepared to pay a premium Wbat's next for Sun World? For Ibis 
price for these different commodities." company, tbete is DO limit to die typel of 
A premium price of a Sun World seed- produce tbat need perfecting in their lab. 
less watermelon sells for five to 15 cents No fruit is COlli~ too foreip. DO eli-
more per pound than ordinary watermelons. uwe roo.diffaal to grow it in. 
For die pill six ,_., Sun 'Mirld ICim-
Developing the Perfect Fruit? 
Officer Howard Mar-
guleas, 56. "We've ~-••••••••• .. 
As the grape 
became more popu-
lar, Sun World felt a 
need to differentiate 
itself from the com-
petition, said David 
Marguleas. "We saw 
In 1989, Sun World expanded its prod-
uct line with the acquisition of the Superior 
Farming Company, a major grower and 
marketer of special patented table grapes 
and treefruit located in the San Joaquin and 
Coachella Valleys. The acquisition includ-
ed what Marguleas calls the world's largest 
fruit-breeding laboratory. 
learned how to grow, 
harvest, pack, and 
A Sun World s:weel & mild pepper 
merchandise our products in a more sophis-
ticated marmer." 
it becoming more clearly evident that to be 
successful, we had to be different, and being 
different meant developing patented or pro-
prietary com-
"Each year we crossbreed tens of thou-
sands through conventional practices," 
said David Marguleas. "In addition to 
developing fruits with The introduction of fresh fruits and veg-
etables, such as the seedless watermelon, 
are expanding the local grocery store's pro-
duce department to meet the demands of the 
more health-conscious consumer, the 
gourmet cook, and the rapidly expanding 
etlmic population. 
modities that oth-
ers didn't have," 
said David Mar-
guleas. 
The commodi-
ty that made Sun 
World stand out 
The acquisition included 
what Marguleas calls the 
worldts largest fruit-
breeding laboraUJry. 
important characteristics, we 
are also developing fruits 
more resistant to disease, or 
that might grow more effi-
ciently in certain areas." 
"Our ultimate objective as a fresh pro-
duce marketer," says David Marguleas, 
senior vice president of marketing, "is to 
excite and satisfy our customers." 
among Californi-
a's $8 billion dollar produce industry, an 
industry that supplies 
roughly half of the 
natioo's fruit, vegeta-
bles, and nuts, was 
the Le Rouge Royale 
pepper in 1983. 
Other proprietary 
fruits and vegetables 
soon followed. 
"What this has 
done is attract the 
consumer to become 
more aware, more 
alert. md ma-e pone 
to seek out more 
. . . ~ attractive and better-
No- 8«<l 6pUUIII willl ~ tasting varietiea of 
Ia 1983, Sun Wuld iDirocluced ill tint fruit md vqellbles. • CEO Malplealllid. 
P8lealecl product when it introduced Le 
Although Sun World will 
not release the annual costs 
of running their Research 
and Development lab, agriculture experts 
believe it's expensive, since most growers 
rely on universities to do their research. 
The center is currently developing new 
peach, plum, nectarine and apricot varieties 
which have enhanced flavor, white meat, 
and unusually high amounts of natural 
sugar. They are also 
developing early-
maturing, low chill-
ing, high-quality 
stone fruit varieties 
specifically adapted 
to the COICbella Val-
ley, which would 
mate high-quality 
fruit available 
dmJ&bout the )'ell". 
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A small child enjoys working with clay in an 
art class for children at the Redlands Com· 
munily Center. 
Since its inception in 1888. the City of 
Redlands has been known f<I its rich archi-
tectural history, its fair climate, central loca-
tion in Southern California, and reputation 
Redlands ... A Community of Historic and Cultural Quality 
vice industries create a 
strong economic balance 
in Redlands. A major part 
of this strength can be 
attributed to the Tri-City 
Center in West Redlands, 
the central business district 
in downtown, and the var-
ied neighborhood centers 
throughout the city. The 
availability of both im-
proved and unimproved 
land zoned for industrial 
uses sprovides additional 
business opportunities. 
A .K. Smiley Public Library 
Realizing the impor-
tance of a well planned 
community, Redlands has 
not rushed to be the first or 
largest in community 
development, but rather to 
be a quality kind of leader 
in growth and develop- L--------------------------------....1 
ment, incorporating this 
same historic fabric into 
new development. 
For the past 
several years, Redlands 
Main Street Program 
has been revitalizing 
the downtown retail 
district into unique spe-
cialty shops, creating a 
pedestrian oriented 
commercial experience. 
This has been achieved 
through a cooperative 
effort between public 
and private sectors aro 
coordinated by the City 
of Redlands Redevel-
opment Agency, mak-
ing Redlands a leader 
in downtown redevel-
opment. 
come to be known as 
the "Gourmet meal" 
of unique downtown 
shopping centers. 
Other major de-
velopments arc cur-
rently under construc-
tion in downtown 
Redlands, each de-
signed in an architec-
tural style complimen-
tary to the overall 
plan. 
The Santa Fe 
Trail, a pedestrian 
walkway, will link the 
four major quadrants 
downtown, adding gre-
ater aesthetic appeal 
Healthful lunches are served regularly at the temporary Senior 
Nutrition Center in the American Legion Club. The new center will 
be buill near the corner of Judson Street and San Bernardino Ave. 
through brick walks, landscaping, and other 
decorative touches. 
lli'-IOIW ()1 \Ill\ \\1111 \ IIU.II 
11 1 11 lm 1 11 
specialty shops and new office space), Red-
lands' quality-controlled growth plan is 
becoming more visible every day. 
'I c ll' \o I!' II Ll\ I\C; 
Re.dlimds Sanla Fe Station 
Through the 
Facade Program, they 
have assisted business-
es with storefront 
design concepts and 
While the city carries out its historic 
quality theme, it maintains the most modem 
technology in city services and utilities. 
During the past four years, the city has 
Redlands offers the Inland Empire qual-
ity residential neighborhoods and important 
cultural resources. The University of Red-
lands is both source and setting for cultural 
enrichment, and Redlands is fortunate to 
as 111 oasis of culture aiXI heritage. 
Located in San Bernardino County, just 
IOOtbeast of San Bernardino, Redlands was 
developed primarily by wealthy philan-
tbropists from the east coast who foond the 
climafe and scenic valley 
111 ideal place to settle. 
Their influence is still 
evideol today as the city 
is filled with historic 
homes and mansions, 
unique buildings and 
shops, and tree-lined 
streets and boulevards. 
1be same styles and val-
ues from its forefathers 
Clll be found in Redlands 
today. 
imp I ementa ti on. 
Downtown streets and sidewalks were 
improved by adding decorative brick 
walks, antique street lights, benches, trees 
aiXI a quaint downtown park. 
Many retail stores aiXI restaurants have 
located in historic build-
ings, such as Joe Green-
sleeves Restaurant on 
Orange Street, which was 
constructed in a building of 
1890s vintage. The Santa 
Fe Depot is being devel-
oped as an Italian restau- s•-ners and brow•• dow 
'""Yr -rs come to ruown Redlands M lcet N' hi 
have its own Symphony 
Orchestra. The Redlands 
Bowl provides free out-
door concerts , and 
Prospect Park Theatre 
offers another historic and 
scenic setting for plays 
and cultural events. 
))( \(()(,({ \1'1111' 
Once dubbed "The Navel 
Orange Capital of the 
World," Redlands is the 
home to a predominantly 
white-collar technical, rant and other stores have for tM variety of vendors fruit P od andfi . ar 1g 
f II d th F de Pr _.__ .' .' uce r1endly people. Alien-O owe e ac~ ~- uunce averages 3,000 1n tM wwer and 8.10•000 in tM summer sales and service work 
gram by remodeling theu . · fo ce Major employers ~efronts.to, be consistc:nt ~nvested over $22 million in public include the Redlan~ Unified School Dis-
With the City s overall hts- Improvements downtown, with more trict Red! ds C . H spital and the 
· sty! planned for the future • an ommuruty o 
tone e. . . . Combined . · . . Environmental Systems Research Institute, 
. ~ VISIUng Redl.ands. vate dev WI~ the $23 nullion in pri- a computer mapping fmn. Average family 
... ,.....;...,,lture, mmufac-
"6',_. rr.;._.;,.. of D~1--'•- C""~l turing, reuil sales and ser- "'·-~-, ,._ • ...,. 
1t IS easy to see why It has . el~nx:nt ~ 1?87 (shopping facili· income in Redlands is $31,547 with a popu-
ues, fmanctal Institutions, a supermarket, latioo of 60,394. ll }-
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Inland Empire 
Calendar - 1991 
DATE 
916-
918 
9/12 
9/24 
10/26-
10/27 
EVENT 
Journey to Quilt and Walk 
Quilt display, memorial for 
those who have died or AIDS 
EDA Luncheon "Planning 
for Tomorrow's Infra-
structure," redevelopment 
and industrial projects. 
Discover future opportunities 
in Riverside County. 
Worker's Compensation 
Documentation, meeting 
of the Greater Riverside 
Employer Advisory Council 
Rail Festival: Ride on an 
Authentic Steam Train, 
Diesel Locomotives, Trolleys, 
and Pacific Electric Red Cars. 
Fun, food and entertainment 
for the entire family! 
LOCATION 
Riverside Visitors 
and Convention 
Center 
The Hub of the 
Southwest Valley. 
Menifee Valley Bowl 
Canyon Crest 
Country Club 
Orange Empire 
Railway Museum 
Perris, California 
CONTACT 
Sarah Neiman 
(714) 684-8838 
(714) 788-9770 
Mary Terhune 
EDD 
(714) 782-4149 
The Museum 
(714) 943-3020 
1991 Overcoming Terminal Apathy Corona, Calirornia Ken Tastad 
C. V.B.E. meets Twice a month (714) 272-3202 
• La p to p s A re The L i n k ! • 
Continued From Page 17 
instruments. Crew chiefs now take lap- done in the office. The end result 
tops (Toshiba T-1200XE's with 1 MB should be greater efficiency and better 
RAM and 20 MB hard disk plus HP business management 
Thinkjet printer) along with them in a As laptop and cellular equipment get 
survey van or a 4 x 4 pickup with a easier to use, civil engineers and sur-
desk in back. veyors continue to develop new ways 
Can this technology save tax dol-
lars? Yes. On the RCTC transportation 
improvement program, for example, 
companies use laptops to word-process 
detailed descriptions of physical fea-
tures found during a survey. At the end 
of the day, you push a button to produce 
the entire report without spending addi-
tional time (i.e., money) to prepare it. 
Re)XXtS generated ir1 this way are more 
accurate and complete than those based 
on written notes. 
Future Uses Unlimited 
Future uses of laptop and telecom-
munication's technology seem limited 
only by the imagination. Very soon sur-
veying crews in the Inland Empire will 
send data back and forth using cellular 
modems, effectively making each crew 
van or 4-wheel drive vehicle a self suf-
ficient "satellite office." 
Psomas plans to do more project 
ICbedulirlg work on the laptops. More 
IIOWerful models also will give the civil 
engineering profession the ability to 
~om certain Computer Aided Draft-
tog and Design functions on site. 
Whatever profession they are in, those 
Who use laptops regularly will probably 
agree that these computers can help 
lllanagers stay ir1 closer touch with peo-
ple in the field. At the same time they 
tllable field persormel to take hands-on 
l'eBponsibility for some work previously 
to work with it By adopting new tech-
nology as a project management tool, 
any additional problems can be solved 
in a cost-effective marmer for both pub-
lic and private sector clients. ll 
As regional vice pruidenl of Psomas and 
AssociDJes, Jose GlliM is ruponsib~ for_ tM 
overall operations of tM c.~Y.s Rl~er­
side office, thai include ciVIl e'!g~t~eemtg, 
residential plaMing. laNI planning. sMTVey-
ill8. eutd constrvctioll sMTVeying · . . 
Gama is a member cf the AmeriCall Soa· 
ety of Civil Engineers, S~iety of ~rica11 
Mililary Engineers, Amer~a11 Pub!1c Wo~A:' 
Association. and Califor1UJJ COIIIICil of CIVIl 
Engineers and /.ANI Surveyors. 
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Major Accomplishments: 
Established successful small busi-
ness product division office for 
AT&T to serve Inland Empire. 
Personal Accomplishments: 
Chair of AT&T Inter Entity Manage-
ment Council for 1990 and 1991. 
Encourage corporate and employee 
involvement in community activities, 
events and trade shows. 
Best Thing About the Inland 
Empire: Twofold, (1) We have all 
the conveniences of a large city but, 
(2) Inland Empire still has small city 
atmosphere and attitude. 
Greatest Concern: Future quali-
Occupation: Sales Manager with ty of life for my children - educa-
AT&T. tion environment and affordable 
housing. 
Short Biography: Age 34, born 
and raised in Thcson, Ariwna. Has Last Book Read: "The Mental 
B.S. in Business Finance from the Athlete," by Kay Poner and Judy 
University of Ariwna. Foster. 
Family: Married to fonner Adri-
enne Alberts, children Richard Jr. 
age 7, Royce age 4. 
Favorite Drink: Orange Juice. 
Last Vacation: Thcson, Ariwna. 
Hobbies: Basketball, weightlifting Favorite Sport: Basketball (Go 
and coaching. Lak.ers!) 
Prior Career(s): Entire career Favorite Restaurant: Ancho's 
with AT&T. Southwest Bar & Grill. 
Affiliations: United Way, Small 
Business Division. 
Last Movie Seen: The Rocketeer. 
Residence (city): Riverside, Cali-
fornia. 
Capitalists and the Thousand Points of Light - Doing 
Good in the Inland Empire 
COfllituwl From Page 10 
tion of our people puts us to shame. Cor-
porate gifts constitute only a small percent-
age of funds raised by United Ways. For 
example, last year the Arrowhead United 
Way raised 14% (less than half a million 
One of the most important reasons is 
making a constructive difference. Capi-
talists, whose "job" is to promote well-
being through their own self-interest, may 
have a slightly different perspective, but dollars) from corporate 
gifts and 86% (over $2.3 
million) came from 
employee contributions. 
Nationally, corporate 
gifts average 26% of a 
• are no less vital to the 
In employee campmgns, well-be' f th _ 
• • • mg o e com 
arm twiSting IS out - and munities of the Inland 
unnecessary! Empire. The best news 
campaign. OOPS! Oh, well, there's 
always this year. 
In employee campaigns, arm twisting 
is out - and unnecessary! Properly 
planned and presented, the employee 
campaign is a fringe benefit - an opportu-
nity for a little time out with refreshments. 
Not surprisingly, this information can 
have very direct benefits. One in four res-
idents in the inland Empire will receive 
services from United Way agencies. 
People volunteer for many reasons. 
for business support for 
volunteerism is win-win. The real bott<IO 
line is businesses live and die with their 
communities. Capitalists should be glad 
to "do well by doing good," reapina 
employee education and trainiJJ& public 
visibility and, over the lmg-ram, provid-
ing themselves with a more secure pooJ of 
employees and coosumen. 4 
THIS SPACE 
COULD BE 
YOURS 
l MONTHS = $350 
3 MONTHS = $450 
4 MONTHS = $500 
Call Petra Hauff or 
Rebecca Gordon 
(?l4) 391-1015 
11we are no small victories 
in .. fi9t!t against heart 
disease. ~· 
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~ 
ta 
. ......, ......... ing Inc. 
/ ) ( 
) FIRST (~LASS ( 
/ \ J:"--..._ - ----· . " ,., I 
)(,_Y\r L ~(·~'){)( 
• Mailing Lists 
• Envelope Stuffing 
• Addressing/Labeling 
• Other Services 
13626-F Mol'1l* VIsta Ave.-Chino, CA 91710 
(714) &2a-95n 
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N E W IJ U S I N E S S L I S '1' I N <; S 
D T P Productions William Stover 60815 
Natoma Trail, Joshua Tree 92252 
Dakens Land & Lawn Services Tommy 
Evw, Jr. 796 Garfield St, Hemet 92343 
Dale's Concrete & Asphalt Sawing Dale 
Vaughn 7272 Mt. Vernon, Riverside 92504 
DaD Stark Bert Stark 255 Benedict #G, San 
Bernardino 92402 
DaD's Mobile Service Danny Shaffer 541 N. 
Main St #104-154, Corona 91720 
DaD's Trim Co. Tree Service Mike Hancock 
4211 Ramona Drive, Riverside 92506 
Danco Landscape Maintenance Dennis 
Gonzales 14015 Dos Palmas, Victorville 
92392 
Ducor & Associates Daniel Cormier 29809 
Camino Crista!, Menifee 92355 
Daniel's Pool Service Daniel Homer 12860 
Fontainebleau Drive, Moreno Valley 92360 
Daves Drain Service David Murphree 12255 
Lantz Lane, Moreno Valley 92360 
Daves Pressure Wash Steam Cleaning Linda 
Lohse 39250 Hilt Road, Temecula 92390 
Davsam/Ortega Construction Fernando 
Onega 27185 E. 5th Street, Highland 92346 
Dawn Patrol Aviation Lawrence Preston 
23780 Pine Ave., San Jacinto 92383 
Day's Cleaning Service Arpie Day 1110 W. 
Princeton, Ontario 91762 
Da11 Pool Service David Yeasley 17429 San 
Born, No. Palm Springs 92258 
DeCosta Enterprise Sean DeCosta 653 Wal-
nut Drive, Elsinore 92380 
DeWeese and Aguilar Enterprises Inc 
William DeWeese 12825 Santa Anita, Vic-
llll'ville92392 
Deu's Power Sweeping Service Lee Dean 
35499 Carter St., 'fucaipa 92399 
Dtb-Lin Edwin Decastro 9037 Marmalade 
Court, Riverside 925~ 
Dtb-Mar Interiors Debbie Harris 912 Red-
bead #201, Corona 91720 
Decent Exposure David Bradley 4527 Jurupa 
Ave~ Riverside 92506 
Dee Wood Properties Robert Driver 66462 
Cahuilla, Desert Hot Springs 92240 
Deebob Industries Robert Landwehr 1136 
Daisy Circle, Corona 91720 
Dekkon Construction David Wakefield 
42181 Avenida Aluarado, Temecula 92380 
Dtl Webb's Sun City Palm Springs Del Webb 
California Corp. 42-600 Cook St. #110, Palm 
Deaen92260 
Dtlphi Capital Management Larry Stamper 
12333 W"lldflower Lane, Riverside 92503 
Daert Air Hedy Hapsburg 56460 29 Palms 
Hwy 18, Yucca Valley 92284 
Daert Business Journal Daily Planet Pub-
lilhina Inc. 340 I Centre Lake Drive, Ontario 
91764 
Daert RU Sharlene Francis 57750 29 Palms 
Hwy, Yucca Valley 92284 
Daert San Scieace Center, The Guided Dis-
COVeriea, Inc. 26800 Saunders Meadow Road, 
Idyllwild 92349 
Dt~trt Ventures Cyril Bluth 7184 Topaz 
1011112113, Hespaia 92345 
Daert WiDd S.ndNasdna John Gcigrt 6652 
loca Cirde, S111 Btmardino 92404 
~ St.dio, The Joan Ward 1842 W. lllh 
ltNetiG, Upland 91786 
~r Wharelloue Russell Burke 1262 
... Drive, Non:o 91760 !,~~·· Dtpe•dable DeHveries Carlos 
......_ 8028 Mmdllll Ave .. Rancbo CUca· 
~91730 
......... Peter Roa 14198 Weepina W"ll· 5:: t.: Faalana 92335 lluda Morpu Gary Seepvea 
a... Perris 92370 
Detail Supply Ronald Jones 1227 E. Lyn-
wood Drive, San Bernardino 92404 
Red Mountain Road, Hemet 92343 
Easy Yellow Page Guide Scott Krieges 1040 
Dolly Drive, Lake Elsinore 92330 
Extend an Arm Robert Tidwell 15785 Mis-
sion St., Hesperia 92345 
Di's Royal Cakes Diane Parsons 24557 Big 
Pines Hwy, Wrightwood 92397 Ed's Repair Service Edwin Matako 6130 
Camioo Real #302, Riverside 92509 
False Front Temecula Investment Co. 28465 
Front St #321, Temecula 92390 
DiGerolamo Family Insurance Service 
Frank DiGerolamo 12702 Magnolia #21, 
Riverside 92503 
Dial One All Star Plumbing, Inc. All Star 
Plumbing lnc. 1061 N. Shepard St #E, Ana-
heim 92806 
Diga International Co. Vuginio Gasparotto 
9233 Colorado, Riverside 92503 
Direct Drywall Josephine Micalizzi 11852 
Mount Vernon Ave. #X-565, Grand Terrace 
92324 
Discount Mortgage Co. Discount Brokers, 
Inc. 4126 Sunnyside Drive, Riverside 92506 
Diversified Data Systems Thomas McCarthy 
7529 Maloof Court, Fontana 92336 
Diversified Interests & Investments Elia 
Pirozzi 9121 Haven Ave. #140, Rancho Cuca-
monga 91730 
Diversified Marketing Group Profile Resi-
dential Sales, Inc. I Bethany, Irvine 92715 
Diversified Repair & Construction Robert 
Pearce 6113 Peridot Ave., Alta Lorna 91701 
Diversirled Sales & Investments Anne Kei-
del6126 Correll St, Riverside 92504 
Doctors Laboratory Management Eufraua 
Stanfield 291 E. 46th St., San Bernardino 
92404 
Dogwood Construction & Develop Co. Ste-
fan Jaworski 779 Crown Drive, Lake Arrow-
bead 92352 
Dollars For College Michael Drotman 31566 
Railroad Canyon Road, Canyon Lake 92380 
Domestic Productions Jerry Berber 4710 
Brooks, Montclair 91763 
Donahoe Tu Service Melvin Donahoe, Jr. 
3415 Bahia Place, Rivmide 92507 
DoDDI's Conf'ldentiaUy Yours Donna Griggs 
5491 Bain St, Mira Lorna 91752 
Doors R Us Fadi El-Dana 423 South E Street, 
San Bernardino 92401 
Doris Wayne Morton Doris Morton 27344 El 
Rancho, Sun City 92381 
Dracaea Associates Robert Rechnitz 1333 
South HiU Street, Los Angeles 90015 
Dragon's Egg Press Jo Ellen Valenzuela 
65118 San Jacinto #15, Desert Hot Springs 
92240 
Dy's Desips Diane Sparacino 314 Brigette 
Court, Redlands 923 74 
Dyer Co. Lewis Dyer 13476 Golden Sands 
Ave., Victorville 92392 
Dynamic MarketiDg Group John McCombs 
1220 E. Washing1011 St #24, Colton 92324 
Dynatec Computers & PeripberU Grqory 
Bennett 455 W. Fowth St #A, S111 Btmardino 
92415 
E & L Associates Larry Fleming 12138 
Industrial Blvd #100, Victorville 92392 
E P I Eatate Plus, Inc. Epic Estate Plans 
Inc. 415 N. Vineyard Ave. 1100, Ontario 
91764 
Eddy Electronics Rebeca De La Cruz 580 
Inland Center Drive #6E, San Bernardino 
9~ 
Fantastic Finances Christy Jimenez 8969 
Mandarin, Alta Lorna 91701 
Fantasy Productions Susan Bird 15878 Tus-
cola #9, Apple Valley 92307 
Effective Educational Advocacy Charlene 
Elston 27717 Peninsula Drive #212, Lake 
Arrowhead 92352 
Farmers Touch, The Ray MacMurdo 24709 
Hilton Drive, Moreno Valley 92557 
Fast Billing ~rvice Josephine Thpas 16834 
Fontlee Lane, Fontana 92335 Eighth Avenue Graphics Laura Hoyt 449-B 
North Eighth Ave., Upland 91786 Fauchier Group Dan Fauchier 985 Via Stt-
ana, Upland 91786 El Corre Caminos Mark Sneed 15908 Valley 
Blvd, Fontana 92335 Felicia Enterprises Felicia Hicks 17909 
Slover Ave., Bloomington 92316 Elco Distributing Eveline Lakey 7152 Bel 
Air, Corona 91719 Fiqueroa Enterprises C. Medardo Ramirez 
12385 Beardsley Road, Corona 91719 Electronic Maintenance & Repair Raymond 
Felton, Jr. 31226 Comotilo Court, Temecula 
92390 
First I International Manguel Townes 7046 
Cypress Ave., Fontana 92336 
Elegant Host, The Jimmy Adams 3694 Lil-
lian St, Riverside 92504 
Elegant Leisure Designs Eleazar Jimenez 
2355 Manzanita Road, Corona 917W 
Elite Appraisals James Umgelter 1692 W. 
Arrow Hwy #132, Upland 91786 
Emerald Health & Education Corp. Annetta 
Smith I 1075 Benton St., Lorna Linda 92354 
Emerald Pool Service Anita Patton 4621 
Bluff St, Norco 91760 
Emerald Property Improvemenll Thomas 
Daigneault 4039 4th St, Riverside 92501 
Emery Distributors Bonnie Emery 11172 
Caribou, Apple Valley ~ 
Empire Bay Ecap 985 Via Srtana, Upland 
91786 
Empire ExcbaDge, The Peter Shearon 8807 
M111go Ave., Fontana 92335 
Empire lmagina Elsw<l'th W"llliams 403 W. F 
Street, Ontario 91763 
Empire Medical Imaging Center Medical 
Imaging Consultants, Inc. 1873 Commerce 
Center West, San Bernardino 92408 
Empire Trucking Fred Seiler 9024 Chantry, 
Fontana 92335 
Engineered Business Software Rashmikant 
Patel 706 San Benito Lane, Corona Hills 
91719 
Enterprise Systems Reuben Ann, Jr. 13692 
Berteley Cowt, Fontana 92336 
Environmental Care Co. Environmental 
Coast Contto~ Inc. 22797 Barton Rold 1118, 
Grand Temce 92324 
Eavirotlcb Kemetb Hactwolth 13552 Poppy 
Place, Olino 91710 
Epicveall, Tile Charles Marvin ill 54791 N. 
CiR:Ie Drive, Idyllwild 92349 
Erawu,Gardat Resort PlcaJala Travel Ser-
vices 76-477 Hipway 111, Indian Wells 
92210 
Espla .. de Dnelopaut l•c. Esplande 
Devdopnau IDe. 1600 E. Florida Ave. 1212. 
Hemet92344 
Eatate Se"icea Matthew Wiecbec 39640 
Rllltic Glen, 1aDec:u1a 92390 
First American Bancor Kathy Conti 45826 
Palmetto Way, Temecula 92390 
First United Financ:ial Service Ronald Coo-
ner 1131 Lugo Lane, Colton 92324 
Five Star Productions lac. Five Star Produc-
tions, Inc. 1682 Wack Wack Plaza, Palm 
Springs 92264 
Flash Morgan's Lawn Service Nicbolu 
Morgan 1051 N. Ramona Drive, Perris 92370 
Formost Gardeas Kent Cloud 41220 Guava 
St, Murrieta 92362 
Four Seaolls Clumery W L C Corp. 5460 
Philadelphia #6H, Chino 91710 
Fox & Mloclates Michele Fox 10400 Arrow 
Rte #EI, Rancho Cucamonga 91730 
Frank's Refrigeration Frank Rizzo 2562 
Stonegate, Riverside 92.506 
Frue One Studio VJCkti HC'IJIOIIOOn-Frlzier 
24099 Postal Ave. #101, Moreno Valley 
92388 
Freedom F1oorin1 Co•tncton Hany Har-
tridge Jr. 2424 Goldcrest Place, Ontario 91762 
Friendship Referral Services John Ziegen-
horn 3561 Lakcaest, Late Elsinore 92330 
Fruciano Development Co. Frank Fruciano 
1248 Millbrook Road, Corona 91720 
G & R Electric Co. George Gilltnp 41236 
Torrey Pine Court, Hemet 92344 
G & T Investmsll Gary Landry 3779 Palm 
Crest Drive, Highland 92346 
G C F1naaciaJ Gary Coot 6373 Revere Ave.. 
Alta Lorna 91701 
G Cottle ~rvices Gary Cotde 3127 Jquar 
Way ID, Ontario 91764 
G E Coutnctioa Esplllllde Development 
Inc. 1600 E. Florida Ave. 1212. Hemet 92344 
G N ~ George Cocllnn m 25145 
SJirin& s~ Paris 92370 
G R Molter a Allociates Gerald Molter 
8120 Stylille DrM, PiDon Hills 92372 
G R S Marketma Gary Tmastrom 7650 
Kicbpoo Tnil, Yucca Valley 92284 
G-C•IIe Glen Gnbam 4384 SL Gecqe Pta. 
Rivcnidc 92504 
E R A Career Trailliq Caten All·Dill 
Marketin& Group 2012 Riverside Ave. 1180, 
Rialto 92376 
IUIIIeal M ... Milt Hikd 521D Wonder-
land Drive, Rivcnidc 92509 
Garaae Mutera. Tile Brett Parter 5640 
Norlbwood Drive, Riverside 92509 
G..-....rt 'l1lomaa o.dr:MR 151111271 
Yin B1ftll Blvd., Riwnide 92504 
E·Z Distributiq Luz Hili-Nilson 27636 
Ynez Road Bldg. L, Dept 7323, Temecula 
92390 
EIP ~terpriles C111k Hawley 431 E. Cba· 
p11111 St. Rialto 92376 
£Illes MOI1pp C.. Qelly Akais 3233 N. 
Gnnd Ave.IN'J97. OliDo Hi11191109 
£cleweod Darryl Ruiz 22006 Sioux lold. 
Apple VIUey 92308 
..... Pill Nancy MiUer 29952 Valle 0Mn. 
nmcc:uta 92390 
l8lt/Welt lletrnt J ... Christian 32875 
Earope.. Cut• I•Uders Klaus 
Cies1ewic:z 30260 Qllllld WJIY, Canyon Lake 
923*) 
Evule Linda Yoael16815 Meditcmnea, 
Mcnm Valley 92338 
Execatift Voice Appllcatkas Marcia Roybal 
2900 Adams SL IA15, Rivcnide 92504 
l:lpress Lou llllenatloul Lois MatbewJ 
8401 Coaonwood 1215, Foallna 92335 
Eapftll Natloul r...u.a Bertram Reed 
916 Kimberly Ave., Redlands 92374 
lxprellift .,.... Miry -. ........ 29156 
CaalpbellA11e,. MDniiD...., 92360 
Gar7'1 Maclllu Repair Senlce 
Wlltim 117221'11dal Pllce, .... q-~· 
G• eo.,.,. ne So. ea&._ia 
1981 W. LupiaAYC., 
Gat Soden C..llnl:tila 
5045 o..asa..-- -='"...., .. G ... s,Np.__.. .... 
SpriDp.__._ 
lold.~flMI 
GIIIIIIDMI-111 
Sr. 
....... 
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Global Int'l Cynthia Khalaf 40575 Calif. 
Oats Road11D2-168, Murrieta 92362 
Glorious Record & Music Productions Glo-
ria Lewis 25188 Yolanda Ave., Moreno Valley 
92388 
Gludt EDterpma Emery Gluck 17535 Mesa 
Ave., Footana 92336 
Gods Christian Cater of Nuevo Gill)' Gra-
jeda 28331 Lakeview Ave., Nuevo 92367 
Goldea Empire Financial Group Paul 
Arroyo 9330 Baseline Road, Rancho Cuca-
monga 91701 
Golden Rainbow Enterprises Julie Golden 
450 E. Cypress IA303, Redlands 92376 
Golden State Alloys Patrick Kennedy 6758 
Misty Ridge Drive, Rivmide 92505 
Golden Triangle Nuclear Medical Group 
Golden Triangel Radiology &: Medical 25405 
Hancock Ave. 11102. Murrieta 92562 
Hanna Trucking Calvin Hanna 16166 Wash-
ington Drive, Fontana 92335 
Harddrive Specialties Co Larry Wright 
17421 Seville Court, Fontana 92335 
Haro Construction Mauro Haro 362 W. lOth 
Street, Perris 92370 
Harrington Mold/California Pony Car Ray-
mond Harrington 1906 Quaker Ridge, Ontario 
91761 
Harvest Technologies Roger Harte 41342 
Salt River Court, Temecula 92390 
Haven Avenue Investment Associates John 
Willen 9121 Haven Ave.ll200, Rancho Cuca-
monga 91730 
Hay Hay Hay Rodger Parton 4409 California 
Ave., Norco 91760 
Health Concepts Suzan Wright 6320 Halsted 
Ave., Alta Lorna 91710 
Heavenly Created Sandra Colon 7908 Tokay 
Ave. 1175, Fontana 92336 
Hemet Acoustical & Insulation Ted Light-
foot 547 N. Palm Ave., Hemet 92343 
Hemet Investments Donald Hood 1600 E. 
Florida 11204, Hemet 92344 
Hemet Soco Rahim Nikmanesh 40991 E. 
Florida, Hemet 92344 
Hernandez MFG Francisco Luna 13472 5th 
Street 115, Chiro 91710 
Hero Construction Lloyd Perry 21707 
Appaloosa Court, Canyon Lake 92380 
Hi-Arc Development B I Hutchison 15625 
7th Street liC, VICtorville 92392 
Hi-Deseert Testing & Inspection Danny 
Goodwin 15107 Mendoza Road, Apple Valley 
92307 
High Desert Gastroenterology Raman Poola, 
MD 18523 Corwin Road, Apple Valley 92307 
High Desert Professional Services Teddi 
Strigas 18284 Hackberry SL, Hesperia 92345 
Highland Laddie Ground Maintenance 
Robert Filiar 5104 Foothill, Riverside 92503 
Highland Services Tom Miller 42599 Ruben 
Way, Big Bear Lake 92315 
Highland Tropical Steven Chudy 938 E. 
Highland, San Bemardiro 92404 
Hillcrest Mortgage Co. Tanka Yusuf 1122 
Glenwood Ave., Rialto 92376 
Hilltop Market R K K EntelJiises, Inc. 9790 
Jurupa Road, Riverside 92509 
Hilltop Software Services Donneue Haddad 
42090 Grantite View Drive, San Jacinto 
92383 
Hotrman!Marshall Advertising Robert Hoff-
man 1141 Big Bear Blvd., Big Bear City 
92314 
Home Capital Management Raynald Crol 
10970 Arrow Route 11211, Rancho Cucamon-
ga 91730 
Home Repair Service John Hein 227 E. 
Florida, Hemet 92343 Good Air/Good Water Co., The Herbert 
Clark 31566 Railroad Canyon Road 11114, 
Canyon Lake 92587 
Gospel Warehouse, The Dorothy Morton 
13819 Amargosa Road 116, Victorville 92392 
Goud Life Ranch James Deluhery 18870 
Lurin, Riverside ~ 
Grace Maintenance Co. Hong Yi 4633 
Kansas Ave., Riverside 92507 
We tried to cotnpare apples 
to apples, but they catne up 
a few bushels short. 
Grud Terrace Urwent Care Center Quali-
ty Medical, A Calif Corp. 22182 Barton 
Road, Grllld Terrace 92324 
Graphic IUusions Jon Carter 24610 Leaf-
wood Drive, Murrieta 92362 
Graphic Illustration Steven Barbee 5839 
Zapata Place, Alta Lorna 91701 
Green Guard First Aid & Safety John 
Newcomb 1002 Elmhurst, Corona 91720 
Green Pastures Ranch Susan Smith 9140 
Haven Ave. 1105, Rancho Cucamonga 91730 
Green Slope Nursery Miguel Hemondez 
8176 Duffrein, Rivmide 92504 
Grea Holmes EDterpriMs Gregory Holmes 
10567 Pelchtree Lane, Alta Lorna 91701 
Grnitr Eledrk Richard Grmitz 16500 Car-
boD Cyn Road, Cl1ino 91710 
Groff GradiD& A Hallliq Hollee Groff 
40460 Calle tim, Temecula 92390 
Groap 4 Developmtnt Today Homes, IDe. 
12138 Industrial Blvd. 1200, Victorville 
92392 
Grove's Enterprises 92324 William 600 W .• 
E" Street Apt. 10" Collon 
Guardian Mortaage Co. Miguel Molinar 
14471 La Ham Road, V1Ctorville 92392 
Gyp-Masters Ralph Haasl 701 E 4th Street, 
Bldg. 1, Perris 92370 
H & F Repair Senice Hmy Fox 8465 Gale-
na St. Riverside 92509 
H & H Plaat Growers Michael Harrison 
2060 Dlrby St., S111 Bernardino 92405 
H B It .,._lilt" Senica Hossain Khollesi 
12760 Ardol St., Morr.no Valley 92388 
H B L Screell A Sip Sapply Han Ben Lao 
11334 Rancbo La Brea Drive, Riverside 
92SOS 
H R L Michld \VIz 15370 Cbolame 17, Vic-
unille 92392 
HQ Balldill& Maiatea .. ct C. Muquez 
2603 Via Plcifica. Corolla 91720 
lbdada De Moaterey Muruko Inc. 44-
600 Moalcrey Ave.. Palm De1ert 92260 
Haaaka Kurt Bochner 1488 E. Ramon 
Road. PaJm SpriDp 92262 
BaaDtoa AlpUlt PaYiaa, lac. Hamilton 
A1pbaJ1 Pavin& Inc. S02S Stile St., O!uio 
91762 
.... ,_ Woodwclrb Hemy Rock 37021 A 
Jndullrill. Hemet 92344 
...... ao.om- Koslta .t Associates 340 
S. Flndl Drive IA-200. Palm Springs 92262 
What does your office 
rent include? 
rTEM COMMSUITE EXECUTIVE SUITE 
225-sq.-ft. Suite w!View Yes Yes 
Conference Room Yes Yes 
Lounge/Kitchen Facilities Yes Yes 
Fa~s1mile Machine Yes Yes 
Postage Meter Yes Yes 
Telephone Answering Serv1ce Yes Yes 
CotTeeffca Sem~c Yes Yes 
Audio VisuaVScminar Room Yes No 
Mml Room Yes No 
Two Sccnndal) Lounges Yes No 
Hl.OOO-sq -ft Court) ard Yes No 
Llrgc Administrative Starr Yes No 
Maintenance Starr Yes No 
4 Lme Touch Screen Phone/ Yes No 
Computer Terminal 
Photocop1cs (500)* Yes No 
Secretarial Services (5 Hours)* Yes No 
L!serjet Pnnters Yes No 
Computer System in each su1te 
withe following capabilities 
Word Processing Yes No 
Accounting Yes No 
Spreadsheets Yes No 
Database Access Yes No 
ElectroniC Telephone Me5sage Yes No 
Electronic Mail Yes No 
Telex Yes No 
Electromc Rolodcx Yes No 
•Alb;;;.IC'd on a monlhl) b. 
"Fortune 100" Amenities Mode Affordable For Small Businesses 
Corrwn Centera 
• -
ONTARIO COMM CENTER 
3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario 
Phone 941-Q333 
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THE INLAND EMPIRE'S 
BUSINESS ALL-STARS? 
THE INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL WILL SELECT 
FIFTEEN INDIVIDUALS WHO'VE MADE A DIFFERENCE 
The Inland Empire Business Journal is seeking your help in 
recognizing the Inland Empire area's top individuals. Fifteen 
people, one from each category below, will be chosen as the 
first Annual Inland Empire Business Journal's All-Stars. 
Those selected will have demonstrated excellence in business 
and a commitment to charitable or public seiVice work. 
Empire Business Journal based on the people you nominate. 
Winners will be profiled in the October issue of the Inland 
Empire Business Journal and honored at an "All Star" Lun-
cheon to be held on Wednesday, October 16, 1991 at the 
Riverside Convention Center. Please complete the infonna-
tion requested below and mail as soon as possible. 
The All-Stars will be selected by the editors of the Inland 
Please explain why you think each 
individual should be chosen. 
Include information on his/her 
business accomplishments in 1990 
and his/her efforts to improve the 
Inland Empire area. 
Eligibility: 
Individuals must be employed by 
fmns in the Inland Empire area. 
All-Stars will be selected in each 
of the following categories, but 
*nominations can be made without 
specifying a category: 
A. Finance: Banks, Savings and 
Loans, Thrifts and SBA 
Lenders 
B. Health Care: Hospitals, 
Medical Clinics, HMOs, 
PPOs, Doctors, Dentists, and 
Health Care Personnel 
C. Woman Entrepreneur 
D. Manufacturing 
E. Hotels, Meeting Facilities 
and Hospitality Industry 
F. Education 
G. High Technology 
H. Accounting Services 
I. Legal Services 
J. Residential Real Estate 
Industry 
K. Commercial Real Estate 
Industry 
L. Industrial Real Estate 
Industry 
M. Advertising and Public 
Relations 
N. Retail Merchandising 
O. Public Service 
The Inland Empire Business Journal 
BUSINESS ALL-STARS 
**** Please photocopy this entry blank or use a separate sheet of paper to nominate one executive per category• 
Executive Name- -------------------------------
Company Name ________________________________ _ 
Address ____________________________________ __ 
Telephone, ________________ Fax _________________ __ 
Category _______________________________________________________________ _ 
Business performance, philanthropic/civic activity: 
MyName ----------------------------------------------------------------
Title----------------------------------------------------------------------
Company -------------------------------- ----
Address ____________________________________ __ 
Telephone: __________________ Fax __________________ _ 
Primary company services ------------------------------
To be counted: 
Please mail all information to The Inland Empire Business Journal All-Stars, 3281 E. Guasti Road, Ste. 490, Ontario, CA 91761 
The health plan that makes sense today 
With people following so many different 
lifestyles, it's good to know there's a health plan 
that can fit their needs. 
Employers like the flexibility they have with 
Inter Valley. They can select the program that's 
best for their company and their employees. 
Members choose their own doctor from hun, 
dreds of physicians in private practice. He can 
refer the member to a wide range of specialists, 
and arrange hospital admissions. 
Our resources are concentrated right where 
our members live and work, giving them conve, 
nient, easy access to medical providers. 
If you employ from five people to many 
hundreds, just ask your insurance broker about 
Inter Valley. Or call us at (800) 843,3520. 
--
-· - · 
- -
- -
Inter Valley Health Plan 
300 South Park Avenue, Suite 300 • Pomona, CA 91766 • (800) 843,3520 
A Non,Profit, Federally Qualified HMO 
